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ABSTRACT 
A theoretical study has been made of several aspects ofcommunication 
by means of adaptive antenna techniques, from the earth to an interplan- 
etary vehicle (bus), and between the bus and a smaller vehicle (capsule) 
launched from the bus to land on a planet. The study has been restricted 
to some of the antenna problems associated with such a communication system, 
particularly where the vehicle is spin-stabilized. The environment to be 
expected near a planet, particularly Mars, and its effects on the operation 
of an adaptive system is discussed in some detail. Consideration is given 
to the various phenomena associated with atmospheric entry, including plasma, 
atmospheric inhomogeneities, voltage breakdown, and so forth. 
Four separate antenna configurations that might be suitable for use on 
a spinning vehicle were investigated theoretically. Particular attention 
was paid to the .retrodirective mode of operation. One of these, a novel 
configuration called a Cylindrical-Geodesic-Lens Biconical-Horn Phased- 
Array Antenna was given particular attention because it appeared to offer 
the most potential for meeting the system requirements. Several computer 
programs were written to analyze various aspects of these antennas, only 
one of which relied on switching of antenna elements as the vehicle rotated, 
in order to realize maximum effective radiated power. Radiation patterns 
and the variation in peak gain were computed. A study was made of the im- 
portant problem of spectral splitting of a signal received or transmitted 
by a rotating antenna. It is shown that the effect of spectral splitting 
can probably be made negligible by careful design of the antenna and adaptive 
circuitry. No attempt was made to arrive at an optimum antenna configuration. 
System problems are discussed, some proposed operational techniques are 
described, and a summary of work done by other investigators is given. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
This report represents work performed during the first 16 months 
of a study to investigate some of the many possible uses of adaptive 
antenna circuits for communication to and between vehicles on an inter- 
planetary mission. It is assumed that the main vehicle, the bus, flies 
by or orbits the target planet an'd when in the vicinity releases a smaller 
vehicle, the capsule, to enter the planet's environment for a hard or soft 
landing. Communication between the earth and the bus is specified as 
being within the S-band of frequencies presently used by the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), but between the bus and capsule the best 
frequency of operation was a subject of study. In addition to communica- 
tion, use of the adaptive antenna circuitry was briefly considered for 
other purposes as well, such as providing navigational and environmental 
information. 
Since there appear to be no unique definitions of adaptive antenna 
types it is necessary to make our own definitions of some of the commonly 
used terms in order to avoid confusion. It is hoped that these very gen- 
eral definitions will not vary appreciably from those eventually adopted 
by the IEEE. These definitions are as follows: 
Adaptive antenna-A generic term including all antennas 
having a receiving and/or transmitting beam that is con- 
trolled by the direction of one or more incoming signals. 
Such an antenna may be active or passive. (One simple form 
of an adaptive antenna is the well known corner reflector.) 
Retrodirective antenna-An antenna that radiates its major 
lobe back in the direction from which a pilot signal is 
received. 
Self-steering antenna-A special type of adaptive antenna 
array that adjusts phases of element signals to allow in- 
phase addition, thereby extracting maximum power from the 
incident signal, even if it is in the radiating near field 
of the aperture (in which case, it is called self-focussing). 
A self-steering antenna may be used for receiving only, in 
which case it is referred to as an adaptive receiving antenna, 
or it may transmit as well. 
1 
Since most of the study on this program has been directed specifically 
to retrodirective arrays, a more detailed description of this type of 
antenna follows. 
A retrodirective antenna is an array of elementary antennas which, 
.when it receives a pilot signal from a command station, automatically 
returns it to the source without the need for first orienting its physical 
direction. In general, the returned signal is amplified and modulated. 
This automatic beam-scanning technique is a phase-diversity technique where 
the phase of the signal received in each subantenna in the retrodirective 
array is processed and the signal, transmitted has a corresponding conju- 
gate phase. As a result of this phase compensation, the signal adds co- 
herently at the command station and the gain increases roughly as the 
number of elements used. 
It has been assumed that each of the specific antenna configurations 
studied will be attached to a spin-stabilized space vehicle, which presents 
antenna problems obviously not associated with a fully stabilized vehicle. 
One of these problems is making effective use of array elements that are 
nominally shadowed by the space vehicle as it rotates. During the first 
quarter the analysis was started of a particular cylindrical antenna con- 
figuration conceived to overcome this problem, in which all the receiver/ 
transmitter elements are used for any azimuthal direction of the antenna 
beam. This is done by focusing the. energy to and from the elemental radi- 
ators by means of a cylindrical geodesic lens. For this antenna the gain 
as computed appeared to be generally less than 1 dB below the postulated 
theoretical maximum value and required no switching of elements as the 
vehicle rotated. These initial computations were greatly simplified by as- 
suming that the retransmitted signal had exactly the same frequency as the 
incoming pilot signal. The study was later expanded and made more general 
by including a small frequency translation before retransmitting. 
The First Quarterly Report 1* also included a study of the conditions 
to be expected in the vicinity of Mars, particularly as they would relate 
to communications with a capsule entering the Martian environment. This 
study has been greatly expanded to include more general conditions relating 
to the effects of environment on antenna operation, and now forms the second 
section of this report. It is self-contained and essentially independent 
of the rest of the report although it does deal with specific antenna 
element configurations. 
* References are listed at the end of the report 
2 
In the Second Quarterly Report2 three new antenna configurations 
were introduced and analyzed to some degree while some consideration was 
also given to direction-finding problems without relating them to any 
particular configuration. Each configuration was treated as a retro- 
directive antenna, rather than as the more general self-adaptive antenna. 
A start was also made on the analysis of various communications systems 
that might be used on the proposed mission, as well as on the consider- 
ation of adaptive circuitry. 
In the Third Quarterly Report,3 primary consideration was given to 
the problem of spectral splitting due to the rotation of an antenna array. 
Each of the specific antenna configurations that has so far been studied 
assumes that it is mounted on a vehicle that is stabilized only by spin- 
ning about an axis approximately perpendicular to the line of transmission. 
The problem of signal distortion--i.e., spectral splitting due to such 
spin -is therefore very important. It is closely related to the variation 
of antenna gain as a function of azimuthal orientation of the antenna with 
respect to the line of transmission. This gain modulation, or amplitude 
modulation, constitutes one component of the spectral splitting so that in 
the present report the two subjects have been expanded and treated together. 
The other primary component is phase modulation. 
Several aspects of each of four distinct circular antenna configura- 
tions have been treated in this report, but in the time available it was 
not possible to analyze the large number of combinations and permutations 
of conditions relating to all the antennas. Some indication of the char- 
acteristics of one configuration can sometimes be postulated by reference 
to the analysis made on another, but in general each specific antennamust 
be analyzed to obtain the characteristics with any accuracy. 
One important simplifying assumption made throughout this study is 
that mutual coupling between any elements of a given antenna is negligible. 
In some cases the assumption is justified in practice. In others it will 
result in differences between theory'and practice unless steps are taken 
to reduce the effects of mutual coupling. 
In almost every case the antenna has been treated only as a retro- 
directive radiator-that is, a device for radiating a relatively high- 
gain beam in exactly the opposite direction (the retrodirective) from an 
incoming pilot (or received) signal. It is a very simple matter to send 
data down such a re-radiated beam by modulating the signal source, or 
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local oscillator, that is co-phasally connected to each of the transmit- 
ting elements of the array. In practice, the transmitted and received 
signals must generally have different frequencies to prevent interference 
in the receiver. However; for simplicity,much of the work in this report 
assumes the frequencies to be the same. Making this assumption does not 
necessarily negate the results of the studies since even a very small 
frequency separation could produce sufficient decoupling between input 
and output without substantially changing the results of the analysis. 
Since in each case the antenna dimensions are given in terms of wave- 
length,the "equal frequency" analysis can be used in its exact form if 
one antenna is used for receiving the pilot beam and another for trans- 
mitting in the retrodirection. The antennas would have to be exactly 
similar and scaled to the respective operating wavelengths, with the 
corresponding elements connected together through appropriate phase- 
conjugating circuitry. 
It may sometimes be desirable to use the same antenna operating 
with appreciably different receiving and transmitting frequencies. Then 
there arises the problem .of obtaining good focusing, in order to maximize 
the gain, at the transmitting frequency. Under certain circumstances 
this problem can be solved by making the transmitting frequency a rational 
fraction of the pilot frequency; a range of alternative discrete fre- 
quency separations between receiver and transmitter can be obtained in 
this manner without making the separation large. An example of such a 
system is given in this report, but it is not related directly to the 
specific problems associated with spin of the antenna, and is not 
necessarily applicable to all of the configurations treated in this 
report. Adaptation to any particular circular-array configuration will 
have to be a subject of further study. However, the technique is 
particularly important because, apart from correctly phasing each 
radiator, it permits the use of frequency-multiplication circuits, 
leading the way toward all-solid-state circuitry and then to integrated 
circuitry, with its inherent cost advantage, built-in redundancy, and 
improved reliability. 
The program is not sufficiently advanced to result in any preferred 
overall system model, so that particular frequency bands have not 
generally been associated with any of the studies presented in this 
report. However, because of the problem of communication blackout on 
entering the atmosphere of any planet, there are definite advantages to 
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operating the bus-capsule link at frequencies above the anticipated 
critical plasma frequencies-that is, at millimeter wavelengths. An 
added advantage of such a. link is that the range, range rate, and 
relative angular location of the capsule, with respect to the bus, can 
be obtained at any instant during the capsule landing trajectory with 
much greater accuracy than if, say, VHF frequencies are-used. 
As is usually the case in analyzing antennas, and particularly in 
determining radiation characteristics, the assumption has been made that 
a radiation pattern, measured on a relative scale, is independent of the 
distance of the observation point from the antenna, provided that it is 
well into the far fie Id region of the antenna. This condition is easily 
met in the case of a planetary probe, but the great distances involved 
could give rise to an additional problem if the antenna consists of a 
phased array. For instance, at a range of 150 million kilometers, 
should one of the elemental transmitters of an otherwise correctly 
phased array happen to differ or appear to differ in frequency from the 
rest of the elements by only 0.001 Hz, or an odd multiple of this value, 
the contribution of that element would appear in exact opposition (or 
antiphase) to the amplitudes of all the rest of the elements at the 
observation point. This problem does not normally arise with earth- 
bound systems, and the likelihood of such a frequency error occurring at 
one or more of the elements of an interplanetary communication antenna 
is very much dependent on the particular circuitry used with the space- 
vehicle array. Since the consideration of specific circuitry was only 
touched upon in this program this interesting aspect was not studied, 
but it is mentioned here to draw attention to a potentially serious 
problem. 
It became apparent during the study that the feasibility, or 
otherwise, of using spinning antennas of the types described was somewhat 
dependent on the type of modulation to be used in the transmission link. 
However, no attempt was made to consider modulation problems in any 
detail, and‘signals were generally assumed to be CW except when modulated 
by the motion of the antenna. 

A. Introduction 
I I .ENV IRONMENT STUDY 
Effects of environment on adaptive antenna operationforspace missions 
are considered for a planet-orbiting or fly-by bus and foran entry capsule. 
Primary emphasis is given to retrodirective antenna operation. 
The study involves characterizing the electromagnetic environment 
through which adaptive antennas may operate. The Mars environment is re- 
ferred to in the study to reflect the unknowns that exist in character- 
izing a planetary environment. Antenna operation in environments similar 
to the vicinity of the earth and the earth's atmosphere is assumed. De- 
partures from an earth model are also considered. 
B. Modification of Retrodirective Signal Characteristics 
Turbulence in the refractive structure of a planetary atmosphere or 
an entry plasma can limit antenna operation. Three primary effects are 
involved: signal phase fluctuations, antenna gain reduction, and signal 
angle-of-arrival variations. Adaptive antennas are useful in controlling 
these effects. The adaptive antenna adjusts the phase of signals received 
or transmitted by array subapertures so that the subaperture signals will 
be in phase and will add coherently. The subaperture size is chosen such 
that gain reduction and angle-of-arrival variations are negligible. 
Basic to retrodirective array operation is that coherent, in-phase 
signals are returned from array subapertures in the direction of the pilot 
signal. The signals are coherent provided phase fluctuations are time- 
coherent along pilot and return propagation paths. 
Summation of the discrete retrodirective signals at the pilot station 
can be less than ideal because of system design, environment imperfections, 
or antenna orientation. A list of factors that may cause phase errors in 
the discrete subaperture signals is given in Table I. 
The fractional reduction in signal power received from a retrodirec- 
tive array, received in an adaptive receiving array, or received in a 
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Table I 
FACTORS THAT MAY MODIFYTHERETRODIRECTIVE SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 
(1) Systems Design 
(a) A shift in carrier frequency during the retrodirective 
phasing processes 
(b) Unequal phase shifts induced by subaperture circuitry 
(c) Non-linear effects such as amplifier gain and coupling 
between subaperture circuitry and antennas. 
(2) Environment Imperfections 
(a) Refractive variations of correlation scales less than 
the size of subapertures (partially eliminated by 
aperture smoothing) 
(b) Refractive variations of correlation scales that are 
less than the extent of the array and that are time- 
incoherent along the pilot signal and return signal 
paths 
(c) Non-reciprocal plasma (important only if a strong 
magnetic field exists) 
(d) Planetary reflections that may be different along 
pilot-signal and return-signal paths because of 
gation time, Doppler effects, fi 
ropa- 
and planetary roug ness. 
(3) Antenna Orientations 
(a) Differences in polarization between receiving and 
transmitting at array subapertures and the pilot 
terminal 
(b) Separate antennas for receiving and transmitting in 
the array. 
conventional antenna as a result of small statistical phase errors is 
approximated as: 
P 
Signal power reduction, - = 
PO 
(1 - [Wt)12~ ; &v(t) << 277 (1) 
where 6q(t) is the maximum phase error over the antenna aperture. A 1-dB 
loss in signal power corresponds to a phase error of 0.45 radians or 
26 degrees. 
The signal-reduction effect represented in Eq. (1) corresponds to 
signal phase fluctuations or jitter that are uncorrelated over the antenna 
aperture. The degree of decorrelation depends upon the turbulent refrac- 
tive medium and upon antenna size; a large antenna is illuminated by a 
greater degree of uncorrelated phase jitter than a small antenna and thus 
suffer more signal reduction. 
Amplitude imperfections can also cause retrodirective antenna signal 
loss or variation. An example would be unequal and varying subaperture 
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propagation losses such as could exist for a planetary entry capsule. 
Amplitude imperfections can alsc be caused by time-varying retrodirective 
array orientation, the amplitude effect being induced by array configura- 
tion and subaperture antenna gain and polarization. 
I n general, amplitude and phase imperfections are not necessarily 
separable and discrete in effect. Modification of Doppler frequency, 
phase, and amplitude in the signal received at the pilot station are 
complex. 
Factors that modify the signal received at the pilot station will 
also modify the retrodirective array pattern in directions other than 
along the pilot-signal path. Planetary reflections and antenna orienta- 
tion will change the pattern shape of a retrodirective antenna, which 
might give incorrect directional information, as is also the case with a 
wide-open DF system in a multi-signal environment. 
C. Orbiting or Fly-By Bus 
1. Background 
Th e propagation environment for a planetary bus includes the plane- 
tary atmosphere, interplanetary space, and the earth's atmosphere. Both 
the planetary atmosphere and the earth's atmosphere have a molecular re- 
fractive medium, referred to as a troposphere, in the lower atmosphere 
and an electron plasma medium, referred to as an ionosphere, in the upper 
atmosphere. 
Studies4+ indicate that random fluctuations in refractivity of the 
propagation media are a limitatio n to the reception of deep-space signals 
on the earth. Radio astronomy and satellite measurements indicate the 
earth's atmosphere to be the primary cause of the random fluctuations. 
Thus, particular attention has been given to the study of refractive 
effects in the earth's atmosphere relative to deep-space communications 
(in addition to earth and near-earth space communications). 
The aperture size for earth-based communication at which refractive 
fluctuations cause antenna degradation exceeds 30 meters at 1 GHz. 
Retrodirective array operation does not eliminate gross refractive 
bending of the propagation paths of the pilot signal and retrodirective 
return signals. 
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2. Earth Atmosphere 
The propagation environment of the earth's atmosphere which affects 
conventional as well as adaptive antennas is substantially documented in 
the literature and will not be extensively reviewed here. A summary of 
phase and angle-of-arrival fluctuations for propagation through the 
earth's atmosphere is presented in Table II. The data typically repre- 
sent a clear and dry troposphere and a normal ionosphere. 
Angle-of-arrival fluctuations limit the allowable beamwidth of an 
antenna looking through the earth's atmosphere. Above 1 GHz, angle-of- 
arrival fluctuations are generally caused by tropospheric refractive 
variations. The antenna size for which the rms beam tilt is equal to the 
1-dB antenna beamwidth for a one-percent probability of occurrence is 
typically 125 h to 330 x (40 meters to 100 meters at 1 GHz). 
The earth's atmosphere is located far away from a planetary bus-for 
example loll to 3.5 x 10" meters from Mars, a minimal planetary distance. 
The associated time-varying refractive medium in the earth's atmosphere 
will change during the earth-planet-earth signal transit time. The cor- 
relation times of significant fluctuations in the earth's refractive media 
are typically less than 100 to 200 seconds (from Table II) and thus are 
less than the signal transit time between the earth and a planet-for ex- 
ample, Mars, 330 to 1200 sec. As a result, phase jitter induced by the 
earth's transmission environment will not be equal for the pilot signal 
path and the retrodirective return-signal path. This does not, however, 
affect coherent signal formation since spatial correlation scales of phase 
jitter will exceed the size of the retrodirective array, and rays from 
subapertures will essentially lie along the same propagation path. 
The gross refractive characteristics of the earth's transmission en- 
vironment may also not be equal on the pilot and return paths due to the 
large time delay and earth antenna-pointing-angle differences. The earth 
terminal antenna will be pointed in different parts of the earth's atmo- 
sphere for transmission and for reception (for example, a difference in 
earth elevation angle of 5 degrees), and the pilot and return paths may 
not be equal in length. 
It is thus concluded that retrodirective cancellation of phase delays 
along pilot and return paths will not be complete for deep-space-to-earth 
applications. Conceivably, the phase-delay characteristics of the 
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Table II 
SUMMARY OF PHASE AND ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL FLUCTUATIONS 
DUE'TO REFRACTIVE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE 
(a) TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ATMOSPHERE 
S atial Correlation of Refractive Irregularity 
(Elob Size), 1,, 
TROPOSPHERE IONOSPHERE 
(Clear and Dry) (Normal) 
60 meters 5 Kilometers 
Propagation Path Length, L 6 Kilometers 65 Kilometers 
(scale height of 
F-region) 
- 2 Deviation in Surface Refractivity, C&l 0.25 -- 
Fractional Deviation in Electron Density, (&g/Ivg) 2 -_ 3 x 10-4 
Peak Electron Density _- -- 1.24 x lo6 el/cm3 
Fluctuation Correlation Time, T 1 to 100 seconds 1 to 200 seconds c 
(b) ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE PREDICTION OF PHASE JITTER 
DUE TOTHE TROPOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE 
e. = Earth elevation angle 
I RMS PHASE JITTER, aa, IN DEGREES 
FREQUENCY Troposphere Ionosphere 
(GHz) (Clear) (Normal) 
1.0 
2.2 
e. = 9o” e. = 49 e. = 9o” e. = 4O 
0.43 1.7 47 94 
0.97 3.7 21 42 
4.6 
I 
2.0 7.8 
I 
10 20 
10.0 4.3 17.0 4.7 9.4 
(c) ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE PREDICTION OF ANGLE OF ARRIVAL 
FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO THE TROPOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE 
e. = Earth elevation angle 
Antenna diameter D < 1, 
FREQUENCY 
(GHz 1 
RMS ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL FLUCTUATION, up, IN DEGREES /I 
1.0 d x 10-4 3 x 10-3 9 x 10-4 1.8 x 1O-3 
2.2 (Independent (Independent 1.9 X 10m4 3.8 X 10s4 
4.6 of of 4.2 x lO-5 8.5 X 1O-5 
10 frequency) frequency) 9 x lo-6 1.8 x lO-5 
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retrodirective sum signal could be eliminated for near space and for 
capsule-to-bus applications unless the carrier frequency is shifted at 
the subapertures. 
3. Interplanetary Space 
Typical plasma 'characteristics of the interplanetary space are 
summarized in Table III .7-g The solar interplanetary plasma is a weak 
plasma relative to the earth's ionosphere. The gyromagnetic frequency 
Table III 
TYPICAL PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERPLANETARY SPACE 
Solar Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
Strength - At 1 A.U., average 2 or 3 gammas 0 to 100 gammas 
Between 1 A.U. and 1.75 A.U., average <3 gammas (lack of definite 
data exists at these solar distances). 
Strength depends upon solar activity. Fluctuations of one or two orders of 
magnitude occur, depending upon solar activity. 
Solar-Wind Electron Streams 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
SOLAR CONDITION 
Gas Flow Electron Electron Density Gas Flow Density 
Quiet sun 600 km/set 5 elec/cm3 25,500 kmjsec 0.12 elec/cr 
Disturbed sun 1500 km/set 100 elec/cm3 63,000 km/set 2.3 elec/cm' 
During Pioneer VI Flight -- 5 elec/cm3 -- 9 elec/cm3 
Minimum Scale of Electromagnetic Irregularities 
Gyro radius of electrons 210 meters 
Gyro radius of ions 2 1 km 
Mean Free Path of Electrons and Ions 
z105 km, typically 3 x lo7 km 
SOURCES: Refs. 7-9. 
in the earth's atmosphere is 1.42 MHz, which is large compared to the 
gyromagnetic frequency in interplanetary space, typically 0 to 300 Hz. 
The maximum plasma frequency in the earth's ionosphere is typically 
2 tQ 20 Mhz, which is also large compared to the plasma frequency in 
interplanetary space, typically 0 to 90 kHz. 
The scale of electromagnetic irregularities in interplanetary space 
is sufficiently large (> 10 meters) that phase jitter will be correlated 
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across adaptive arrays on space vehicles. Interplanetary space environ- 
ment will not limit antenna operation at frequencies of interest. 
4. Mars Atmosphere 
Defining the propagation environments of near planets such as Mars 
is in the crude stage. Results of the recent 1965 Mariner radio occul- 
tation experiment have been published and are summarized in Table IV.loJ 
The radio occultation experiment was concerned with the measurement of 
refractive effects in the bus-to-earth signal at occultation. Hefractive 
effects in the amplitude, phase, and Doppler characteristics of the re- 
ceived signal were used to deduce surface pressure and scale height in 
the lower atmosphere of Mars and to deduce ionization and scale height 
in the Martian ionosphere. 
Table IV 
SUMMARY OF MARINER IV OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT AT MARS 
ATMOSPHERE 
Surface refractivity 3.6 + 0.21 units 
Scale height 8 to 10 km 
Surface number density 
100% co* 1.9 + 0.1 x 10'7 mol/cm3 
Up to 20% A or N,, or a mixture 2.1 f 0.2 x 10'7 moljcm3 
50% A 2.5 + 0.15 x1017 mol/cm3 
Surface mass density 
100% co, 1.43kO.l x 1o-5 g/cm3 
Up to 20% A or Np, or a mixture 1.5 _t 0.15 x10-5 g/cm3 
50% A 1.75 f 0.10 x10-5 g/cm3 
Temperature 
100% co* 180 f 20OK 
Up to 20% A or N,, or a mixture 175 i 25% 
50% A 170 k 20'K 
Surface pressure 
100% co, 4.1 to 5.7 mb 
L&t; 20% A or N2, or a mixture 4.1 to 6.2 mb 
0 5.0 to 7.0 mb 
IONOSPHERE 
Maximum electron density (x = 70°) 9 * 1.0 x lo4 el/cm3 
Altitude of maximum 120 to 125 km 
Electron scale height above maximum 20 to 25 km 
Temperature c 200'K at 120 to 200 km 
SOURCE: Ref. 10. 
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Hesults of the Mars radio-occultation experiment do not provide exact 
surface pressure as no absolute altitude scale is available. 
Magnetometer and trapped-radiation measurements of the Mariner fly-by 
have indicated that no magnetic field exists near Mars in excess of the 
ambient magnetic field of interplanetary space. Thus, the transmission 
environment in the Martian ionosphere should be reciprocal. The effects 
of Faraday rotation, of anisotropy due to field-aligned ionization, and of 
other phenomena induced by the magnetic field and magnetic disturbances 
observed in earth's ionosphere will not occur in the Martian ionosphere 
(or in interplanetary space). 
5. Hypothetical Planetary Atmosphere 
Planetary atmospheres similar to the earth's atmosphere will not com- 
plicate or degrade adaptive antenna performance on a planetary bus to any 
greater degree than the same antenna on a bus orbiting the earth. In par- 
ticular, scale size of refractive variations in the earth's atmosphere 
exceed 30 meters and are considerably larger than practical antenna aper- 
tures for airborne and space applications. It is apparent that adaptive 
antenna operation on a planetary bus is not limited by electromagnetic 
constraints in the environment. Adaptive antenna performance should be 
readily predictable and propagation characteristics would be the same as 
for any conventional antenna. 
To affect the operation of an adaptive antenna, the principal scale 
size of refractive irregularities in a hypothetical planetary atmosphere 
would have to be less than the size of the antenna aperture-for example, 
3 meters. (The diameter of the Centaur shroud is 3 meters.) No such 
atmosphere has been postulated or experimentally measured. 
In addition to scale size, the propagation path length and the extent 
of the refractive medium would have to be sufficiently long to cause large 
phase fluctuations. For example, the required path length for a 30-degree 
phase jitter due to a molecular atmosphere with a scale of refractive 
fluctuation of 3 meters and a deviation in surface refractivity of 0.25 
would be 580 million meters at 1 GHz and 5.8 million meters at 10 GHz.* 
* 
Phase fluctuation of a signal propagating through a molecular atmosphere varies approximately as 
/(path length) X (scale of refractive fluctuation) X (frequency) 
Data in Table II is used to scale path length in the hypothetical atmosphere. The 30-degree phase 
jitter would correspond to roughly a 1-dB signal loss. 
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These ridiculously large distances (assuming an exponential atmospheric 
profile and a mean free path less than 3 meters) would require planetary 
surface pressure and density exceeding ten orders of magnitude above 
earth conditions. 
While irregular structure in an ionosphere may exist in all sizes, 
minimum bounds exist for those blob sizes important to electromagnetic 
wave propagation. The minimum bounds can be predicted by considering 
the charged electrons and ions in the ionosphere. In the absence of a 
magnetic field, or along a magnetic field, the mean free path represents 
the minimum scale of electromagnetic irregularities. 
Typical electron mean-free-path Ze in the earth's ionosphere is: 
E-Region- EO-km altitude, Ze z 10 meters 
140-km altitude, Ze 3 100 meters 
F-Region- ZOO- to 
700-km altitude, le = 0.5 to 2 km 
lOOO-km altitude, le 3 10 km . 
The scale of ionic irregularities is a factor of 44 less than le. 
Transverse to the magnetic field the minimum scale of irregularities 
approaches the minimum logitudinal scale. In the F-region, the minimum 
transverse scales are defined by the gyroradius of electrons, 
= lo-' meters, and of ions, = 5 meters. 
The evidence of significant magnetic fields of internal origin is 
compelling for only two planets-the earth and Jupiter. Thus, the minimum 
scale of refractive fluctuations in Mars and Venus ionospheres should be 
10 meters, the gyroradius of electrons in interplanetary space and of the 
mean free path of electrons in the E-region of the earth's ionosphere. 
It is concluded that a planetary ionosphere is not likely to exist 
in which principal refractive-irregularity scale sizes are sufficiently 
large to cause adaptive antenna degradation. 
6. Multipacting Breakdown12e13 
At high-vacuum conditions, such as those that exist in the earth's 
ionosphere, the electron mean free path is generally large compared to 
the dimensions of the RF equipment. Under such conditions multipactor 
discharge can occur, and is the result of secondary electrons produced 
by electrons being accelerated by the RF field. 
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For multipacting voltage breakdown, the voltage between the terminals 
is important (not the electric field strength as is the case for gas- 
breakdown discharge). For typical structures, multipacting breakdown 
occurs for voltages between 50 to 300V. A high-voltage cutoff exists in 
multipacting breakdown when the electron transit time becomes shorter than 
a half-period of the RF wave. Assuming a biconical antenna structure with 
an input impedance of 50 a, the power required for multipacting breakdown 
will lie in the region of 50 to 18OOW. 
Laboratory measurements indicate that the multipacting discharge it- 
self does not produce signal loss difficulties; however, outgassing and 
possible surface phenomena associated with the electron energy dissipated 
at the surface can produce an arc. Arc discharges that have been observed 
greatly modify the electrical characteristics of the structure and can 
also do considerable mechanical damage as well. It is important to keep 
surfaces of antennas and transmission lines clean, as arc discharges are 
more likely to occur from contaminated surfaces. Surface contamination, 
such as a carbonaceous film, a fine layer of dust particles, or an oxide 
film, is a source of secondary emission, and as a result the arcing po- 
tential can be lowered. 
D. Entry Capsule 
1. Background 
During atmospheric braking entry a plasma sheath is formed around 
the vehicle. A wake or trail is also formed in the rearward void of the 
vehicle. Ionization in the sheath around the vehicle arises from three 
sources: thermal ionization caused by the compressive shock wave, thermal 
ionization generated by viscous effects in the boundary layer, and chem- 
ical ionization produced as ablative heat-shield material is introduced 
into the boundary layer. If propulsive slowing down of the entry capsule 
is employed, ionization is also created by rocket exhausts. 
Constraints of entry environment are to a large degree similar for 
adaptive antennas and for conventional antennas. Effects of entry plasmas 
on antenna systems are not easily predictable. Idealized propagation con- 
cepts, such as plane-wave propagation, can be completely inadequate to 
describe propagation in entry plasma. The ionization effects of ablative 
products cannot be predicted. Laboratory and flight experiments are re- 
quired to evaluate effects of entry environment. Constraints of entry 
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environment are described in the following discussion, and examples of 
antenna degradation are presented. Particular constraints affecting 
adaptive antennas are described. 
2. Entrv Environment 
a. Atmosphere Models 
Planetary atmospheres can be classified as to whether aero- 
dynamic or propulsive braking is required for slowing down a capsule 
exploring the atmosphere. The negligible atmospheres of Mercury and 
the moon require propulsive braking. The thin atmosphere of Mars may 
also require propulsive braking or a combination of propulsive and aero- 
dynamic braking. The atmospheres of the earth and Venus are sufficiently 
dense that aerodynamic braking can be used. 
The state of the art in defining the atmosphere of Mars is pre- 
sented in the following discussion to illustrate the limitations that 
exist in planetary exploration and in predicting antenna operation in 
entry plasma. 
Defining the gas composition of the Martian atmosphere from 
Earth-based astronomy is limited by atmospheric attenuation of the ra- 
diating bands of possible species. Only carbon dioxide (CO,) and water 
vapor (H,O) have been positively identified. Nitrogen (N,) and argon (A) 
have been proposed as other constituents of the atmosphere. 
Th e gas compositions and surface pressure of various models of 
the Martian atmosphere are given in Table V. 
The dense atmospheres, 41 to 133 mb, based on optical measure- 
ments are believed to be upper bounds. The atmospheres, 10 to 40 mb, 
are based on spectroscopic observation of the CO, content in the Mars 
atmosphere. (Unfortunately, these models are based on analysis of a 
single photographic plate, thus reducing the reliability of the results.) 
The Mariner IV occultation experiment, and data evaluated, point to sur- 
face pressures as low as 4 mb. However, an absolute altitude scale was 
not measurable during the occultation. 
The atmospheric structure as a function of altitude above Mars 
is either postulated on theoretical considerations or is simulated from 
the earth's structure. 17,18 This uncertainty in altitude structure, in 
addition to uncertainties in surface conditions, compound the uncertainty 
17 
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in man's knowledge of the Martian atmosphere. For example, the decrease 
of gas density from the surface to an altitude of 120 km may be two orders 
of magnitude for one model and six orders of magnitude for another model.lg 
b. Nose-Cone Types 
1) Basic Configurations 
The design of capsules for early planetary entry explora- 
tions appears to be based upon high drag, small exposed surface area, and 
sufficient payload volume. The ideal shape for maximum drag per unit sur- 
face area is a flat plate, while a sphere is preferred for maximum volume 
per unit surface area. A compromise of these shapes is the blunted 
vehicle such as the Apollo or a shallow blunted cone. The resulting ratio 
of surface area to drag is typically 0.6 to 0.8.20 
A spherical entry capsule has heen proposed to measure the 
atmosphere-density as a function of entry time, using the equation of 
motion.21-23 The spherical shape is preferred because of symmetrical aero- 
dynamics, as the aerodynamic coefficients of a sphere are insensitive to 
angle of attack. The diameter of a ballistic entry sphere for Mars appli- 
cations has been estimated to be 2 to 8 feet based upon an ll-mb surface 
pressure and vertical entry at 25.000 ft/s.20 
The importance of blunt entry bodies rather than slender 
pointed cones of less drag is that deceleration will occur as soon and as 
high as possible in a planetary atmosphere. However, blunt bodies undergo 
periods when radio communication is prevented by plasma attenuation.% 
This condition is commonly called radio blackout. 
2) fi Effects 
The weight-to-drag ratio p of an entry capsule and the 
structure of the atmosphere determine the altitude of peak aerodynamic 
heating and the total entry flight time. These factors in addition to 
vehicle shape determine the period during which radio communication is 
possible. 
The retrodirective antenna may be advantageous over a con- 
ventional antenna by r.educing communication system weight and thus re- 
ducing ,L3. In the following discussion, reduction in ,L3 is shown to in- 
crease entry time and possibly time available for radio communication. 
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A systems tradeoff study based upon the weight of a retrodirective 
antenna and a conventional antenna is discussed in Sec. II-G. 
The effect of ,8 on velocity slowdown and entry time are 
illustratqd in Figs'. 1 and 2. Exponential and isothermal atmospheres 
are assumed with pressure and density profiles proportional to e-h/25, 
where h is altitude in kilofeet. A flat earth is assumed, an assumption 
correct only for vertical entry. 
In Fig. 1, velocity slowdown for vertical entry is plotted 
as a function of pressure and p. Slowdown required to eliminate plasma 
effects on radio communication is shown as being between 0.3 and 0.5 V/V, 
(velocities ,$ 10,000 ft./s). This velocity interval is representative if 
only ionization due to aerodynamic heating is significant. The pressure 
scale is converted on the left into an altitude profile for the earth's 
atmosphere and for Mars atmospheres corresponding to a 40-mb surface 
pressure and to a 4-mb surface pressure. 
A typical minimum payload for an entry capsule is 
,8 = 5 lb/ft2, corresponding to a power supply and a communication system. 
A ,0 of 5 lb/ft2 in Mars atmosphere corresponds to ,8' = 1.9 lb/ft' for 
vertical entry and 0.65 lb/ft' for 20" entry angle. 
Plasma effects, ,4? = 5 lb/ft2, for vertical entry are 
estimated in Fig. 1 to exist to altitudes of =63 kilofeet for the 40-mb 
Mars atmosphere and =13 kilofeet for the 4-mb Mars atmosphere. For a 
20" entry the altitudes are increased to ~100 kilofeet (40 mb) and 
~40 kilofeet (4 mb). These estimates of altitudes where plasma effects 
are assumed negligible can be considered representative for ballistic 
entry only if ablation does not modify the entry plasma. Under realistic 
conditions, chemical ionization caused by ablation products may predomi- 
nate over thermal ionization caused by aerodynamic heating. The effects 
of ablation should be considered in future work, as ionization caused by 
ablation could reduce the aerodynamic advantages of decreased ,8 and de- 
creased commu,rication system weight. 
. Figure 2 illustrates the constraints of minimum payload 
and communication time on ,8 for Mars 4-mb and 40-mb atmospheres and for 
vertical entry. A minimum required communication time of 30 seconds is 
assumed. The 4-mb Mars atmosphere is seen to be too thin to permit suf- 
ficient slow-down for adequate radio communication. Using oblique entry 
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FIG. 1 ILLUSTRATION OF B-EFFECTS ON VELOCITY SLOWDOWN FOR BALLISTIC ENTRY 
INTO ISOTHERMAL ATMOSPHERES. Flat-earth assumption (exact for vertical entry; 
approximate for oblique entry).25-27 /3’ = (g,,)/(g,) /3 sin I+~; +, > lo“ 
where: g, = Planetary gravitational constant, g, = Earth gravitation04 ccnstant, 
$E = Entry angle 
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FIG. 2 ILLUSTRATION OF P-EFFECTS ON ENTRY AND COMMUNICATION TIME 
FOR VERTICAL BALLISTIC ENTRY INTO TWO ISOTHERMAL ATMOSPHERES 
could increase radio communication time for the minimum type payload to 
greater than 30 seconds. However, for practical payloads > 5 lb/ft2, 
the radio communication time could be less than 30 seconds. 
In atmospheres such as that of Mars, where radio communi- 
cation time is marginal due to uncertainties and payload requirements, 
parachute or propulsive braking may be required to slow the entry capsule 
down and to eliminate blackout. Propulsive braking, however, creates 
ionization through rocket exhausts, and propagation through the rocket 
exhaust environment is a consideration. 
3) Material Effects 
The effects of heat-shield ablation are difficult to 
assess except in flight tests. In most instances of contaminant seeding, 
the chemical reactions and reaction rates are not well known. Conse- 
quently, it is difficult to determine to what extent the reactions 
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occurring for a general material contaminant are contributing to electron 
production. Heat shields ablating contaminants with low ionization po- 
tentials, such as sodium (Na) and potassium (K), can significantly a'lter 
entry-capsule plasma characteristics. 
Ablation can also limit the accuracy of spectroscopic mea- 
surements during entry.20 
c. Plasma Heduction Techniques 
Methods to reduce the effects of ballistic entry plasma on radio 
communication include vehicle shaping, antenna location, injection of 
chemicals, liquids, or gases, and choice of radio frequency. The use of a 
magnetic field to obtain propagating modes does not appear feasible because 
of the high collision frequencies.29 Electric field as well as magnetic 
field techniques present weight constraints. 
The slender cone is a vehicle shaping technique to reduce plasma 
effects.2Q However, the blunt body is preferred over the slender cone for 
planetary entry because of weight, drag, and volume considerations. 
The effect of plasma can also be changed by selective location 
of the antenna. For example, a cone-cylinder-flare vehicle has three 
aerodynamic flow regimes. Plasma effects for antennas on the cone, the 
cylinder, and the flare (and the back of the flare) differ and vary with 
altitude. Thus antennas in all flow regions and retrodirectively or 
adaptively controlled could increase radio communication capability over 
that of a single antenna. 
Laboratory experiments have been conducted with antennas in 
plasma modified by injection of liquids and gases to cool the boundary 
layer or increase the gas density adjacent to the antenna and by injection 
of chemicals to recombine or attach the electrons. 30-34 Unfortunately 
flight-test data are lacking for material injection except for water in- 
jection during RAM B-2 flight and Gemini GT-3 flight.35o36 
Another method to eliminate plasma effects in communications, 
and possibly the best method for planetary exploration, is to choose a 
frequency higher than the plasma frequencies that exist during entry. 
Peak electron densities in entry plasmas of lOI to 1016 el/cm3 correspond 
to plasma frequencies between 30 Gc and 900 Gc. Thus adaptive antennas 
operating at millimeter wavelengths are attractive for radio communication 
in entry plasma. 
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3. Antenna Considerations37,S 
a. Near-Field Effects 
The modifications of antenna patterns and impedance during entry 
are important considerations for an entry antenna system. These param- 
eters, not easily calculated, have been studied in the laboratory. Dif- 
ferences between theory and experiment can be considerable. During entry 
plasmas in the antenna near fields alter the antenna impedance and far- 
field radiation characteristics by (1) d issipating energy normally stored 
in near fields and (2) redistributing near fields and surface currents, in 
addition to the usual wave attenuation. Decreases in signal caused by the 
near-field effects are noticeable at frequencies slightly less than criti- 
cal. Usually near-field effects are negligible at frequencies less than 
0.5 critical. 
Dissipation losses and reduced antenna efficiency are more se- 
vere for electrically small, high-Q dipole and loop antennas than for 
resonant antennas. 
by insulating antenniissipation 
losses in the near field can be minimized 
especially the feeds, with dielectric heat shield 
materials. 
The effect of a lossy plasma on the radiation pattern of an 
X-band slot antenna is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The antenna-plasma con- 
figuration is shown in Fig. 3(b), and the electron density profile above 
the slot is shown in Fig. 3(c). The angle Qc corresponds to the critical 
angle for refraction based upon plane-wave theory in infinite plasma. At 
larger angles rays should be trapped in the plasma layer and the antenna 
pattern should abruptly drop to zero. The poor correlation between QDc 
based upon plane-wave theory in infinite plasma and the measured data 
shown in Fig. 3(a) is attributed to the finite plasma and antenna 
configuration. 
The top curve in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to no plasma. The pat- 
tern is seen to be sensitive to peak electron density Nemax in the 
boundary-layer profile. (Electron density N cc corresponds to critical 
plasma frequency.) Pattern loss increases to 23 dB for N,,,,/N,c = 0.85 
and to 10 dB for N,,,,/N = 0.6. Th ec e pattern amplitude increases for 
propagation along the ground plane @', = 90" to within 5 to 10 dB of the 
amplitude at normal incidence @ = 0. 
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Low-gain adaptive-array subapertures are preferred during entry 
over high-gain subapertures. High-gain antennas are more strongly influ- 
enced by plasma environment than are low-gain antennas. Thus the adaptive 
antenna, an array of low-gain subapertures with controlled phase, could be 
superior to a conventional antenna of equivalent aperture. 
Antenna VSWR is also shown in Fig. 3(a); however, VSWH losses 
are not included in the field pattern. The power loss is 6.3 dB for the 
no-plasma condition, VSWR = 2.9. Additional VSWH losses occur in the 
presence of plasma, 4 dB for VSWR = 8.5 and 5 dB for VSWH = 10.5. 
Measurements of plasma 'reflection coefficients are available 
for open-waveguide and slot antennas. Representative measurements for 
an open waveguide at X-band are given in Fig. 4. Large reflection co- 
efficients that will exist during entry may place a load isolation re- 
quirement on retrodirective circuitry, as well as create a system oscil- 
lation problem. 
Figure 5 shows theoretical predictions and measured values of 
admittance of an open-waveguide antenna at X-band. Theoretical predic- 
tions correspond to a uniform and semi-infinite plasma. The susceptance 
is seen to become inductive around the critical frequency wp - w, and the 
conductance goes to a minimum there. 
b. Antenna-Plasma Coupling 
The most important limitation on a retrodirective antenna oper- 
ating continuously is the isolation between the received signal and the 
transmitted signal. Leakage energy due to coupling between circuitry and 
antennas could cause the retrodirective system to oscillate under certain 
conditions. 
In entry plasma, the principal source of coupling between 
transmitting and receiving circuitry may be the plasma sheath or di- 
electric heat shield reflecting transmitted signal back into the antenna 
system. Ducting in the plasma sheath can also occur. As a result, the 
decoupling between antennas can differ from free-space conditions. The 
decoupling will vary as a function of altitude during the entry penetration, 
Measurements of decoupling between antennas in entry environ- 
ments are lacking. Because of the complicated nature of the problem, 
initial consideration of antenna coupling in a plasma environment should 
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be measurements of some selected antenna configurations to obtain a feel 
for the magnitude of the effect. 
4. Adaptive Antenna Operation 
All antenna types on an entry capsule are limited by signal loss due 
to plasma attenuation and near-field effects. Depending on the frequency, 
amplitude and phase, fluctuations can exist due to turbulence in the wake 
plasma. Both near-field plasma (directly over the antenna) and plasma 
throughout the wake are important as the capsule will be communicating 
essentially rearward toward the bus. Particularly important to adaptive 
antenna operation are the spatial and frequency correlation, magnitude, 
and frequency spectrum of the amplitude and phase fluctuations. 
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Adaptive receiving circuitry in entry capsules must, be design>d to 
handle rapid fluctuations in amplitude and phase. Fluctuation rates as 
large as hundreds and thousands of Hz can be expected. These rates are 
typically several orders of magnitude faster than fluctuations associated 
with tropospheric and ionospheric propagation. The rates can be compar- 
able to Doppler shifts in frequency due to relative transmitter-receiver 
motion. 
The characteristic scales of refractive fluctuations due to turbu- 
lence in the plasma near an adaptive antenna may be smaller than, or 
comparable to, the size of the subapertures in the array, and the asso- 
ciated phase jitter summed over the subaperture may be partially coherent 
or random. As a result, adaptive phase adjustment may be degraded. 
The correlation of phase fluctuations at different carrier frequen- 
cies is also important when retrodirective array operation requires a 
shift in carrier frequency. Phase correlation in a homogeneous plasma at 
different carrier frequencies fl and f2 is discussed elsewhere,39n40 and is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. Phase correlation for this simple model is seen 
to be poor for far-zone scattering. 
1.2 
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FIG. 6 CORRELATION OF SIGNAL PHASE FLUCTUATION 
IN A HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA AT DIFFERENT 
CARRIER FREQUENCIES. Note: 7 is a measure 
of whether one is in the near or far zone of blob scattering; 
9 -) 0 in the far zone; q + 00 in the near zone. (Single 
scattering is assumed.) f, = f, + Af where Af is a shift 
in carrier frequency. 
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Evaluation of the effect of wake turbulence on adaptive antenna 
operation would require flight-test measurements in the earth's atmo- 
sphere in order to obtain any realistic data. 
5. Antenna Breakdown4'-& 
An extreme case of pattern alteration, attenuation,,and nonlinearity 
is the voltage breakdown of gas over the antenna surface. The breakdown 
of antennas at low pressure has been studied in the past by various in- 
vestigators. Gas breakdown is dependent upon the gas density, the elec- 
tric field magnitude, and the distribution as well as the plasma configu- , 
ration in the vicinity of the antenna. Representative data to illustrate 
these effects are presented here. 
Voltage breakdown at subsonic speeds or for static conditions can be 
measured in the laboratory under ambient conditions. For geometrically 
similar antennas, frequency scaling is applicable. Aside from the usual 
electromagnetic similitude principle, it is required that the product of 
pressure and wavelength be constant. 
Applicability of antenna scaling is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the 
tip breakdown for monopole antenna is generalized for eight monopole 
diameters. Minimum breakdown in a 4-mb (3 mmHg) Mars atmosphere could 
occur at the surface for f 2 1 GHz. 
A study of antenna breakdown in gas compositions such as the atmo- 
spheres of Venus and Mars was conducted in 1963.47 In simulated atmo- 
spheres defined by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the breakdown-power 
level of several typical linear and circularly polarized antennas was 
measured and observed to be similar to that experienced inair. Figure 8 
shows representative data for a !2 = 7.8 monopole. In an environment of 
pure Argon gas, the breakdown of an n = 5 monopole was observed to be 
twice the breakdown level in air and in the gas mixtures listed inFig. 8. 
For supersonic speeds, the gas density near the antenna surface is 
modified from ambient conditions at high pressures and low altitudes. The 
degree of modification depends upon the location of the antenna relative 
to the flow field. Breakdown of a quadraloop antenna in a vehicle travel- 
ing at supersonic speeds is illustrated in Fig. 9, where flight test and 
laboratory data are compared.& Good agreement in initiate breakdown level 
is seen except at high pressures where gas density at the antenna differs 
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from the ambient density. Breakdown at pressures below 3 X lo-* mmHg is 
of the multipactor type. Flight data, however, indicated that the multi- 
pactor discharge was modified to a gas breakdown made possible by out- 
gassing. 
In a non-ionized gas or one of a very low degree of ionization, as 
typified in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, the free-diffusion coefficient determines 
the breakdown field strength. At high altitudes, the important parameter 
determining the minimum field str ength of antenna breakdown is the diffu- 
sion coefficient for electrons; this coefficient is radically altered if 
the air is already ionized, in which case the diffusion becomes ambipolar. 
Plasmas surrounding ballistic entry vehicles can have electron densities 
sufficient to make the diffusion ambipolar over most of the region of 
interest. 
Figure 10 presents the power required for breakdown as a function of 
collision frequency 2/. The top curve indicates the breakdown power level 
FREE DIFFUSION 
COLLISION FREQUENCY 
AMBIPOLAR 
DIFFUSION 
I I llll( L 
0'0 IO” 
RA-4%83- 16RR 
FIG. 10 BREAKDOWN CHARACTERISTICS OF 2-INCH L-BAND SLOT ANTENNA 
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-- 
for free diffusion D 
f’ 
and the lower curve for ambipolar diffusion Da. 
In the breakdown process, the diffusion loss mechanism dominates below 
the minimum breakdown power point and the breakdown power is lowered by 
6 to 10 dB. 
In Fig. 11, the power radiated normal to an L-band slot antenna is 
given for various ratios of UP/o. The collision frequency corresponds 
to the minimum breakdown power. When the plasma is such that w << w 
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and the electron loss is by free diffusion, the change in the plasma is 
abrupt and the power radiated typically decreases by an order of magni- 
tude. When w p 5 w and the diffusion is ambipolar, the decrease in the 
radiated power is only a few decibels, since the initial breakdown level 
has now decreased. In the case where w > w, the transition to the non- 
P 
linear plasma condition is gradual, with no abrupt change in signal 
level. As the power is increased beyond the breakdown level, the 
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additional power is absorbed in the plasma, which grows in extent as 
power delivered increases. 
Typically slot antennas can be designed to handle 100 watts or more 
output power at microwave frequencies without experiencing voltage 
breakdown under conditions of free diffusion. However, in a practical 
entry environment where ambipolar diffusion conditions exist, the power- 
handling capability may be only a few watts. 
There are two ways to increase the power-handling capability of an- 
tennas in the plasma medium. One is to alter the antenna field configu- 
ration, and another is to modify the environment over the antenna. In 
order to increase the power that can be radiated from a given aperture, 
the amplitude of electric field per unit power in the aperture must be 
reduced. This could be accomplished, for example, by increasing the 
size of the antenna aperture. However, increasing the aperture to reduce 
the field introduces problems. As the aperture gets larger, it becomes 
more difficult to control the phase and amplitude of the field to ensure 
the proper pattern. Thus, the antenna pattern becomes more susceptible 
to the plasma environment existing over the surface. The retrodirective 
antenna alleviates this problem by distributing power over a number of 
subapertures rather than a single aperture, and by controlling phase. 
E. Planetary Reflections 
1. Description 
M ajor parameters determining surface reflection characteristics are 
surface roughness, angle at which the transmitted signal is incident, 
signal polarization, radio-wave frequency, and the complex dielectric 
constant of the reflecting surface. The effect of reflections on a par- 
ticular antenna system is dependent upon surface reflection character- 
istics and upon the geometry and relative motion of the transmitter, the 
reflecting surface, and the receiver, and upon the transmitting and re- 
ceiving antenna patterns. 
A specularly reflected field, associated with smooth surfaces, is 
directional and obeys the laws of classical optics. The reflected'field 
is coherent with the incident signal. 
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Diffuse reflection associated with very rough surfaces and multiple 
scattering has little di rectivity and usually is smaller in amplitude 
than specular reflection. The diffuse reflected field is incoherent 
with the incident signal. Surface roughness can be described from the 
measured reflected field. 
Smooth surfaces are normally theoretically, hypothesized as a con- 
tinuous surface with a root-mean-square surface roughness less than a 
wavelength. The Rayleigh criterion for a smooth surface suggests that 
the rms vertical scale of surface irregularities is less than h/8 at 
normal signal incidence and A at a signal incidence angle = 7”. At 
grazing incidence the concept of roughness ceases to exist. Conversely, 
rough surfaces (diffuse reflection) have rms surface roughness dimen- 
sions in many wavelengths. 
The reflected field due to multiple scattering from a rough surface 
is approximately independent of polarization. A smooth surface also 
modifies the polarization of the incident field, as the reflection char- 
acteristics for the orthogonal polarizations usually differ. 
Of primary importance to coherent scattering is the surface area or 
horizontal surface length over which reflection is averaged-e.g., the 
area and diameter of the first Fresnel zone. At planetary distances and 
at normal incidence the diameter of the first Fresnel zone is m, 
where a is the radius of the planet. When the receiver or the trans- 
mitter, or both, are located near the planetary surface the diameter is 
8% where r is the minimum range to the reflecting surface. 
The Fresnel zone diameters for earth-to-planet distances (typically 
lo7 ft) and for a bus orbiting 10’ to lo6 ft above a planet are compar- 
able to an order of magnitude. Thus, planetary scattering measured from 
the earth should be indicative of scattering characteristics at a plane- 
tary bus. 
The Fresnel zone diameter for an entry capsule decreases as the cap- 
sule approaches the planetary surface-e.g., at 1 GHz a diameter of 
140 ft at an altitude of 10 4 ft and 45 ft at an altitude of IO3 ft. Con- 
ceivably, specular reflection could occur when capsules are near planetary 
surfaces such as sometimes is the case for aircraft communication near the 
earth, communication from a mountain ridge to a valley, or communication 
over water or iced landscape. 
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2. Experimental Data 
Pulse measurements of backscattering from the moon at 3000 MHz indi- 
cate that the moon is a rough surface and a diffuse scatterer at that 
frequency.a The pulse shape and fluctuation can be explained by diffuse 
reflection rather than by specular reflection from several smooth areas 
on the moon's surface. Measurements at 400 MHz, however, indicate that 
the radar echo from the moon is a combination of specular reflection from 
a quasi-smooth surface and diffuse reflection from a rough surface, with 
the former predominating.4g-51 The power reflectivity of the moon for CW 
and long-pulse transmission (puLse length $200 ps) lies between 0.1 and 
0.01.s2~53 The reflectivity is reduced for short pulses, which see a smaller 
cross-section than larger pulses. The power reflectivity corresponding to 
a pulse of 5 ,US duration or shorter is typically 5 x 10e4. 
Venus is a better reflector than the moon, with a power reflectivity 
of 0.10 to 0.15 (CW and long-pulse transmission).D Radar measurements 
indicate that the roughness of Venus is comparable to the roughness of 
the moon. 
Thus, planetary surfaces should have rms surface roughness dimensions 
in many wavelengths at frequencies considered for retrodirective arrays on 
space vehicles (frequencies ;L 1 GHz). The power reflection coefficient of 
rough planetary surfaces should typically be less than 0.1.53 Signals re- 
flected from the surfaces will be diffuse and will statistically fluctuate 
in time due to the rotation of the planet and the movement of the space 
vehicle. The statistics of fading could in general be described by the 
Hayleigh distribution. 
The fluctuations in the reflected signal from the planet will be 
correlated at all retrodirective array subapertures. As a result of this 
signal correlation, the retrodirective antenna, if it were to handle only 
signals reflected from the planet, would still produce a coherently summed 
signal at the distant (Earth) receiving station (assumed to be located at 
the pilot transmitting station). There would, however, be a superimposed 
phase and amplitude modulation, which would be a function of the surface 
roughness and the relative rotation of the planet and retrodirective link. 
When the direct link between the Earth station and the vehicle is also 
considered, the planetary reflected signal will not be correlated with the 
direct signal. 
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3. Received Signal Power 
The signals received at retrodirective array subapertures interro- 
gated by both direct and planetary reflected signals will be uncorrelated 
and will add in. power. The received power at subapertures interrogated 
by only a planetary reflected signal will be a maximum of 10 percent of 
the power received by those apertures directly interrogated, assuming a 
lo-percent power reflectivity at the planetary surface. 
Thus the signal power received at the terminal receiving antenna, 
assuming that all subapertures under consideration are interrogated by 
both direct and planetary reflected signals, might fluctuate as much as 
0.5 dB above the nominal level if no planet existed. If half of the sub- 
apertures are interrogated by direct signals and half by planetary re- 
flected signals (i.e., when the vehicle is near the line joining the 
planet and the terminal station), if the vehicle is near the planet, and 
if equal power output is directed at all activated subapertures, the 
power received could be 55 percent of the power received if no planet ex- 
isted. Roughly 3 dB gain in power could be obtained by activating in the 
transmission mode only subapertures interrogated directly. 
Activating only selected subapertures in the transmission mode would 
require a signal-to-noise sensing device that activates the transmitting 
circuit only above a minimum threshold. The minimum threshold could, for 
instance, be 10 or 20 percent of the maximum subaperture signal-to-noise 
ratio. 
Diffuse planetary reflections can modify the‘lfree-space” retro- 
directive antenna pattern. The power pattern can thus vary by 10 percent 
of the maximum level. 
In the event an entry capsule is close to a planetary surface and 
specular reflection occurs, the power-reflection coefficient should typi- 
cally be less than 0.25 (except, for example, over good reflectors such 
as smooth ice caps). The corresponding variation in signal power at 
retrodirective subapertures could be as large as +6 dB to -3.5 dB relative 
to the signal power received directly. The variation is similar to that 
for a conventional antenna. Unless constant signal levels are radiated 
from the retrodirective subapertures, the signal power received at the 
pilot station could vary as much as +12 dB to -7 dB. Fortunately, in the 
frequency range being considered, diffuse scattering is to be expected. 
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4. Spectral Broadening 
Signals reflected from rough planetary surfaces will be spread in 
Doppler frequency. The characteristics of the Doppler spread are depen- 
dent upon surface roughness characteristics and upon relative motions of 
the transmitter, the receiver, and the planet. 
Doppler spread, if planetary rotation determines the relative motion 
of the planetary reflecting surfaces and the elementary scatterers, can 
be in order of tens of Hz for the moon, Venus, and Mercury, thousands of 
Hz for Mars, Pluto, and Neptune, and hundreds of thousands of Hz for 
Jupiter and Uranusms3 If the relative surface and scatterer motion is 
determined by spacecraft velocities (transmitter and/or receiver), the 
D oppler spread could be thousands of Hz. 
Doppler spread may determine the minimum input receiver bandwidth 
and thus the maximum received signal-to-noise ratio. 
F. Noise Considerations 
The effects of noise in a retrodirective array should be considered 
in the sum signal received at the pilot station. If the subaperture cir- 
cuitry has linear gain, the signals retransmitted to the pilot station 
may be considered as the coherent addition of signal components and the 
incoherent addition of noise components. 
The signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, received at the pilot station from R 
retrodirective subapertures is represented as 
S n*KaS ” 
F= N 
Pr 
T 
-1 
nr 
T 
P’ 
where 
K = Retrodirective subaperture power gain 
Q = Signal propagation loss between the retro- 
directive subapertures and the pilot receiving 
station (including the effects of retrodirective- 
subaperture-antenna transmitting gain and the 
pilot receiving-antenna gain) 
Sn = Pilot signal level received at the retrodirective 
subapertures 
(2) 
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N 
P’ 
= “Background” and receiver noise in the pilot receiving 
antenna (does not include noise radiated from retro- 
directive subapertures) 
T "r = Equivalent received noise temperature in the retro- 
directive subapertures due to background and receiver 
noise 
T 
P’ 
= Equivalent received noise temperature in the pilot 
receiving antenna corresponding to Npr 
Y” = Noise-compression factor in the retrodirective 
subaperture circuitry. 
Equivalent receiving and transmitting conditions are assumed to exist at 
all n retrodirective subapertures. 
The signal-to-noise loss at the pilot receiving station due to in- 
coherent noise radiated by retrodirective antenna subapertures can be 
represented as 
S/N (loss) = 10 log [I + -/:(~,~ll~] in dB (3) 
where (S/N) s is the received signal-to-noise ratio at the retrodirective 
subapertures, and (S/Nip is the received signal-to-noise ratio at the 
pilot station in absence of noise radiated by retrodirective subapertures. 
The loss in S/N is plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of n and a factor 
K = Y, WN)p,‘G’N)S. Considerable loss is seen unless ?/,(S/N) P < n6’/N)S 
(or ny,K,Tn, < Tpr). 
It can be concluded that care should be taken in the system planning 
of a retrodirective communication link to prevent noise degradation such 
as illustrated in Eq. (3) and in Fig. 12. 
G. System Tradeoffs 
A retrodirective antenna is attractive in regard to increased effec- 
tive radiated power capability and to reduced antenna system weight. 
Tradeoffs with conventional antennas can be made from a systems viewpoint. 
Th e power radiated by a single antenna can be expressed as 
Pr = P,G (4) 
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FIG. 12 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE LOSS DUE TO NOISE RADIATED 
BY RETRODIRECTIVE SUBAPERTURES 
K = y, [ n(S/N)pl /[(S/N),] 
where: y, = Factor by which noise level is reduced at retrodirective 
subapertures, y 2 1; (S/N), = R eceived signal-to-noi se ratio at 
retrodirective subapertures; (S/N)p = Received signal-to-noise ratio 
at pilot station in absence of noise radioted by retrodirective subapertures. 
Signal loss is referred to (S/N)p. 
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where Pi is the antenna input power and G is the antenna gain. If n 
similar antennas of gain G are operated as a retrodirective antenna and 
the total output power is divided equally to all n elements, the power 
radiated by the retrodirective antenna for coherent signal addition can 
be expressed as 
P. 
P: = 2 X n*G = nPiG 
n 
(5) 
A gain in radiated power by a factor n is seen. Similarly, a retrodirec- 
tive antenna with subapertures of gain G can radiate an equivalent amount 
of power as a single antenna of gain G with only l/n the input power re- 
quired for the single antenna. 
In most cases the increase in weight in an antenna system caused by 
the addition of antenna elements and for the retrodirective self-phasing 
is more than compensated for by the saving in weight by decreasing the 
power subsystem requirements. However, the optimum number of elements 
for minimum weight can be exceeded, and additional radiated power obtained 
at the price of additional weight. 
The weight of a retrodirective antenna, assuming a constant radiated 
power, may be expressed by 
w, = p x w, 
n 
+ nW, * W, (6) 
where P is the power required if a single, conventional, low-gain antenna 
element is used, W, is the weight of the power subsystem per watt, n is 
the number of elements in the retrodirective antenna, W, is the weight of 
electronics needed per element to achieve self-phasing, and W, is the 
weight required for self-phasing and is independent of the number of ele- 
ments. For convenience, W, is assumed constant, but it might be a non- 
linear function in practice. Differentiating this expression and equating 
to zero to find the number of elements for minimum weight of a retro- 
directive array gives 
n 
opt 
= (PW,/W*)% (7) 
For example, if the power P is lOOH', W, = 1 pound/watt, and W, = 4 pounds, 
the optimum number of elements for minimum weight is 5. 
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The optimum number of elements increases if the weight of attitude 
control systems is included in Eq. (6). Vehicle stabilization may be 
required if only a single antenna is used. Considering an attitude- 
control system of weight W, required for a single antenna and a decrease 
in weight W, as other antennas are added and operated retrodirectively, 
the optimum number of antenna elements for minimum weight is 
(8) 
Assuming W, > PW,, the optimum number of elements exceeds five for the 
assumed values of P, W,, and W, in the preceding paragraph. 
A systems study such as described in the preceding paragraphs 
be extended to include tradeoffs relative to wavelengths and signal-to- 
noise ratio. For the entry case, the constraint of the ballistic co- 
efficient and the signal loss due to near-field effects and plasma atten- 
uation could be included if sufficient data were available. 
11 . Environment Measurements 
1. Comparison of System Types 
The adaptation of retrodirective antennas to space missions may re- 
quire the use of the antenna for scientific measurements and antenna 
functions other than a radio relay. A comparison of frequency and phase 
characteristics of a retrodirective antenna and of radar and transponder 
systems indicates no essential difference in the frequency characteris- 
tics of the systems, provided the retrodirective signal frequency is 
shifted at array subapertures. 
Without a frequency shift, the Doppler frequency characteristic in 
the retrodirective signal may cancel. Such a condition could exist with 
conjugate networks that operate from a s elf-stabilized local oscillator 
having a frequency of twice the received (and therefore the transmitted) 
frequency. One method of retaining the Doppler information without 
shifting signal frequency is to stabilize the local oscillator by means 
of the incoming signal, which is already shifted by the one-way Doppler 
frequency. 
Phase characteristics of the retrodirective, radar, and transponder 
systems are also similar except that the return-path phase characteristics 
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and the pilot-path phase characteristics of the retrodirective signal are 
opposite in sign. This is important in that time-coherent refractive 
effects near the retrodirective antenna may cancel for retrodirective 
types in which the carrier frequency is not shifted. 
If the frequency .is shifted in a retrodirective array, the phase 
characteristic cp for short and equal paths is 
cp = 2nof/c J ndl 
where nf is the shift in signal frequency f, c is the velocity of light, 
n is the refractive index in the propagation medium along the element of 
path dl. This phase characteristic, except for frequency magnitude, is 
comparable to the transponder system where 
cp = 2nf/C(2 + nf/f) j- &l 
and to a monostatic radar where 
cp = 4nf/c I ndl . 
The retrodirective phase characteristic is similar to the phase-difference 
characteristic in a two CW-frequency radar-range measurement.X The max- 
imum unambiguous range is f/Af. For a l-percent increase in carrier fre- 
quency, the maximum unambiguous range is 10 wavelengths or 10 cycles of 
phase. 
Fluctuating refractive effects are known to limit accuracy of the 
antenna systems. In particular, Doppler fluctuations caused by refrac- 
tive fluctuations in an entry wake or in a rocket exhaust may be inco- 
herent with frequencies comparable to or greater than the vehicle Doppler 
shift. Ideally, the retrodirective antenna has an advantage over other 
antenna types by cancelling time-coherent phase fluctuations near the 
antenna. This advantage is not obtained with signals that are not cor- 
related across the aperture. 
2. Environment Measurements 
Environment measurements using radio signal characteristics involve 
principally measuring Doppler frequency and phase. From these measure- 
ments, the refractive properties and associated parameters of planetary 
atmospheres can be predicted. Signal amplitude is useful in determining 
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radio absorption in the environment. The measurement of planetary sur- 
face characteristics requires radar antenna types (retrodirective antennas 
are not applicable). Signal amplitude phenomena defined as refraction 
gain, rate of change in refraction gain, and Fresnel stretch are useful 
in occultation type experiments.5 
The relations of Doppler frequency and phase characteristics to the 
refractive index of a planetary atmosphere in a retrodirective antenna 
signal are as follows: 
Doppler 
fd = q nd/dtd 1 (9a) 
path 
Phase 
cp = 2rIAf/c J nd 1 (qb) 
path 
A shift in carrier frequency Af is assumed, and pilot and return paths 
are assumed to be equal. 
The refractive index n in the lower atmosphere of a planet (tropo- 
sphere) is related to the surface refractivity Ns by 
n = l+No x 1o-6 (10) 
Measurements of Doppler shift or phase yields surface refractivity and 
the decay of refractivity with increasing altitude (scale height). 
A measure of scale height, in addition to a knowledge of surface 
temperature and surface gravity,* permits the mean molecular weight at 
the surface to be predicted. Mean molecular weight m provides a rela- 
tion between the density nv of different gas constituents: 
c (In”- 
II=1 
m)nv = 0 (11) 
*T emperature is fairly well known from measurements of radiation at centimeter and infrared wavelengths. 
Surface gravity can be found with good precision from orbital perturbations during fly-by missions. 
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where v refers to the vth constituent, and m is the number of constitu- 
ents. Surface refractivity is related to surface density by 
(12) 
where aVnVisthe refractivityforexpected planetary gases. Surface pres- 
sure is obtained from mean molecular mass, temperature, and density. 
In a molecular medium, the group and phase velocity are synonymous, 
since, in the frequency range of interest, the index of refraction is 
independent of frequency; For an ionosphere, however, the refractive 
index is a function of frequency and is represented as 
n* = 1 - (f,/fP (13) 
or 
(14) 
where f. is the plasma frequency. At the frequencies under consideration, 
the ionosphere is equivalent to a plasma in which magnetic field and 
electron collisions do not exist or are negligible. The plasma frequency 
in the ionosphere is related to the electron density and is an alternative 
way of expressing it. Numerically, the critical frequency f. is related 
to electron density NC as 
fo = 9x10 -N,% MHz (15) 
for N e in elec/cm3. 
For bus-earth occultation-type experiments at DSIF frequency, cur- 
rent tracking-data noise accuracy is reported to be 0.3 Hz in Doppler 
and less than 2 cycles in phase.56 A change in Doppler frequency of10 Hz 
at the surface and 2 Hz in the ionosphere are typical for the Mars atmo- 
sphere. Typically the phase path is 300 cycles (maximum) in the iono- 
spheres and 100 to 200 cycles in the lower atmospheres. The range and 
range rate of a planetary bus is determined using orbit-determining tech- 
niques applied to two-way Doppler tracking data (e.g., range rate accuracy 
to 0.005 ft/s). Frequency is stabilized to 1 part in lOlo for long-term 
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effects (0.2 Hz at 2 GHz) and one part in 101' for short-term effects 
(0.02 Hz at 2 GHz), which is most important. Phase fluctuations in the 
earth's atmosphere appear as phase and Doppler bias on data. However, 
changes in bias during periods of interest (such as 1 min for the lower 
atmosphere) are small compared to tracking data accuracy. Equipment 
errors should also be negligible. 
It is apparent that if a retrodirective antenna is to be used for 
bus-earth measurements of refractive effects in planetary atmospheres, 
phase anomalies must be predicted to 2 cycles in magnitude and 0.3 c/s 
in fluctuating frequency. If these accuracies cannot be obtained, a 
conventional high-gain antenna would be preferred over the retrodirective 
antenna. Possible causes of phase anomalies in the retrodirective signal 
are non-linear effects, power gain and mutual coupling at retrodirective 
subapertures, and planetary reflections. 
The feasibility of measuring refractive properties in planetary at- 
mospheres using a capsule-bus retrodirective signal is determined by a 
number of factors. First, refractive characteristics of entry plasma 
must be negligible in comparison to the ambient atmosphere. The degree 
to which plasma effects are negligible for an entry capsule is difficult 
to assess and would require an extensive analysis of the entry signal data. 
Second, the accuracy to which refractive effects can be measured is de- 
termined by the accuracy to which spatial and time-varying coordinates can 
be determined. Measurement or prediction of these coordinates must be 
made independently of the retrodirective system or other system used for 
the refractive measurements. Third, the choice of frequency and the rela- 
tive capsule-bus motion determine the magnitude of refractive effects. 
Change in phase due to refractive effects in the lower atmosphere of 
a planet is directly proportional to frequency. A change of 100 cycles 
(typical for lower planetary atmosphere) at 1 GHz corresponds to a change 
of 1000 cycles at 10 GHz. In an ionosphere, the change in phase is in- 
versely proportional to frequency. A maximum phase change of 300 cycles 
(typical for a planetary ionosphere) at 1 GHz corresponds to change of 
30 cycles at 10 GHz. Measurements of phase change in a planetary i.ono- 
sphere do not appear to be feasible at millimeter wavelengths where the 
change in phase is comparable to or less than measurement accuracies. 
Refractive measurements with subsonic range rate between capsule 
and bus do not appear to be feasible. Assuming a refractivity of 300 
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(typical at the earth's surface), the change in Doppler is 100 Hz at 
3.3 GHz for a relative bus-capsule range-rate of 10,000 ft/s (velocity 
where plasma effects cease). At subsonic velocities 61000 ft/s the 
Doppler shift is less than 10 Hz. 
Ionospheric measurements are not feasible at range rates comparable 
to capsule entry velocities and at microwave and millimeter frequencies. 
In an ionosphere with a maximum plasma frequency of 10 MHz, the maximum 
change in Doppler is 0.2 Hz at 3.3 GHz for a' range rate of 10,000 ft/s. 
I. Conclusions 
Environmental constraints on retrodirective antenna operation are 
more serious for the entry capsule than for the orbiting or fly-by bus. 
Signal characteristics (amplitude, phase, and frequency) for the earth- 
bus link are readily calculated within reasonable limits. 
Signal characteristics for adaptive antennas and for conventional 
antennas on an entry capsule are not easily predicted, owing to uncer- 
tainties in the atmospheric structure and composition and in the plasma 
surrounding the capsule. A particular problem of entry pertaining to 
the retrodirective antenna and requiring experimental investigations is 
antenna-plasma coupling. Important to all types of adaptive antennas 
are the spatial and frequency correlation, magnitude, and frequency 
spectrum of the refractive fluctuations in the entry wake and rocket ex- 
haust. Evaluation of adaptive antenna operation on an entry capsule 
will require flight-test measurements in the earth's atmosphere. Ini- 
tial measurement of antenna-plasma coupling could be performed in the 
laboratory to obtain a feel for the magnitude of the effect. 
Antennas operating at millimeter wavelengths are an attractive means 
of reducing or eliminating effects during entry. Millimeter-wave fre- 
quencies are comparable to critical plasma frequencies that are estimated 
to exist in the plasma sheath surrounding entry capsules. A study should 
be conducted to define the capabilities and problems of millimeter com- 
munication on space vehicles and to document the state of the art for 
millimeter antennas and communication equipment in the time frame of 
planetary exploration. A major problem associated with millimeter com- 
munication is signal acquisition with narrow-beam antennas. 
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The retrodirective antenna system may be superior to other antenna 
types in radiating more signal power per unit weight of the combined 
antenna, power-supply, and attitude-control systems. A system weight 
saving using a retrbdirective antenna on an entry capsule could increase 
the entry time available for successful communication beyond the time 
avaklable using a conventional antenna. A study is recommended that 
would consider tradeoffs between retrodirective antennas and other an- 
tenna types. This study could complement the millimeter-antenna-system 
study suggested above. 
Voltage breakdown of antennas on entry capsules may occur at the 
surface of planets with thin atmospheres such as Mars. Antenna voltage 
breakdown, in addition to plasma signal attenuation and antenna near- 
field effects, will determine the maximum signal margin of a planetary 
capsule-bus communication link. Multipacting breakdown in antennas on 
a planetary bus should not directly affect transmitted signal levels. 
H owever, mechanical damage to the antenna caused by the multipacting 
mechanism may occur and as a result the antenna function could be de- 
graded or destroyed. 
Planetary reflection should be diffuse at retrodirective array fre- 
quencies greater than 1000 MHz. Variations in received power should not 
exceed 0.5 dB except when an array subaperture receives only a planetary 
signal, or in the unlikely event there is specular reflection from the 
planet. The power received at subapertures from planetary reflection 
will be no more than 10 percent of the power received from the direct 
signal (assuming a power reflectivity of 0.1). The planetary reflected 
signal and the direct signal will, in general, be uncorrelated. A 
Doppler spread as large as hundreds of thousands of Hz can be expected 
in the planetary reflected signal. 
The usefulness of a retrodirective array may be negated unless at- 
tention is given to noise effects in system design. A degradation in 
signal-to-noise ratio at the pilot receiving station can be caused by 
noise radiated by retrodirective subapertures. The amount of degradation 
is a function of the number of retrodirective subapertures, the retro- 
directive circuit gain, the one-way propagation-path loss, the noise 
compression available at the subapertures, and system noise levels. 
A shift in carrier frequency at retrodirective antenna subapertures 
may be required if the retrodirective antenna is to be used for scientific 
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measurements and antenna functions other than a radio relay. The shift 
in carrier frequency may also be required to allow sufficient decoupling 
between transmitting and receiving antenna modes. With a shift in car- 
rier frequency, the frequency and phase characteristics of the retro- 
directive signal are similar to the signal characteristics of a radio 
beacon, a radar, or a transponder. The retrodirective phase character- 
istic is similar to the phase characteristic in a two-CW-frequency 
radar-range measurement. Doppler information can be retained without a 
shift in carrier frequency by properly designed retrodirective circuitry. 
The retrodirective antenna has the advantage over conventional antennas 
of cancelling time-coherent phase fluctuations along pilot and return 
signal paths. 
Limitations on a retrodirective antenna system in measuring Doppler 
and phase effects in a planetary atmosphere are not too severe for bus- 
to-earth occultation-type measurements. For the retrodirective antenna 
to be as effective as a high-gain dish, the phase anomalies in the re- 
trodirective sum signal must be less than 2 cycles in magnitude and 
0.3 Hz in fluctuating frequencies. 
Measuring planetary refractive characteristics using a capsule-bus 
signal is lmited principally by entry plasma effects that are difficult 
to predict!' Other limitations include the accuracy to which spatial and 
time-varying coordinates can be determined, the choice of radio fre- 
quency, and the relative capsule-bus motion. 
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III ANTENNA CONCEPTS 
A. Introduction 
There has been considerable interest in adaptive antennas during the 
last few years. One complete issue of the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers Transactions on Antennas and PropagationS7was de- 
voted to particular aspects of the subject. However, most attention has 
been paid to planar array types. This report deals with four cylindrical 
phased-array antenna configurations that have been studied with a view lo 
obtaining a high-gain adaptive antenna, to apply to the problem of com- 
municating with a spin-stabilized space vehicle. It has been assumed that 
the antenna should have its maximum gain in some direction that will always 
lie in the azimuthal plane. The analysis methods could readily be adapted 
to apply to pointing in any other plane making a constant (and large) angle 
with the spin axis (i.e., conical plane) but the important point is that 
only one- dimensional phasing, or scanning, techniques have been considered. 
Primary consideration has been given to use of each antenna as a retro- 
directive device. In its simplest form, the phase configuration at each 
element of a retrodirective antenna is obtained by mixing each incoming 
(pilot) signal with a common local oscillator having approximately twice 
the pilot frequency, and extracting the lower sideband, amplifying it, 
and re-radiating it. This will be referred to as a simple retrodirective 
system. It has also been assumed throughout that individual amplifier/ 
transmitters will be used for each transmitting element where applicable, 
and that these would be of the all-solid-state type. Since the total RF 
.power output from individual solid-state amplifiers at the higher fre- 
quencies is likely to be limited for the foreseeable future, the 
retrodirective-array configuration provides a relatively simple method 
of summing the output-in the correct phase-of any number of elements. 
However it is also necessary to use each amplifier as effectively as 
possible in order to maximize the effective radiated power (ERP) in the 
direction of primary interest-generally the retrodirection. 
Of the configuration studied, at least the first two types, which 
use geodesic lens techniques, can be considered novel, and the first of 
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these received major attention because of its apparent practical advan- 
tages. Non-adaptive antennas similar to the Type-3 have been extensively 
analyzed by several other workers,5B6 and Davies&has considered a retro- 
directive cylindrical Van Atta array, but these have generally had only 
a few radiating elements. The basic configuration has, however, appar- 
ently been developed further than any other conf,iguration, and one 
version62*67, using programmed phase control of the radiators, should be 
placed on a spin stabilized earth-orbiting experimental satellite in the 
near future. A similar version,68in which the axial gain is obtained by 
means of a biconical horn flare rather than by using stacked dipoles, is 
also being developed for use on a spin-stabilized, synchronous, commercial 
communications satellite. Because of its relative simplicity the Type-3 
configuration is considered first in this report. 
The fourth antenna configuration received least attention in this 
program, although it has some important advantages over the other three. 
However, it has one serious disadvantage that none of the others have. 
Provision must be made to switch off each of the elemental transmitters 
for most of each revolution of the antenna, in order to realize the maxi- 
mum ERP. This problem of designing some sensing and logic circuitry that 
will act satisfactorily in a low signal or multipath environment is not 
easily solved. Also, more total power capability must be carried on the 
antenna than is normally used. 
The study of this antenna has therefore only been of a rather general 
nature and no specific models (in which number of elements and other dimen- 
sions are specified) were investigated. 
A very significant difference, between a spinning space antenna and 
one which is three-axis stablized is that the spinning, in general, modu- 
lates any signals received by or transmitted from the antenna. Since the 
primary purpose of the antenna is communication of information, the degree 
to which the spurious modulation degrades the quality of data transmission 
is of great importance. A fair amount .of attention has therefore been 
given to this problem, referred to as “spectral splitting." 
B. Spectral Splitting 
The fact is well known that a signal having a constant single fre- 
quency transmitted from a fixed point is not received at the same frequency 
at a second point that is in motion. This is the Doppler effect which, 
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for a constant relative velocity, results in a constant frequency offset. 
However, the problem of Doppler shift associated with a receiver on a 
spinning vehicle is generally not so well appreciated although it has 
been studied, for instance, by Bolljahn.6g 
If an omni-azimuthal antenna is located with its axis of symmetry 
coincident with the spin axis of the vehicle, then the signals received 
by it will only be subject to the “gross” Doppler effect associated with 
the relative motion of the vehicle as a whole. However, a signal received 
on any other elemental antenna will be subjected to a combined “gross” 
and “differential” Doppler, the latter being related to the velocity of 
the element relative to thk spin axis, and its instantaneous orientation 
relative to the direction of the communication link. 
In a retrodirective system it is possible, theoretically, to elimi- 
nate virtually all the effects of Doppler shift. For instance, if all the 
signals received at each of the elements of a retrodirective array mounted 
on a vehicle are mixed with a signal having twice the frequency of the 
transmitted signal f,(i.e., f,, = Zf,) then, the signal frequency received 
at the transmitting point will be f, = f,[l - (v*/c*)] plus higher-order 
terms, where v is the relative velocity of the vehicle in the direction of 
signal transmission, and c is the velocity of light. 
Since v/c is of the order 10m4 or less for a typical mission, it can 
be seen that f, is almost independent of V. Although the second-order 
Doppler term could perhaps be detected, it could not lead to an accurate 
determination of the value of v, which is essential for accurate navigation. 
Hence, apart from a need to separate the up and down frequencies, such a 
simple retrodirective system would not be satisfactory. What is desired 
is to retain the gross Doppler shift while eliminating the differential 
shift due to vehicle spin. 
There are two separate manifestations of the effect of differential 
Doppler shift due to vehicle spin. One of them is primarily related to 
receiving and the other to transmitting from the vehicle. These are con- 
sidered below in turn. 
In the case of an adaptive receiving array antenna it is necessary 
for the circuitry associated with each element to adjust its phase so that 
when the signals from each are eventually summed, the RF (or IF) signals 
will all be in phase. Phase-locked loops with very narrowband filters 
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are .often used to assist in this process when received signal strength is 
very low. Since, as is shown below, the spectral content of the signal 
received by each individual element of a spinning array is very large, a 
phase-locked loop may not be able to operate unless its filter bandwidth 
is increased, thus increasing the noise and lowering the signal-to-noise 
ratio associated with each element. 
In the case of a purely retrodirective array, it is not always nec- 
essary that the signal-to-noise ratio be greater than unity for any of the 
individual elements, and in any case, it is found that the spectral con- 
tent of the signal transmi.tted in the retrodirection can be remarkably 
free of spectral splitting. 
The problem is discussed in the following text as it relates to each 
of the cylindrical configurations for which it was studied. 
C. Specific Antenna Configurations 
1. General 
Four configurations, or types, are discussed below. Because it is 
simplest in concept, the first configuration to be discussed is the 
Type-3 antenna, so named because it was the third configuration to be 
studied during the program. The main limitation associated with the 
analysis of this antenna is that mutual coupling has in general been as- 
sumed negligible, an unlikely situation in practice. Although mutual 
coupling has also been neglected in the three other configurations the 
problem is not so serious because by good engineering design the coupling 
can be made very small in these three. 
For practical reasons the symbols used in the analyses are only con- 
sistent for each configuration. For instance, the number of elemental 
transmitters is not necessarily the same as the number of line-source 
radiators in the Type-2 Lntenna, so that a symbol used for one configura- 
tion is not necessarily used in the same way for any of the others. Some 
confusion might therefore arise, but care has been taken to see that it 
is minimal. 
The peak gain or directivity of any antenna-i.e., the ratio of the 
maximum signal intensity radiated from an antenna compared with the signal 
i eve1 if the same power were radiated uniformly in all directions, is of 
primary concern. However, in the case of a space-borne retrodirective 
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array, for instance, the effective radiated power (ERP) that can be obtained 
from an antenna and its amplifying circuitry, when only a limited amount of 
total input power is available, is of more importance. 
When all the available power is distributed among the various.elements 
of an array the ERP should generally increase approximately proportionally 
as the number of elements. However, if each element that is added to the 
array delivers as much power as the average of those to which it is ad#ed, 
the ERP should increase approximately with the square of the number of 
elements. This consideration is important when dealing with power-limited 
devices, such as solid-state amplifiers designed to the limits of the cur- 
rent state of the art. 
In the discussions that follow the terms gain and ERP will be used 
more or less interchangeably. Since only one dimension of beam steering 
is assumed, the value of gain will be relative to an omni-azimuthal element 
having the same axial beamwidth as the complete antenna, rather than to an 
isotropic element as is usually the case. While this simplifies the analysis 
generally it makes the accurate computation of gain difficult. The total 
radiated power should be determined by integrating the complete radiation 
pattern over all space. Since the axial beamwidth of an azimuthal plane 
array of elements is not always the same as the axial beamwidth of each of 
the elements considered separately, and since only azimuthal plane patterns 
were considered, some error in computation of gain is to be anticipated. 
When an adaptive array is operating as a retrodirective antenna, it is 
not obvious what the relative transmitter powers for each element should 
be to make best use of the antenna. For instance, each elemental trans- 
mitter could bedriven at its maximum output power irrespective of the relative 
level of pilot signal received at the element. Such a mode of operation, 
variously referred to as the hard limited, saturated amplifier, or equal 
power case, is very important since it represents one of the easiest methods 
to implement and also makes maximum use of the on-board amplifiers. Many 
of the computations assume such a mode of operation, and it is designated 
Mode-l. Another possible simple model of amplifier electronics is to 
assume that each of the elemental amplifiers produces an output power 
proportional to its input power. This is referred to as the linear ampli- 
fier or weighted power case. Although somewhat more difficult to implement 
in practice, linear amplification is a simple concept in principle and has 
also been used in many of the computations, where it is designated Mode-2 
or Mode-3 operation, depending on the method of treating the total radiated 
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power. Apart from its simplicity of concept and introduction into com- 
putations, it is easy to demonstrate that the highest gain to be obtained 
from a simple array of correctly phased elemental radiators is when each 
is fed a fraction of the total available power in direct proportion to 
the relative gain of the particular element. 
Specific examples of this principle have been demonstrated theoreti- 
cally by Villeneuve7'-for instance, for elements having fairly complex 
radiation patterns. 
There are, of course, an infinite number of formulae for weighting 
the output power of each element-that is to say, it could be related to 
the input pilot power or any measurable quantity. However, only the three 
modes of operation were employed in the calculations. 
One of the primary objectives of the computations was to determine 
the gain-or more exactly, the relative ERP-in the retrodirection. 
The actual gain value computed in the following sections represents 
the ratio between the signal in the retrodirection (which is usually but 
not necessarily the maximum of the re-radiation pattern), and the signal 
strength that would exist (in every azimuthal direction) if all the avail- 
able power were fed into an omni-azimuthal antenna having the same beam- 
width, in the axial plane, as the array. In the case of Mode-l operation 
there is no problem relating this mathematical model to a simple practical 
situation where each amplifier merely operates at maximum (and constant) 
output, but for the linear-amplifier case there are several alternatives, 
particularly for a spinning antenna. For instance, the ahsolute gain of 
each amplifier can be kept constant at all times. This would mean that 
the total radiated power would fall off as the square of the range from 
the pilot transmitter, unless the pilot signal power were increased with 
range to maintain a constant average pilot signal level at the space 
vehicle. Another possibility is to keep the gain of each amplifier the 
same at any instant in time, but at a value such that the total radiated 
power remained constant at all times. This was the model used for Mode-2 
operation but no attempt was made to establish the practicality of pro- 
viding circuitry to do this. The input power distribution to each of the 
transmitter/amplifiers, as well as the common value of elemental amplifier 
gain, would generally have to change continuously with antenna rotation 
to keep the total radiation power constant, because of the variation of 
elemental antenna gain. Another alternative would be to keepthecommon 
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value of elemental amplifier gain constant with antenna rotation but 
changing slowly with range, thus keeping only the average output power 
constant. Under these conditions, designated Mode-3 operation, there 
would in general be a cyclical variation of total radiated power with at 
least as many cycles per antenna revolution as there are elemental 
radiators. The above arguments relating to calculation of gain do not 
affect the calculations that follow for the Type-3 antenna because mutual 
coupling has been ignored. 
It has been assumed throughout that all components and transmission 
lines are matched and remain so as the antenna rotates and other condi- 
tions change. 
2. Circular Array of Omnidirectional Elements 
(Tvpe-3 Antenna) 
a. Assumptions 
One configuration for a cylindrical adaptive antenna that has 
already been found suitable for use with a spin-stabilized vehicle crn- 
sists of omni-azimuthal line-source elements mounted at one end of a 
cylindrical vehicle, as shown in Fig. 13. 
A communication antenna having a similar configuration, but with 
far fewer (16) elemental radiators has been developed for use on the Earth- 
orbiting synchronous Application Technology Satellite (ATS),67 due to be 
launched shortly. In the first portion of this section, each antenna is 
treated only as a simple degenerate retrodirective antenna in which it is 
assumed that each element radiates with equal amplitude and is phased so 
that contributions from all elements add in phase in the retrodirection- 
i.e., the direction from which the pilot signal arrived. In other words, 
the retrodirective antenna has equal receive and transmit frequencies 
and uses saturated amplifiers. (Mode-l operation is indistinguishable 
from Mode-2 or Mode-3 in this case, when mutual coupling is neglected.) 
The cases involving unequal receive and transmit frequencies or 
linear amplifiers have not been treated. The total problem of spectral 
splitting in a complete retrodirective antenna of this type has not been 
specifically studied either, but an investigation of the amplitude- 
modulation component has been made and so has a study of the spectral 
content associated with just a single element. (As is shown later, there 
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is no phase-modulation component when the receive and transmit frequencies 
of simple lower-sideband phase-conjugating system are the same.) 
The beamwidth of each element in a plane through the vehicle 
spin axis (i.e., in the axial plane) would be relatively narrow, as de- 
termined by the length of the ele,ment in waveleqgths. Again, orientation 
of the beam in this plane would be provided by spin stabilization of the 
vehicle. Each element would have a very broad beam in the plane perpen- 
dicular to the spin axis, but the array as a whole would have a narrow 
beam in this plane. Orientation of the array beam would be provided by 
retrodirective circuitry connected to each line-source element. 
For purposes of the present analysis, it is assumed that each 
element has an omnidirectional pattern in the plane perpendicular to the 
spin axis, and that mutual coupling and shadowing of one element by another 
will have negligible effect on the array pattern. In actual practice, the 
element diameter would probably he large enough, compared to the wavelength 
and the interelement spacing, that shadowing would not be completely 
negligible. Hence the element pattern for an element in the array would 
not be exactly omniazimuthal, due to mutual coupling, even if the element 
pattern was omniazimuthal for a single element in free space. An addi- 
tional effect of mutual coupling would be to make the input impedance of 
each element a function of its location in the array. Therefore, the as- 
sumption of equal current flowing on each element, which is used in cal- 
culating the radiation patterns, is not equivalent to having equal power 
radiated from each element. 
Analyses of circular arrays of omnidirectional radiators are 
available in the literature, but the numerical results that have been 
presented are for smaller numbers of.elements and for smaller array diam- 
eters than are of interest for the present application. In this section 
of the report, properties of circular arrays will be reviewed, and some 
calculated patterns will be presented for arrays of 30, 60, and90elements 
on a 20-wavelength diameter. Also, the dependence of gain on array 
orientation in the azimuth plane will be discussed. 
b. Pattern Shape 
The amplitude and phase of the current in each element deter- 
mine whether a circular array of elements radiates a hroad or a pencil 
beam, and the direction of the beam. Of primary interest in the present 
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application is a pencil beam radiated in the plane perpendicular to the 
spin axis of a space probe. It will he convenient here to refer to this 
plane as the azimuth plane. The proper current distribution to form a 
.penc.il beam from a circular array has been considered in detail by several 
authors,“” and thus need not be derived in detail here. Rather, a fewof 
of the fundamental equations will be given, and some calculated patterns 
shown. The primary reason for considering the pattern shape and sidelobe 
behavior is to understand why the gain of the array changes with array 
orientation and to establish how many elements are required to keep the 
gain reasonably constant. The form of the equations presented will closely 
follow Knudsen. Se 
Referring to Fig. 14, it is readily seen that in order to launch 
a plane wave the proper current phase lag in the kth element in an array 
of N identical omniazimuth elements equally spaced around a circle of 
radius R is given by 
R, = 27TR cos (y - dL) , k = 1,2, . . . . N.* 
a l l l Q. 5 
a 
4 TO POINT 
0 OF PATTERN 
NORMAL TO 
INCIDENT AND 
. N-l 
TRANSMITTED 
WAVEFRONTS 
FIG. 14 DEFINITION OF RING-ARRAY PARAMETERS 
(16) 
* Tbe symbols used for the discussion of a particular antenna type will in general be applicsble only 
to that type. 
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Here R is measured in units of wavelength, and the phase is- in radians. 
Th e phase reference is the center of the circle. The angle ~75~ defines 
the orientation of the array with respect to the incident rayalong which 
the transmitted beam is to be pointed (the retrodirection). Equation (16) 
also gives, of course, the relative phase lead of the current induced in 
each element by a plane-wave incident pilot signal, assuming mutual cou- 
plingbetweenelements to be insignificant. Changing phase lead, for an 
incident signal to phase lag of a transmitted signal is another way of 
stating that a phase-conjugate network is required on each element of a 
retrodirective array. 
The far-field amplitude pattern is obtained by summing the 
contribution of the individual elements in the array. For unity current 
amplitude in each element, the resultant amplitude pattern is proportional 
E = iexp {j2nR [cos (y - pi - ~) - 'OS (~ - pi) ]} ' (17) 
For the special case of an even number of elements, exp (jx) can be 
replaced by cos (x).~~ To reduce the time ,for a digital computer to 
calculate the patterns, Eq. (17) was rewritten using a trigonometric 
identity to obtain Eq. (18): 
E = 5 exp [j4nR sins sin (7 - +i - S)] . (18) 
k=l 
The computer evaluates trigonometric functions using a many-termed power 
series, which is relatively time consuming compared to operations of 
multiplication and addition. Thus even more computer time was saved by 
using the following recursion relations: 
2nk 
N 
(19) 
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thus 
2rrk 
sin 
N 
2n(k - 1) 
+ cos 
N - 
2-rrk 
N- 
for 
That is, to find 
2n(k - 1) 
N - 
_ sin 2n(k - 1) _ 
N 
k = 1, 2, . . . . N . 
sin 
for all values of k, it was necessary to use the power series for the 
trigonometric functions to evaluate only 
sin 
( > 
-Pi-; > cos (- & - ;) 
2rT 
sin - , 
277 
and cos- . 
N N 
Some characteristics of the radiation patterns of circular 
arrays having different numbers of elements on the same diameter circle 
are illustrated in Figs. 15 through 17. * F or each of these figures the 
array diameter is 20 wavelengths, and the number of elements is 30, 60, . 
and 90 for the respective figure. It is seen that the main beam and the 
* 
These patterns were machine plotted, connecting the computed points that are spaced every degree by 
straight lines. Ihe fihite point spacing does not show the true depth of the nulls, or the peaks 
of scune lobes. 
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first several sideloh,es are identical in the three figures. Also note 
that the sidelobes fall off in a well-behaved manner out to a certain 
angle, beyond which the lobe height increases significantly and the lobe 
shape becomes less systematic. The more elements there are in the array, 
the further out in angle are the sidelobes well behaved. 
These characteristics of the patterns from circular arrays can 
be explained by rewriting Eq. (17) as a series of Bessel functions: 58 
E = J., 4nR sin 
( 
5) + 2 ilJpN (4d sin :) cos [pN($ + +i)] (22) 
for N even, and 
m 
> 
+ 2 E JzpN (4M sin 
p=1 
i) ~0s [~PN(’ + pi)] 
m 
+ j2 E Jc,p+l)N(4d? sin 5 
> c 
sin 
p=o - 
(2p + l)N($ + +i)] (23) 
for N odd. Here JL(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and of 
order k. The leading term, which involves the Jo function, is the ampli- 
tude pattern resulting if the circular array consisted of an infinite 
number of identical omniazimuth elements, The summations can be con- 
sidered as correction terms to account for the fact that the number of 
array elements is 
in the patterns o,'t~~,""‘ 
The main lobe and the first several sidelobes 
. 11 through 13 are given by the Jo term of Eq. (22). 
Where the sidelobes no longer decrease monotonically is where the first 
term in the correction series becomes important. 
The first correction term that becomes significant in both 
Eqs. (22) and (23) is a JN(n) function, where the order N is the same as 
the number of elements in the array. For an array 20 wavelengths in 
diameter, practical numbers of elements might lie in the range 50 to 
100, thus the correction series involve Bessel function of high order. 
It is characteristic of Bessel functions of the first kind and of high 
order that they have small value for arguments small compared to the 
order. As the argument approaches the order, the function increases 
rapidly to a positive peak, and then becomes oscillatory,eventually 
approaching a decaying sinusoidal waveform. For discussion of these 
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functions see, for example, Jahnke and Emde,n- and Watson.R The location 
of the first positive peak of the function JN(x) is given approximately 
by 73 
x I- N +.0.808N 1/3 (24) 
That is, the location of the highest of the first spurious sidelobes of 
the array pattern would be given approximately by 
Y 
sin- I 
N + 0.808Nu3 
2 47TR 
(25) 
The exact location of the highest spurious sidelobe will also depend 
on the factor cos N(0.5~ + +i) in Eq. (22), or sin N(O.5j + $i) in Eq. (23), 
and on'the sidelobes of the Jo leading term. 
Equation (25)gives the location of the first spurious sidelobes 
in terms of the number of elements and the array radius. Based on experi- 
ence with the more familiar linear arrays, a more fundamental relationship 
for spurious sidelobes might be expressed in terms of the element-to- 
element spacing. (In the case of linear arrays, the spurious sidelobes 
are referred to as diffraction or grating-lobes.) If we de,fine D as the 
element-to-element spacing measured around the circumference of the array,* 
and measured in units of wavelength, then 
D = 
27~R 
N 
(26) 
Defining ySI as the angle at which the highest spurious sidelobe due to 
the first correction term in Eqs. (22) and (23) can occtir, we have 
Y sz 1 0.404 
sin- I - + 
2 20 (27~R)'~ Du3 
(27) 
* 'Ihe circumferential spacing D defined here is nearly the same as the spacing meaaured along the cord con- 
necting adjacent elements when the number of elements is large. 
to the same accuracy a~ the approximation sin (n/N)= 
The two ways of measuring spacing are equal 
n/N, where N is the number of elements in the array. 
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Equation (27) has been plotted in Fig. 18 for several values of array 
diameter. It is seen that the angle at which the first spurious side- 
lobes can occur is rather insensitive to the array diameter. 
The sidelobes far beyond the first spurious lobes require 
additional terms in the correction series of Eqs. (22) and (23). For 
the array diameters and numbers of elements that would be practical for 
retrodirective arrays on space probes, however, only a few terms of the 
correction series need be evaluated. As an example, for a 20-wavelength- 
diameter array with as few as thirty elements, only the J.,,, J.,,, J,,, 
and J,,o functions would have significant amplitude. (For sixty elements 
on the same diameter, only the J,, and J,,, correction terms would have 
to be taken into account.) Taking 4r~R = 4On = 125.7, the first positive 
peaks in the correction series in Eqs. (22) and (23) occur at 30.0 degrees 
for the J,, term, at 60.3 degrees for Jbo, at 96.2 degrees for J,,, and 
at 161.2 degrees for J,,,. 
c. Signal-Amplitude-Modulation Due to Change in 
Array Orientation 
Having discussed in some detail the shape of the array radiation 
pattern, let us now consider the effect that the pattern shape has on the 
gain (directivity) at the peak of the main beam. Referring back to 
Eqs. (22) and (23), we see that the shape of the main beam and the first 
several sidelobes is determined hy a Jo function that is independent of 
the array-orientation angle +i defined in Fig. 14. The correction series, 
which influence the far-out sidelobes, are functions of the array-orientation 
angle $i. Thus, as a spin-stabilized space probe with a circular retro- 
directive array rotates, the sidelohes of the array will change as a function 
of time. An example was shown by the solid and dashed patternsof Fig. 16. 
As the amount of power radiated into the sidelobes changes with time, the 
gain at the peak of the main beam will change also. This will result in 
amplitude modulation of the transmitted signal at a frequency related to 
the rotation rate of the space probe and the number of array elements. 
This represents spectral splitting and is discussed further below. 
The computer program of Eq. (18) h as been used to calculate the 
directivity of some arrays as a function of array orientation. The direc- 
tivity at the beam peak was determined from the values of the amplitude 
pattern, E(Y), by numerically integrating 
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2nE2 max 
G = . (28) 
An increment of one degree was used for the angle, and Simpson's rule was 
used to perform the numerical integration.* The factor 217 rather than 471 
occurs here since the integration is performed only over the azimuth 
plane rather than over all space. It is assumed here that the line 
sources are sufficiently long that the pattern amplitude out of the azi- 
muth plane is negligible. To find the total directivity of an actual 
array, the pattern in all directions would have to be taken into account.+ 
The calculated variation in array directivity as a function of 
changing orientation with respect to the retrodirection is shown in 
Fig. 19. Curves for several values of the number of elements in the 
array are included in the figure. The angle scale is normalized so that 
the retrodirection passes through an antenna element at each end of the 
scale (see Fig. 14). For the combinations of array diameter and numbers 
of elements studied, the calculated directivity variation is of the order 
of one decibel or less. 
For an even number of elements, the directivity variation is 
seen from Fig. 19(a) to go through one complete cycle as the array orien- 
tation changes l/N revolution. That is, there is one cycle as the retro- 
direction changes from through one antenna element to through the next. 
Thus, for an even number N, of elements on a vehicle spinning at a rate 
f, revolutions per second, the directivity modulation would be at a 
frequency 
fm = Nf, hertz (29) 
* Th e error introduced by the one-degree increment in the calculated pattern is negligible. An indication 
of the sampling error is given by the fact that decreasing the sampling interval for a few 20-wavelength- 
diameter arrays changed the calculated directivity by no more than 0.13 dB in going from Z- to l-degree 
increments, and no more than 0.01 dB in going from l.O- to 0.5-degree increments. 
+I n order to obtain a limit on the error due to neglect of power out of the azimuth plane, some simple 
calculations were made for 2- and 4-element linear arrays. First, Eq. (28) was used to compute the 
directivity of an array of long line elements (referred to.the gain of a single element).. Then the 
conventional directivity was computed by integration over all space for the extremely different case of 
an array of isotropic elements. Comparing the two directivity figures for arrays with the same element 
spacing, differences up to 1.6 dB were found. With the length of elements that might actually be used, 
Eq. (28) would give betger than 1.6-dB accuracy. 
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and its harmonics. For an odd number of elements, Fig. 19(b) and Eq. (23) 
show that there are two cycles of directivity variation as the array orien- 
tation changes l/N revolution. Thus, for an odd number of elements, the 
directivity modulation would be at 
fm = 2Nf, hertz (30) 
and its harmonics. 
The maxima and minima of the directivity in general fall in the 
symmetry planes of the array. It is found, as shown in Fig. 19, that for 
some numbers of elements a maximum of directivity falls in a given 
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symmetry plane, but for other numbers of elements a minimum will fall in 
the same plane. This is further illustrated in Fig. 20 where directivity 
is plotted as a function of the number of elements. Circular points are 
used for the directivity in symmetry planes passing through an antenna 
element, and crosses are used for symmetry planes that are equally spaced 
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from the antenna elements. Solid lines connect the points for even num- 
bers of elements. Points for odd elements are left unconnected. Except 
where these lines cross, the spread between the two lines is thought to 
be the same as the peak-to-peak directivity variation vs. array orienta- 
tion. This is true, at least, for the cases plotted in Fig. 19. Note in 
Fig. 20 that the spread between the two solid curves does not monotonically 
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decrease as the number of elements increases, but rather is a cyclical 
function. At the points where the two solid curves in Fig. 20 cross, 
the directivity variation with orientation is small, but not zero. Also, 
the maxima and minima do not necessarily occur in the symmetry planes, as 
illustrated by the $O-element curve in Fig. 19. It is probable that the 
cyclic variation shown in Fig. 20 for N even also occurs for N odd, but 
insufficient points are available to demonstrate this assumption. 
In Fig. 20, the number of elements was used as the abscissa, 
but a more basic parameter would be the inter-element spacing. Thus an 
auxiliary scale of spacing is included below the figure. For element 
spacing less than about one-half 'wavelength, the two solid curves merge, 
and there would be essentially no directivity (amplitude) modulation due 
to changing sidelobes as the array was rotated (still assuming that the 
effects of mutual coupling are negligible). Other work,61 dealing with 
smaller arrays, showed that in a practical axially polarized array, mutual 
coupling can cause 0.4-to-1.2-dB directivity modulation even though the 
calculated value was less than 0.01 dB. 
Figure 20 also illustrates that for small numbers of elements 
the array directivity is approximately proportional to the number of ele- 
ments, N, although on the average it is slightly less than 10 loglo N dB.* 
(Recall that for zero ohmic losses, directivity is the same as the more 
commonly used term, gain.) As the element spacing becomes less than a 
couple of wavelengths, the directivity definitely becomes less than 
10 logIoN, and finally becomes constant for element spacing less than 
about one-half wavelength. For closely spaced elements, none of the cor- 
rection terms in Eqs. (22) and (23) have significant amplitude, so the 
pattern shape is completely specified by the leading J, term (also see 
Fig. 18). Since the pattern shape is independent of N when the elements 
are closely spaced, the directivity, which is determined by pattern inte- 
gration, must also be independent of N. 
d. Odd and Even Values of N 
The fact that the 51- and 61-element arrays gave less gain 
modulation than did the 50- and 60-element arrays is now discussed. This 
* 
The slight difference between the directivity and 10 loglo N might be related to the difference 
mentioned earlier in discussing Eq. (28). 
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was anticipated based on the fact that previous investigations dealing 
with smaller circular arrays had found that an odd number of elements 
was better than an even number.58p63*61 For a large number of elements, such 
as 60 or 61, the pattern does not appear by visual inspection to be a 
significantly better approximation to a Jo function for an odd number of 
elements than for an even number, in contrast to the results for small 
numbers of elements.% What is important here, however, is not obtaining 
a specific pattern shape, but having the amount of power radiated into 
the sidelobes relatively independent of the array orientation. 
Note that, for both Eqs. (22) and (23), the first correction 
term involves the same function (except one has a cosine factor and the 
other a sine factor). The significant difference between Eqs. (22) and 
(23) is that for N even, the correction terms add either in or out of 
phase with the leading Jo term, but for N odd the first correction term 
adds in quadrature to the leading Jo term. At any given angle 7, the 
correction term will sometimes be positive and sometimes negative, de- 
pending on the array orientation +i. Since the correction term is of 
the same order of magnitude as the sidelobes of the Jo function, adding 
or subtracting the two terms in phase can produce a much larger change 
in magnitude of the resultant than does adding the two terms in quadra- 
ture. Stated in symbols, 
(31) 
where a represents the Jo term at a given angle y, and b represents the 
first correction term at the same angle. 
Although more than the first correction terms can be signifi- 
cant in Eqs. (22) 'and (23), the presence of the imaginary terms in 
Eq. (23) is a significant fact that should not be overlooked. The pres- 
ence of the imaginary terms makes the power radiated into the sidelobes 
generally less dependent on array orientation for an odd number of ele- 
ments than for an even number. Exceptions to this general rule have, 
however, been found. One exception is illustrated in Fig. 19 for the 
case of 40- and 41-element arrays. It was already pointed out in the 
discussion of Fig. 20 that the 40-element array was a special case. The 
other exception was found during some calculations where the diameter 
was changed slightly to 20.25 wavelengths. Then a 60-element array was 
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found to have 0.14 dB 1 ess directivity at +i = 0 than at 3.0 degrees, 
whereas a 61-element array had 0.44 dB less directivity at q5i = 0 than 
at 1.48 degrees. The directivity is not known except for those cases 
where the combination of array diameter and number of elements can be 
chosen to minimize the directivity variation for an even number of ele- 
ments. It appears, from the standpoint of reducing gain modulation due 
to array rotation, that it would be advantageous to use an odd number of 
elements. This possible advantage of an odd number of elements probably 
only applies for arrays such as in Fig. 13 (Type-3 antenna) where all 
the elements (theoretically) contribute approximately equal amplitude in 
the retrodirection. Such is not likely to be the case for a practical 
Type-3 antenna, at least when the elements are linearly polarized. 
e. Spectral Splitting 
Apart from the probability of amplitude modulation, as just 
considered, when an antenna is spinning about an axis not in the plane 
of the received or transmitted signal, the spinning results in periodic 
frequency modulation of the signal. This combined effect has been de- 
fined spectral splitting. 
Consider now the limited case of a single theoretically omni- 
directional element in a circular array of the Type-3 antenna shown in 
Fig. 13. The antenna is assumed to be either only receiving or only 
transmitting a CW signal. The result is a spectrum having lines at the 
CW frequency and at lower and higher frequencies separated from the CW 
frequencies by multiples of the spin frequency. The spectrum is derived 
in Appendix A and the values associated with a particular antenna con- 
figuration are tabulated there. It is found to peak in the neighborhood 
of 2nRfs where 
R = Distance of the element from the spin axis 
(radius) in wavelengths 
f* = Spin frequency. 
A plot of the relative power in each of the upper sidebands 
is shown in Fig. 21. The complete power spectrum is symmetrical about 
the carrier frequency f. (sideband number = 0). 
It can be seen that the maximum power occurs in the sixtieth 
sideband, but it is insignificant for all sideband numbers greater than 
70. Since only one elemental radiator has been considered, these numbers 
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cannot be associated with the number of elements; they are in fact related 
to the path length of the element for one spin revolution (2nR). 
It will be noted that this length is 63.61 wavelengths for the 
model represented in Fig. 21. The figure was especially chosen to demon- 
strate that the low-order odd sidebands can be made very small. 
As is shown later in this report, when the Type-l antenna is 
considered as a retrodirective device and when an antenna similar to 
Type-3 is considered as an adaptive receiving antenna, this high harmonic 
content associated with a single element is not as serious as it might 
appear from Fig. 21. 
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f* Polarization 
The above study of the Type-3 configuration has not been related 
to any specific polarization. The polarization would have to be specified 
before the effects of mutual coupling could be taken into consideration. 
As already mentioned, an antenna of the same general configuration but 
using fewer elements and programmed p,hase shifters, rather than phase- 
conjugating networks, has been developed.a This antenna employed 16 ele- 
ments equally spaced on the circumference of a two-wavelength circle 
(inter-element spacing approx. 0.39h). This close.spacing, together with 
the fact that the elements were axially polarized, would indicate that 
mutual coupling between elements would be high. This indeed was the case, 
as indicated by a typical elemental azimuthal pattern shown in Fig. 22 
(reproduced from Ref. 70). It was measured in the presence of the fifteen 
othr:I, elements.which were each terminated in the nominal characteristic 
impedance of the antenna element. Far from being omnidirectional, the 
pattern contains several 1 b o es and varies in amplitude by more than 10 d3. 
Similar patterns are to be expected if axial polarization, or 
azimuthal polarization (although perhaps to a lesser extent), were used 
for the antenna configurations discussed in this section, so that much of 
the theoretical pattern and modulation data that has been derived could 
he subject to serious modification. It is also reasonable to suppose that 
the phase center of an element with a pattern suchasthat as shown in Fig. 22 
does not remain fixed at the center of the element. For the degenerate 
case where the receive and transmit frequencies of a simple retrodirective 
antenna are the same, the conjugating networks will automatically adjust 
the phase to be correct for reradiation in the retrodirection, although 
the amplitudes contributed by each element will, of course, be different. 
The movement of phase center would, however, change the radiation pattern 
slightly and could modify the theoretical power spectrum appreciably, 
particularly if the receive and transmit frequencies were different. 
It is possible that if some other polarization were used, such 
as 45-degree linear, or circular, it might be possible to obtain radiation 
patterns better approximating to the ideal omni-azimuthal shape. The 
practical design of such elements would be quite a problem and may not 
even be practical. In any case the theoretical data obtained for the 
Type-3 configuration will at best be only partially applicable to any 
practical antenna. Use of such exotic polarization, particularly circular, 
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could reduce the seriousness of the mutual coupling and its varying with 
antenna rotation on matching between the elemental transmitter and ele- 
mental radiator. 
3. The Cylindrical-Geodesic-Lens Biconical-Horn Antenna 
(Type-l Antenna) 
a. General 
Figure 23 shows a simplified view of this novel configuration 
consisting of a combination of an array and two-dimensional lens system. 
A similar lens system has been used previously by the authorUoa in asso- 
ciation with a classified beam-forming technique. Figure 23 also shows 
the primary dimensions of the antenna as well as the N principal rays 
from the N radiating structures, which, it is assumed, make up the 
BICONICAL HORN 
hl II I ; 
LRk 
L 
COLLIMATED RF BEAM 
- CYLINDRICAL GEODESIC LENS 
Tb-5574-l 
FIG. 23 CYLINDRICAL-GEODESIC-LENS BICONICAL-HORN ADAPTIVE ANTENNA 
(Type 1 antenna) 
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collimated RF beam. Each of these rays represents the shortest distance 
between the particula'r elemental radiator and the“distant observation 
point." Of course, this figure is an oversimplification, since radiation 
occurs in many directions from each of the elemental antennas and is 
eventually radiated by the biconical horn in all azimuthal directions, 
but this radiation does not, in general, add in phase except in the di- 
rection of the main beam. In the present study it is assumed that the 
values of L and R and the radiation pattern of each elemental radiator 
within the geodesic lens [denoted by ~(a)1 are such that only two or three 
rays from each elemental radiator contribute significantly to the final 
antenna radiation pattern for any particular azimuthal direction. One of 
these rays travels around the cylindrical lens in one direction, while the 
other travels in the opposite direction. The third ray, when considered, 
travels around the lens in the same direction, but for a much greater dis- 
tance, than the first. The inaccuracies introduced by this assumption or 
simplification are shown to be insubstantial, particularly when compared 
with the other assumptions and simplifications (such as the use of ray 
optics) employed in this study. 
More than one computer program was used in investigating the 
various aspects of this antenna and it was found possible to check the 
accuracy of some assumptions. For instance, it was considered desirable 
to have greater accuracy when computing spectral content than when deter- 
mining radiation patterns. 
b. Basic Theory of the Analysis Procedure 
In addition to the assumptions mentioned above, two other im- 
portant assumptions have been made for this analysis: (1) that the mutual 
couplings between the elemental radiators at the bottom of the geodesic 
lens are negligible, and (2) that the discontinuity between the biconical 
horn and the coaxial cylinders presents a negligible mismatch to all the 
significant rays considered in the analysis. Neither of these assumptions 
is considered to be a serious limitation of the analysis since both con- 
ditions can be reasonably well met by good engineering design. 
The procedure adopted in this analysis was as follows: The 
radiation pattern, described in both amplitude and phase by B(y)eJ Q(Y)* , 
* 
The symbols used for the diecussion of a particular mntenna type will in general be applicable only to 
that type. 
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was first computed for the biconical antenna with the assumption that 
just a single elemental radiator at the bottom of the geodesic lens was 
excited. The ray geometry associated with such an element, and a partic- 
ular azimuthal direction y, is shown in Fig. 24. A portion of the modulus 
of such a typical amplitude function or pattern,based only on the two most 
(In units of wavelength) 
“DEVELOPED” MEAN 
CYLINDRICAL LENS 
lr - 
TA-5574-3R 
FIG. 24 RAY GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH A SINGLE RADIATOR 
AND SINGLE AZIMUTH ANGLE 
signif icant rays, is reproduced in Fig. 25 f or azimuthal angles y from 
0 to 180 degrees. The elemental radiator is situated at y = 0, and the 
pattern is, of course, symmetrical; it,s derivation is considered in more 
detail below. It will.be noted that this pattern is much more nearly 
omnidirectional than the radiation pattern of the element itself within 
the cylindrical geodesic lens, which is also plotted in Fig. 25 as a 
function of a, using the same angle scale. Indeed, the lens may be said 
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to transform the original relatively narrow beam into an approximately 
omnidirectional pattern, albeit with some severe interference ripples. 
This pattern will be referred to as the “single-element pseudo-omni" 
pattern. 
Figure 25. indicates that when the angle y is nearly 180" there 
are extremely deep nulls in the pattern B(y) (approaching -40 dB). Such 
nulls could seriously affect the operation of some circuitry associated 
with one or another adaptive technique, but the null depth can be kept 
from falling too low by appropriate engineering design and taking into 
account the 3rd and 4th most significant rays. 
By reciprocity, this pattern can be treated as either the trans- 
mitting'or receiving pattern associated with one element. For the compu- 
tations of radiation patterns, the further assumption is made that the 
transmitting antenna is essentially identical (measured in wavelengths) to 
the receiving antenna. If different antennas and simple lower-sideband 
phase conjugation are used, exact focussing will be obtained only when one 
antenna is an exact scale model of the other, the scale factor being the 
ratio of the respective wavelengths. This latter arrangement allows for 
any separation between the two frequencies. 
In the receiving mode, the ordinate of the pattern represents 
the signal received by the particular element as a function of the azi- 
muthal angle y of the whole structure when the structure is illuminated 
by unit radiation from that particular azimuthal direction. The tech- 
nique now being considered to make the antenna structure retrodirective 
is to provide electronic circuitry, a conjugating network, to operate on 
the incoming signal at each element in such a way that the element then 
reradiates a signal that has a relative phase angle of sign opposite to 
that of the incoming signal. In addition, the electronic circuitry will 
amplify, and thus determine the amplitude of, the reradiated signal. 
The reradiated amplitude could theoretically be made to have 
any desired relationship to the incoming amplitude, but only three re- 
radiated amplitude functions have been considered in the computer pro- 
grams. These “ modes of operation," or simply “modes," have already been 
discussed in Sec. 111-C-l. In Mode 1 all elements radiate with equal 
amplitude, while in Mode 2 and Mode 3 they reradiate with an amplitude 
directly proportional to the relative amplitude received at that element. 
In practice, this can be implemented as follows: In Mode 1, the final 
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elemental amplifiers are each driven into saturation and thus deliver 
maximum RF power regardless of the incoming signal strength. In Mode 2 
and Mode 3, linear amplifiers are used to amplify the incoming signals 
in such a way that no output amplifier is ever saturated. 
In order to compute the reradiated antenna pattern, the prin- 
ciple of superposition is used to add (vectorially) the amplitudes of 
the patterns from each of the N elemental radiators. The relative phase 
of each of these elemental radiators is automatically adjusted by the 
conjugate network to put the contribution from each element in phase 
when observed from the direction of the incoming (pilot) signal. The 
pattern radiated from the biconical horn when a single element is illumi- 
nated is derived as described below, 
With reference to Figs. 23 and 24, the following parameters 
are defined: 
Rh is the mean radius of the cylindrical geo- 
desic lens and also the throat diameter of 
the biconical horn. 
LRh is the length of the cylindrical lens. 
G(a) is the radiation pattern of each elemental 
radiator within the geodesic lens. 
LX is the angle measured from the axis of 
each elemental radiator within the cylin- 
drical geodesic lens and is therefore the 
angle that a particular ray makes with the 
direction of the main lobe of the elemental 
antenna. It is also the angle of incidence 
and reflection at the right-angle junction 
between the cylindrical and radial 
(biconical) lines. 
Y is the azimuthal angle. 
From Fig. 24, it is seen that 
tan (y. = 
R(2ni + y - a) 
LR 
where +i = 0, 1, 2 . . . 
which leads to the following very useful, but transcendental, parametric 
equations: 
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a1 + L tan a1 = Y for Ray 0 
Ct2 + L tan Q2 = 2n-y for Ray -1 
a3 
+ L tan cl3 = 277+y for Ray +l etc. 
It can also be seen from the geometry that the higher-order 
rays contribute progressively lesser amounts of energy in the direction 
y, because the gain function G(U) of the elemental antenna decreases and 
the space taper within the lens increases with ~1. 
In order to determine the space taper for the biconical struc- 
ture, consider the power r'adiated from an elemental radiator between the 
angles ~1 and ~1 + AU.* The power density of the radiation into this angle 
Aa can be defined as 
G(a12 watts/unit angle as Lb. is small 
The total power radiated into ACU. is then GEAR. Since we assume there 
is a perfect match at the transition, this same power is radiated from 
the biconical antenna, after ref 
cylindrical and biconical lines, 
resulting in a power density 
ection 
into an 
from 
ang 
the junction between the 
le AC (defined in Fig. 26), 
G(a 
Now, at some distant observation point, the virtual point p (see Fig. 26) 
is indistinguishable from the center of the antenna (point q), except for 
a phase term, so that AC is equivalent to a small azimuthal angle Ay of 
equal value. Hence, 
where F(y) is the complex amplitude function of the biconical horn 
(excluding the effects of multipath interference). 
* 
It will be assumed that the space taper in the azimuthal direction for radiation from the biconical horn 
is independent of the space taper in the axial (elevation) plane. 
factory simplification in the computation of antenna patterns. 
This is a common and usually satis- 
therefore be neglected at present, 
The effect of axial space taper will 
since it applies equally to the radiation patterns to be computed 
and to the patterns of the hypothetical omni-azimuthal antenna, 
being used as the reference antenna. 
which, as has been mentioned above, is 
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I 
I 
TA-5574-5 
FIG. 26 ENLARGEMENT OF PORTION OF FIG. 24 SHOWING 
THE APPARENT SOURCE OF RADIATION 
Referring to Fig. 24, 
& = LR[tan (a + &) - tan al 
i!d tan 01 + tan Aa - tan Q + tan AlX tan2 U 
R 
= L 
1 - tanAC1tanC1 
= LAcl 
1 + tan2 c1 
1 -A&tan& 
since tan Acl = Aa i .f Aa is smal 1 . 
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Referring to Fig. 2.6, 
AE = (a+Aa)- 
set 2 c1 
1 - ACX tan ~1 > 
and 
lim AE = Aa(l + L set 2 a) except 
Aa-0 
Hence, 
IF(y) 1 = G(U)(l + L sec2 a)-% . 
where a-+~ . 
2 
To determine the relative phase of the radiation, again associ- 
ated with a single elemental radiator and observed at points at a large 
but constant distance D from the center of the biconical structure, con- 
sider the length of each ray, or geodesic, as a function of y, or more 
conveniently as a function of a: 
The length within the lens is LRh set 01 . 
The length outside the lens is D - RA cos 01 . 
L 
The relative length is then Rh - 
( 
-cosct . 
cos ct > 
The relative phase difference is 277R - cos ~1 
Hence, 
F(y) = G(a) 
L 
exp - - cos a 
(1 + L set’ c1) % cos c1 
As can be seen from Fig. 24, there is more than one ray, or 
geodesic (i.e., line of minimum electrical length), joining the ele- 
mental radiator with any distant observation point, depending on which 
way the ray turns around the cylinder and how many turns it makes within 
the cylindrical portion of the antenna. These several rays will inter- 
fere with each other to produce ripples in both amplitude and phase as 
a function of azimuthal angle 7. The amplitudes of the first-, second-, 
and third-order rays are plotted in Fig. 25 for some typical antenna 
parameters. 
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It can be seen that the third-order ray is everywhere less than 
10 percent (>20 dB down) of the first-order or principal ray; therefore, 
for the purposes of computation of antenna patterns it was neglected. One 
justification for this simplification is that the very principle of oper- 
ation of the retrodirective antenna array employing conjugate networks 
tends to compensate automatically for such perturbations as the effects 
of mutual coupling and, in this case, higher-order rays. 
Because the length of the first-order ray increases with y, 
while the second-order ray decreases, the addition of F,(y) and F,(y) 
produces an interference pattern whose amplitude varies between 
IF,(Y) 1 + IF,(Y) 1 and IF,(y) 1 - IF,(Y) 1 
These limits are shown in Fig. 25, as well as an estimation of portions 
of the pseudo-omni pattern function: 
B(y) = IF, (Y) + F,(Y) I 
based on points computed every two degrees which are indicated in Fig. 25. 
If F,(y) had also been taken into account, B(y) would have varied between 
the two dashed limits shown in Fig. 25. The somewhat more complex curve 
of a typical B(y) function, obtained by considering the-three most sig- 
nificant rays, computing many more points, and plotting the results 
automatically on the computer, is shown in Fig. 27. 
The elemental antenna amplitude function G(a) used in these 
computations was chosen to give the antenna a 3-dB beamwidth of 1 radian 
per wavelength/aperture, and a commonly used parabolic logarithmic beam 
shape-i.e., the beamwidth relationship over the angles of interest is 
given by 
It has been further assumed that the bottom of the cylindrical 
lens is completely filled with contiguous elemental antennas. Thus, the 
90 
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size of each aperture is 2nR/N wavelengths. This leads to an elemental 
amplitude function given by 
G(a) = 10-2.4 ” 10-24’R=/N’2 
which has been used for all the computations to date. 
c. Computation of the Reradiation Pattern 
Once the radiation pattern of the biconical horn due to a 
single elemental antenna, given by 
B(y)ej'(Y) , 
has been determined, it is assumed that when the 
as a retrodirective antenna, the nth radiator wi 
given by 
whole structure is used 
11 retransmit a pattern 
DnB(r + nn)e 
j [fl( Y+A” 1 -Qc a n ,I 
which gives each of the pseudo-omni patterns a net electrical phase angle 
equal to zero in direction Y = 0. 
Using the principle of superposition, these N complex patterns, 
are summed to obtain the final retrodirected transmitter pattern. The 
azimuthal position of the rzth elemental radiator is defined by An, and D n 
is an amplitude weighting function. As has already been mentioned, for 
Mode-l operation, Dn = 1, and for Mode 2, Dn = B(An). 
The conjugate networks assure that in the retrodirection, all 
the elements add in phase regardless of the complexity of the radiation 
pattern characteristics in that direction. There is, however, no assur- 
ance that any particular element will contribute to the gain in the de- 
sired direction, since the elemental pattern may have a null in that 
direction. The antenna parameters can be chosen so that the deepest 
nulls, usually occurring for values of y near +180 degrees, can be pre- 
vented from falling to too low a value. 
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d. Computation of Azimuthal Gain 
In order to determine the gain of any given antenna, the peak 
power of the radiation pattern is compared with the average power radi- 
ated in all azimuthal directions. This average power can be computed 
in several ways, and at least two methods were employed for each of the 
six computed patterns represented in Table VI. These methods are as 
follows: 
Method 2. Compute the average scalar power value of the 
pseudo-omni single-element pattern and then add the contribution from 
each of the N elements, without regard to phase relationship. The aver- 
age value can only be approximated, since the pseudo-omni pattern, like 
the final radiation pattern, is only computed every 360/m degrees, which 
in practice is relatively large compared to the ripples in the pattern. 
Table VI 
SUMMARY OF DATA FOR SIMPLE RETRODIRECTIVE TYPE-1 ANTENNA 
WITH EQUALRECEIVE AND TRANSMIT FREQUENCIES 
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‘IG. 
NO. 
28 
29 
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32 
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10 
5 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
- 
- 
L 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
5 
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5 
- 
- 
N 
- 
60 
60 
90 
90 
30 
30 
30 
30 
60 
bl 
61 
61 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
- 
- 
II, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
* 
* 
* 
* 
t 
t 
t 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
- 
Mode 
1 
2,3 
1 
3,3 
1 
1 
1 
2,3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2,3 
1 
2,3 
2,3 
Gain 1 
17.13 
17.42 
19.09 
19.53 
13.01 
13.01 
14.27 
14.b5 
17.41” * 0.3 
17.48” k 0.4 
17.84” + 0.4 
17.89’~~ 0.9 
17.40+* 0.3 
17.77+-t 0.3 
17.77’f 0.6 
17.84 
17.78 
17.89 
18.17 
17.57 
PARAUETER 
;ain 2 
17.10 
17.41 
19.15 
19.47 
12.99 
12.99 
14.24 
14.65 
__ 
__ 
_- 
-- 
__ 
-- 
_- 
__ 
-- 
_- 
-_ 
-_ 
Gain 3 
17.35 
-- 
-- 
-_ 
-- 
__ 
14.49 
-_ 
_- 
__ 
-- 
__ 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-_ 
-- 
-_ 
__ 
-- 
Gain 4 
16.99 17.78 
17.19 17.78 
18.70 19.55 
__ 19.55 
12.91 14.77 
12.91 14.77 
i4.11 14.77 
__ 14.77 
-- 17.78 
__ 17.86 
-_ 17.86 
-- 17.86 
-- 17.78 
-- 17.78 
__ 17.78 
-_ 17.78 
-- 17.78 
__ 17.78 
__ 17.78 
_- 17.78 
Averaged over a complete cycle with computed points every 1 degree. 
I 
P 
1 
Beamwidth 
4.2’ 
4.4O 
3.4O 
3.2’ 
5.5O 
5.5O 
8.0’ 
8.3’ 
-- 
-- 
__ 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
__ 
-- 
’ Using 3-ray computation rather than just Z-ray. and averaged over complete cycle 
with points computed every 0.25 degree. 
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This is obvious in the plot of B(y) in Fig. 21, where m = 180. Expressed 
in dB, this average value is given by 
Kl 
1 
= 10 log- 
m 
kif CD; . 
j. = 1 n=1 
Method 2. Provided the complete azimuthal radiation pattern 
S(y) has been computed, compute the average scalar power value of S(y). 
For reasons similar to those given above, this method is only approxi- 
mate and should give similar accuracy. Again, expressed in dB this 
average value is given by 
K2 = 10 log 1 tsj . m j=l 
Method 3. Instead of assuming that each element reradiates 
the conjugate phase, it is assumed that each radiates with equal phase. 
(This mode of operation may well be used in practice to establish con- 
tact between two adaptive antennas as discussed in Sec. V-C). The 
final radiation pattern is then computed in the same way, and should re- 
sult in an approximately omnidirectional pattern. This pattern will 
have at least N ripples in it, but its average value is readily estimated 
and is designated by K,. 
Method 4. Compute the average power value of the radiation 
pattern within the cylindrical lens and sum the contribution from each 
element without regard to phase relationship. Expressed in dB, this 
average value is given by 
-c 7r 
K, = 
2n i 
G(a12da : D; 
1 
-7r 
where C is a normalization factor relating power density within the 
cylindrical lens to power density radiated from the biconical horn. 
e. Results of Some Computations 
Table VI shows the results of some sample computations, for 
equal receive and transmit frequencies, that are associated with the 
computed antenna patterns shown in Figs. 28 through 35, together with 
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other data for which complete radiation patterns were not computed. Also 
tabulated are some of the input parameters. It should be noted that 
points on each pattern were only computed every 2 degrees and the plotting 
machine is not capable of predicting the peak value of the sidelobes of 
the radiation patterns. Either Mode 2 or Mode 3 can be assigned to the 
patterns using “weighted elements"-i.e., linear amplifiers-since the 
data was computed in each case for a single azimuthal angle. Consequently, 
no averaging over a cycle was involved. 
It has been shown by Cutler et uZ.,~~ that the maximum overall 
average antenna gain G', of N elements each with a peak gain of g', and 
with the elemental main lobes directed more or less uniformly in all di- 
rections, is given by G' = N/g'. The'same arguments can be used to show 
that the maximum gain for an antenna that radiates only in the azimuthal 
direction is also given by G" = N/g", if g" is now the azimuthal gain of 
each element. The overall azimuthal gain G" obviously has a maximum of N 
when g" is unity-that is, when the elemental antennas have omniazimuthal 
patterns. It is assumed that these elements are randomly located in free 
space, with their radiation planes all parallel, and that they are suffi- 
ciently separated from each other that all mutual coupling effects are 
negligible. This gain is realizable in any azimuthal direction provided 
the elements are appropriately phased and power is equally divided among 
them. Hence, the maximum theoretical gain to be expected from any of the 
antennas for which patterns were computed, averaged over all values of 
retrodirection and expressed in dB, is 
P = 10logN . 
This value is also tabulated for comparison in Table VI. The 3-dB beam- 
width, estimated from the pattern plots, is also included in Table VI. 
The various gain values are obtained from the computed values of Ki and 
the amplitude of the gain function in the retrodirection, V, computed 
in dB. The gain is then given by 
Gain (i) = V-Ki . 
It must be remembered, however, that this value of gain refers 
only to a particular value of retrodirection (with respect to element 
location). As is seen in the later data, this gain value does vary with 
retrodirection angle $J. 
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The following significant points are apparent from the computed 
curves and values of gain in the retrodirection. 
(1) The sidelobe levels are relatively high and when 
linear (weighted) amplifiers are used and the 
inter-element spacing around the circumference 
of the lens is of the order of one wavelength, 
the sidelobe structure has a remarkably mono- 
tonic characteristic until the level falls to 
less than -40 dB in the back region of the 
antenna. 
(2) The far-out sidelobe levels are considerably 
lower for the N =,90 case-i.e., when the inter- 
element spacing is 0.7OA, having a maximum value 
approximately equal to the omni-azimuthal level. 
(3) The postulated maximum theoretical gain, P, is 
generally larger than a,ny of the computed values 
of gain which, when the value is computed by 
more than one method, are very similar. 
(4) Values of L = 2 or 5 appear to give higher 
values of gain than for L = 3, but computations 
for all values of $J will have to be made before 
it can be determined what the relative average 
values of computed gain are. Only the case of 
L = 3 was explored in any detail. 
(5) The computed gain values for linear amplifiers 
are generally slightly higher than for Mode-l 
operation as has been anticipated. 
(6) The average value of gain for Mode-3 operation 
must be the same as for Mode 2 when the rest 
of the parameters are the same (although the 
compu-ted average values might not be quite the 
same if insufficient data points are computed). 
However, it is seen that the variation in gain, 
and consequently in amplitude modulation of a 
spinning antenna, is greater for the Mode-3 
operation. This is considered to be pure co- 
incidence since it is anticipated that the gain 
variation for any predetermined mode can be 
made very small if the parameters, including 
operating frequency, are correctly chosen for 
operation in the particular mode. 
(7) There is an apparent gain increase of 1.2 dB 
when the antenna diameter is halved but N is 
kept constant at 30. As can be seen from the 
curves, the larger antenna has the narrower 
beamwidth.but its lower gain is accounted for 
by the large sidelobes. 
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(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
If only every alternate element of the 60-element 
antenna were used to radiate the available RFpower, 
with the unused elements terminated, it is postu- 
lated that there would be a loss of gain of only 
about 3 dB. Such an antenna would appear to have 
about 1-dB more gain than the computed case for a 
similarly sized antenna with 30 elements, where 
the elemental radiators fill the bottom of the 
cylindrical lens. This indicates that the high- 
est final gain is obtained with elemental radi- 
ators having low gain within the cylindrical 
lens. Whatever G(y) function is employed, using 
only 30 elements in a 10h radius lens will pro- 
duce large sidelobes and a narrow beam. 
Comparing Figs. 32 and 33, there is no apparent 
change in gain when the peak of the beam is 
changed by 2 degrees, even though the pattern 
shapes change. This is not a general rule and 
is purely coincidental in this case, as can be 
seen from the subsequent data where the value 
of retrodirective gain sometimes varies appre- 
ciably about its average value. 
The beamwidth of each antenna is much less than 
the value 360/N degrees, which represents the 
maximum beamwidth obtainable if all the power 
associated with the maximum postulated gain, N, 
is concentrated in the main beam. This indi- 
cates that there is a lot of power in the side- 
lobes. As can be expected, because it has the 
lowest sidelobes, the largest value of beamwidth 
times N/360 is obtained when N = 90. The value 
is 0.85. In a purely retrodirective antenna in 
free space, only the maximum ERP in the retro- 
direction is of consequence, but if the antenna 
is also to give directional information or oper- 
ate in more than one direction, sidelobes, 
main-beam squint, and other pattern character- 
istics could be of some consequence. In the 
case of a capsule approaching the planet, side- 
lobe power reflecting off the planet could 
cause serious interference with the main trans- 
mitted beam, if the reflection is anywhere 
nearly specular. 
(11) There is apparently no significant difference 
in the results obtained with 60 and 61 ele- 
ments. There was no apparent reason to antici- 
pate that results obtained with odd and even 
numbers of elements would be different, but 
some computations were made for the same reasons 
mentioned in Sets. 111-C-2-d for the Type-3 
antenna. 
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f- Additional Antenna Radiation Patterns 
An additional set of radiation patterns was computed to observe 
the effect of the sidelobe structure for different azimuthal angles. The 
elementary transmitters are assumed to be correctly phased to produce re- 
inforcement in the particular direction denoted by #. The method by 
which this phasing is achieved is immaterial- it could be by retrodirec- 
tive techniques, or by programmed phasing, etc.-the patterns are general 
for the parameters assumed. The patterns are shown in Figs. 36 through 
40. It is again assumed that only the first two significant rays con- 
tribute to the pattern. In practice, the phasing of each element would 
have to be modified slightly if programmed phasing is used (phasing is 
automatically correct for a simple degenerate retrodirective antenna), to 
take account of the small contributions from the infinite number of rays 
that theoretically exist. However, the patterns are not expected to 
differ significantly from the patterns shown. 
00 
-10 
dB 
-20 
I 1 I I I I I I 
JI = 0 DEGREES 
Omni-Ar -17.66 dB n 
I\ I \ 
60 80 100 
DEGREES 
FIG. 36 RADIATION PATTERNS FOR TYPE-1 ANTENNA (ZRay Theory) 
FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS - R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, $ = 0 
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-20 00 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
DEGREES 
I8 0 
FIG. 37 RADIATION PATTERNS FOR TYPE-1 ANTENNA (2-Ray Theory) 
FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS - R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, t,b = 1 
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dB 
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FIG. 38 RADIATION PATTERNS FOR TYPE-1 ANTENNA (ZRay Theory) 
FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS - R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, qb = 2 
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FIG. 39 RADIATION PATTERNS FOR TYPE-l ANTENNA (ZRay Theory) 
FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS - R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, $ = 3 
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FIG. 40 RADIATION PATTERNS FOR TYPE-l ANTENNA (ZRay Theory) 
FOR VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS - R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, + = 4 
Other data relating to the patterns is as follows: 
Linear amplifiers assumed (Mode 2 or Mode 3) 
R = 10X 
L = 3 
N = 60 
$J = 0,1,2,3,4 . 
It should be noted that the antenna parameters relating to 
Fig. 36 are identical to those for Fig. 29. However, because points 
were computed every 1 degree in Fig. 36 rather than every 2 degrees, 
more detail of the sidelobe structure is apparent, particularly for. the 
near-in sidelobes which'are considerably more complex than indicated in 
Fig. 29, and presumably also more complex than those indicated in 
Figs. 28 to 35. 
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It is readily seen that the patterns shown in Figs. 36 and 39, 
representing values of $ equal to 0 and 3 degrees, are symmetrical about 
the retrodirection. This is to be expected since each of these direc- 
tions is one of the 120 axes of symmetry existing for this antenna con- 
figuration. Only for these values of $ does the main beam point exactly 
in the retrodirection; otherwise it oscillated about the retrodirection 
by +0.25 degrees as the antenna rotates. 
Patterns shown in Fig. 38 and 40 are mirror images of each 
other, as would be expected. 
In all cases the maximum sidelobes occur at about k104 degrees 
from the retrodirection and each has a level of -14.0 f 0.7 dB when re- 
ferred to the peak of the particular pattern. When referred to the 
omni-azimuthal level, the value is +3.9 + 0.5 dB. Each of the other far- 
out sidelobe levels remains equally constant with $J and displays the 
monotonic characteristic previously mentioned. 
g. ~-~~ ~ ~~ Variation if ERP as the Retransmitted Frequency .~ 
is Changed 
The three most significant rays were used to determine the 
variation in ERP of a Type-l antenna operating in each of the retro- 
directive modes 1, 2, and 3. Both the pilot and retransmitted signals 
are assumed to be unmodulated but differing in frequency by as much as 
10 percent of their average value. The phase- conjugating circuitry at- 
tached to each elemental receiver/amplifier/transmitter is assumed to be 
a simple lower-sideband mixer in which the pilot frequency varies between 
0.500 and 0.475 of the constant value of the local-oscillator frequency. 
Computations were made for values of $J every 0.25 degree. The analysis 
appears in Appendix D. 
The computations below are not directly related to spectral 
splitting since the gain is computed for steady-state azimuthal positions 
of the antenna. However, if the gain varies for different positions, 
there will obviously be some spectral splitting, due to amplitude modu- 
lation at least, as the antenna rotates. The computations show that in 
the special case of the receive and transmit frequencies being exactly 
equal, the spectral splitting is due entirely to this amplitude modulation. 
Equation (D-11) was evaluated assuming that all elemental radi- 
ators were active, for a variety of receive and transmit frequencies f, 
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and f,. In all cases the lens mean radius R corresponds to 10 average 
wavelengths and the lens length to 3 radii. Since 60 elements were as- 
sumed, a range of only 0 to 3 degrees, representing half a period, needs 
to be considered. Some of the results are shown in Figs. 41 through 43. 
(Other data are shown in Table VII, presented later.) The quantity 
plotted is the ratio of the actual power in the retrodirective beam to 
the power that would have been transmitted by a single omnidirectional 
elements of equal gain in the axial plane. As has already been discussed, 
the maximum anticipated gain, averaged over all azimuthal directions, is 
given by 
10 log,0 N = 17.78 dB for N = 60 . 
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(Mode-3 Operation) 
As can be seen in Figs. 42 and 43, the maximum gain, when 
averaged over a complete period, is very nearly realized (within 0.02 dB) 
when f, = f,. The gain in the direction exactly between two elements 
(# = 3 degrees) has the maximum value and is a fraction of a dB higher 
than the gain in the direction through an element. This will lead to 
amplitude modulation as the antenna rotates, but if R and/or L were varied 
from their present values it would be reasonable to postulate that a.set 
of values could be found in which the gain variation with rotation was 
very small. Under these conditions (and again with f, = f, and all ele- 
ments identical except for phase) there would theoretically be no spectral 
splitting. It can also be seen from Fig. 9 that when f, ” l.olsf, there 
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is virtually no variation in gain. However, this does not mean that 
there will be no spectral splitting, as can be seen in Sec. III-C-S-j, 
below. The reason for this is that while there is no amplitude modula- 
tion, there is phase modulation, something that is not present when 
f, = f,. 
It can again be seen that less gain, or ERP, is realized for 
Mode-l operation than when linear amplifiers are used, although the va- 
riations in gain are comparable. Figure 41 also shows that when the 
frequency difference is two percent, the variation in gain has virtually 
disappeared. For all azimuthal positions the computed gain is less than 
the maximum postulated gain. 
h. Spectral Splitting in Type-l Antenna-Consideration 
of a Single Element 
First a single element operating only in either the receive or 
transmit mode was studied, as explained in Appendix B. The method used 
allowed the spectrum of the individual rays to be determined. The ray 
geometry is basically the same as that used in previous computations' 
and is shown in Fig. 24. 
Various computations were made for an antenna model having a 
cylindrical lens radius, R, of lOh, and axial length-to-radius ratio, L, 
of 3.0 and a particular elemental gain function G(a). 
Only the three most significant rays associated with a partic- 
ular antenna element and a particular azimuthal direction were considered; 
they are referred to as Rays 0, +l, and -1. (In the original study of 
this Type-l antenna,' only two such rays were considered; they were re- 
ferred to as Ray 1 and Ray 2.) 
The computation techniques used allow the separation of several 
combinations of rays, and they are presented in the data in the following 
groupings: 
Ray 0 
Rays -1 and +l 
Rays -1, 0, and +l . 
Higher-order rays, which must travel at least one helical revolution 
within the cylindrical geodesic lens contribute negligible power for the 
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particular values of the parameters used in these calculations. In this 
particular antenna configuration the cylindrical lens has a radius of 
10 wavelengths and the elemental radiator has an aperture of one-sixtieth 
the circumference of the lens [which determines what the value of G(a) 
will be]. 
Figure 44 is a curve of cumulative power (on a linear arbitrary 
scale) VS. sideband number for these three combinations. 
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FIG. 44 CUMULATIVE POWER FOR A SINGLE ELEMENT vs. SIDEBAND NUMBER 
Note that practically all the power of Ray 0 falls in Side- 
bands 0 to 40 while that of Rays -1 and +l falls in Sidebands 40 to 60. 
This relates to the time rate of change of phase which is proportional 
to sin c1. Since the ranges of ~1 are discontinuous (or disjoint) for 
Ray 0 and Rays -1 and +l, it is not surprising that their spectra are 
disjoint (i.e., complement each other, as seen from Figs. .45 and 46). 
Figures 45, 46, and 47 present the spectra for Ray 0, Rays -1 
and +l, and Rays -1, 0, and +l respectively. The spectra for larger 
sideband numbers were also calculated but have not been plotted since 
they are essentially random and since Fig. 44 shows their minimal 
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contribution to the total power. The level 1abelled“reference" in 
Figs. 45 through 47 corresponds to the maximum cumulative power shown 
in Fig. 44. 
Again the spectrum for Ray 0 is disjoint with that for Rays -1 
and +l, and the latter pair alone gives rise to the irregular behavior 
above Sideband 60. 
Since the integrations called for in Eqs. (B-26) and (B-27) of 
Appendix B are actually computed as sums over a finite set of poinLs, our 
confidence in the results goes down as the sideband number goes up be- 
cause the number of samples per cycle of the harmonic goes down. The 
accuracy obtained is, however, more than adequate for the present study. 
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It can therefore be concluded that there is spectral splitting in 
this type of antenna, with appreciable power out to about the 60th side- 
band, which might be a serious drawback for certain types of array. How- 
ever, the resulting spectrum does peak at the carrier frequency,in contrast 
to the configuration considered earlier (see Fig. 2) where the spectrum 
peaked at about the 60th sideband. This can be attributed to the fact 
that in this Type-l antenna, when the element is moving with highest radial 
velocity-that is, at the limbs of the complete cylindrical antenna-it has 
relatively low gain in the direction of interest. However, in the Type-3 
antenna, the elemental gain is theoretically constant at all values of 
radial velocity. 
If alltheelemental radiators of the antenna are active phase- 
conjugated re-radiators and are identical, to an observer at a fixed point 
the antenna must look the same after a rotation of 271/N radians, where N 
is the number of elemental radiators. Thus when the antenna is considered 
as a whole, the spectrum can contain only sidebands whose numbers are 
multiples of N. Of course, if the elements are not identical or if one or 
more is otherwise faulty, the intermediate sidebands will not disappear. 
The spectral contribution from each faulty element will, however, be small 
compared to the energy in those spectral lines whose numbers are multi- 
ples of N. The contribution to the intermediate sidebands of completely 
inactive elements corresponds to the case where only the inactive ele- 
ments are operating, except for a reversal of phase. 
These considerations can also be applied to the case of an 
adaptive receiving antenna of the same configuration. 
L. Considerations of Total Spectral Power 
for a Single Element 
In Appendix C, the power associated with the infinite number 
of rays that can exist in a typical Type-l antenna, having primary di- 
mensions of R = 10 (units of wavelength) and L = 3, has been calculated. 
It is shown that the total power, as obtained by summing the spectral 
content over the first 200 sidebands, associated with Ray 0, is 90% of a 
theoretical total, and that associated with Rays -1 and +1 an additional 
9%. Consequent ly , consideration of only these three rays is quite justi- 
fied except when extremely detailed knowledge of the spectral content or 
other characteristics is needed. 
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When only the first two significant rays are considered, as 
has previously been done for computing reradiation patterns, it can be 
postulated that only about 2 to 3 percent of the total power was not 
accounted for. In general this small amount of power would only produce 
minor modifications to the sidelobe structure, since it would never tend 
to form a plane wavefront. 
j- Spectral Power Content in The Retrodirective-Array Case 
In this portion of the study the antenna as a whole was con- 
sidered when operating in the retrodirective (receive, transmit) mode 
with generally different receive (pilot) and transmit frequencies. Only 
an unmodulated pilot and retransmitted signal were treated, and these 
differed by up to 10% of the carrier frequency. The mathematical analy- 
sis for obtaining the spectrum of the transmitted signal is given in 
Appendix D. 
Ideal mixers were assumed and computations were made, for 
Mode-l and Mode-3 operation, of the actual relative power in each of the 
spectral lines associated with the same antenna operating at the same 
range of frequencies as for Sec. 111-C-3-8. 
A computer program was developed to calculate this power spectrum 
for the retrodirected wave from the same cylindrical, geodesic-lens, 
biconical-horn antenna with 60 elemental radiators, a length equal to 
3 radii, and a radius equal to 10 wavelengths at the average carrier 
frequency. The received frequency lay below the average carrier frequency 
and the transmitted frequency above it by equal amounts. Three rays were 
considered for both reception and transmission. Since the elements were 
considered to be identical, only spectral lines corresponding to the cog- 
ging frequency were present (the cogging frequency is equal to the number 
of elemental radiators times the spin rate of the antenna). 
Both linear and saturated (hard-limited) amplifiers were con- 
sidered. The results for the first and second sidebands of the cogging 
frequency are presentedinTableVI1. All higher harmonics lie well below 
those tabulated for the linear-amplifier case. With saturated amplifiers, 
the powers of all higher harmonics lie below the first harmonic but some 
are slightly larger than the second harmonic. 
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!(f, - f,) 
f, + fr 
-I- Sideband Power (dB down) 
1 
I T Sideband Power (dB down) 
Average 
Antenna 
Gain 
(dB down)* 
60th Sidebands, 
Relative to 
Carrier Omni- Azimuth 
120th 
Sidebands 
Relative 
to Carrier 
Average 
Antenna 
Gain 
(dB down) * F 60th Sidebands, Relative to Carriei Omni- \zimuth 120th Sidebands Relative to Carrie) 
0.000 0.0177 26.57 8.80 74.77 0.3825 33.97 16.57 127.90 
0.005 0.16 26.42 8.80 71.94 0.49 29.76 12.47 57.04 
0.010 0.53 26.04 8.79 68.35 0.74 27.22 10.18 52.58 
0.015 0.96 25.60 8.78 66.14 1.10 26.55 9.87 55.01 
0.020 1.40 25..14 8.76 65.22 1.55 27.65 11.42 59.12 
0.025 1.86 24.65 8.73 65.46 2.06 30.77 15.05 54.20 
0.030 2.31 24.16 8.69 66.97 2.59 33,54 la.35 49.87 
0.035 2.72 23.70 8.64 69.60 3.18 28.87 14.27 48.73 
0.040 3.00 23.25 8.46 70.72 3.76 24.72 10.70 52.26 
0.045 3.42 22.80 a.44 67.87 4.32 22.91 9.45 62.92 
0.050 3.73 22.38 a.33 65.00 4.83 23.07 10.12 52.67 
0.055 4.05 21.98 8.25 63.39 5.36 25.24 12.82 58.06 
0.060 4.44 21.61 a.27 62.99 5.86 29.70 17.88 53.62 
0.065 4.73 21.27 8.22 63.79 6.30 28.51 17.03 57.15 
0.070 5.00 20.93 8.16 65.73 6.70 23.15 12.07 56.57 
0.075 5.24 
0.080 5.40 
0.085 5.66 
0.090 5.90 
0.095 6.21 
0.100 6.45 
20.58 8.04 
20.23 7.85 
19.89 7.77 
19.57 7.69 
19.28 7.71 
-- -- 
67.80 7.06 20.15 
66.86 7.37 19.20 
64.07 7.58 20.07 
62.07 7.68 23.35 
61.26 7.74 28.87 
me 7.88 24.13 
9.43 
8.79 
9.83 
13.25 
18.83 
14.23 
_-.. ~. 
50.17 
45.57 
41.65 
40.37 
46.95 
47.26 
T LINEAR AMPLIFIER CASE+- 
Table VII 
GAIN AND SIDEBAND POWER FOR A 60-ELEMENT, 
CYLINDRICAL-GEODESIC-LENS BICONICAL-HORN 
(TYPE-11 ANTENNA IN THE RETRODIRECTIVE MODE 
Relative to the theoretical maximum average 
t Mode-3 operation. 
a ntenna gain of 17.78 dB. 
SATURATED AMPLIFIER CASE 
These harmonics are due to both amplitude and phase modulation. 
The component attributable to phase modulation increases with the differ- 
ence between the received and transmitted frequencies, while that portion 
attributable to amplitude modulation oscillates. 
In all cases the upper and lower sidebands were found to beequal, 
apparently corresponding to the even property of the retrodirected wave 
with respect to the instant when the retrodirection passed through an 
elemental radiator. The powers 1istedinTable VII represent the total 
power in both the lower and upper sidebands. 
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In all cases considered, the spectrum spreading due to antenna 
rotation leaves nearly all the power in the carrier and should have only 
a minor effect on the operation of the system compared to the expected 
effects of random noise. 
Also shown in Table VII are the corresponding values of com- 
puted antenna gain in the retrodirection, averaged over all azimuthal 
angles and compared with the theoretical maximum average gain given by 
10 log,, 60 = 17.78 (see also Figs. 41-43). When linear amplifiers are 
used it is noticed that the gain decreases monotonically with increasing 
separation of f, and f,, as does the relative power of the 60th sideband 
when linear amplifiers are used. This gain data has been used to com- 
pute approximate values for the 6Oth-sideband power relative to what 
might be called the omni-azimuthal level-that is, the level that would 
result if the antenna consisted of just a single omni-directional ele- 
ment located on the spin axis and having the same gain in the plane of 
the axis as the complete 60-element antenna. These values are also 
listed in Table VI1 and are found to be remarkably constant, decreasing 
by only one dB while the retrodirective gain decreased by over six dB. 
When saturated elemental amplifiers are assumed, it can be seen 
that the computed gain in the retrodirection relative to the carrier power 
is lower than that for linear amplifiers. This was to be expected since 
previous work1177 has shown that when the power fed to an element of an 
antenna array is in proportion to the gain of that element in the desired 
direction, the gain resulting from all the elements of the array in that 
direction will be higher than when equal power is fed to the elements. 
It is also noticed, however, that the sideband power for this model is, 
in general, considerably less than for the case of linear amplifiers. 
When the total sideband powers for the first cogging frequency are norm- 
alized against the omni-azimuthal power, it can be seen that the values 
are by no means constant and again are lower than when linear amplifiers 
are considered; for some values of frequency separations the power is as 
much as 10 dB lower. 
The fact that the sideband power values are not as “well behaved" 
when saturated amplifiers are used, is compatable with earlier observations 
made on computed re-radiation patterns in which it was found that antennas 
using linear amplifiers had patterns with more regular sidelobe structure 
than when saturated amplifiers were used (see Sec. III-C-3-e). 
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4. Discrete-Line-Source Radiator Configuration (Type-2 Antenna) 
a. General 
This second cylindrical-geodesic-lens antenna type is shown in 
simplistic form in Fig..48. As will be apparent from the theory of the 
analysis procedure, the computation necessary to obtain a single point 
of a retrodirective pattern is quite extensive and increases approxi- 
mately as the square of the linear dimension of the antenna. Some effort 
was expended in trying to reduce the cost of computing each point by 
streamlining the computation procedure; however, it soon became obvious 
that the cost of computing complete retrodirective antenna patterns for 
each set of antenna parameters would be prohibitive. Since the shape of 
the main beam is an important characteristic of any antenna, a portion 
of the antenna pattern in the vicinity of the main beam was computed in a 
few cases. In other cases only the gain in the retrodirection was computed. 
Some effects of the variation in signal frequency, the effect of using a 
different frequency for receiving and transmitting from the same antenna, and 
the effects of rotation of the retrodirective antenna (vehicle spin) were 
investigated. Investigations of the extremely important effects of vehicle 
spin on signal spectrum will not, however, be analysed in this present work. 
b. Theory of Analysis Procedure 
The basic cylindrical geodesic- lens multiple-line-source antenna 
is shown in Fig. 48. It consists of M elemental radiators each connected 
directly to a receiver/amplifier/transmitter, at what will be referred to 
as the bottom of the cylindrical geodesic lens. At'the top of this lens 
are N waveguides, each feeding an identical line source radiator which has 
considerable gain in the axial or vertical direction but only 4 or 5 dB 
in the azimuthal direction. The peak of this radiation from each line 
source is assumed to be radially outward. There are, of course, also N 
of these line source radiators. 
Each of the M elemental radiators is coupled to each of the N 
line source radiators by several different coupling paths within the 
cylindrical geodesic lens. This is shown in Fig. 49 where the cylindrical 
lens is “rolled out" or developed into a flat plane so that the coupling 
can then be represented by straight lines between each of the two points 
considered to be coupled. There are an infinite number of coupling paths 
between any point at the bottom of the cylindrical lens andany point at 
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FIG. 48 SIMPLIFIED RAY GEOMETRY FOR A CYLINDRICAL-GEODESIC-LENS 
MULTIPLE-LINE-SOURCE ANTENNA (Type-2 Antenna) 
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the top, but only tllree such rays will be assumed to exist in this analy- 
sis, as shown in Fig. 49. The contributions from higher-order ray numbers 
is in fact very small and will be assumed negligible. It can now be seen 
that in order to compute a single point in the far-field radiation pattern 
of such a retrodirective antenna, it is necessary to sum the electric 
vectors from N/2 line source radiators. Each radiator is in turn coupled 
to M transmitters by three different paths. Another way of putting this 
is to say that each of the M amplifier/transmitters feeds each of the N/2 
effective radiators by three different paths; thus, there are in effect 
3N/2 rays contributing to each point in the radiation pattern from each 
elemental amplifier/transmitter. This compares with 2 or 3 rays for the 
biconical-horn antenna configuration previously discussed. Since the 
contribution from each ray must be added vectorially in the far field, 
the magnitude of computation becomes apparent. 
c. Coupling Within the Geodesic Lens 
As is demonstrated in Fig. 49, the coupling between any one of 
the M amplifier/transmitters and any one of the N waveguides at the top 
of the lens is the vector sum of three rays, the electric intensity of 
each being a function of the elemental radiation patterns of the two 
apertures at the ends of the lens, and the space attenuation between the 
two phase centers. It is, of course, quite conceivable that at some fre- 
quency the resultant vector could be zero, indicating no coupling between 
these two apertures. 
* 
Since the lens is a two-dimensional device, the 
space attenuation of power within the lens is assumed to be simply propor- 
tional to the inverse of ray length WRLh/cos CY, giving m as the 
amplitude space attenuation factor. 
Other parameters of the antenna are defined below: 
a mn i is the angle between the peak of the mth elemental 
radiator within the geodesic lens and the nth wave- 
guide at the top of the lens, via the ith ray. In 
a right-cylindrical lens (see Fig.49), the same 
angle applies between the ray and the peak of the 
elemental pattern of waveguide at the top of the 
lens. (-7r <&< 77). 
* 
P nY is the angle between the radial at the nth line- 
source radiator (the azimuthal directiop of the 
peak of its beam) and the far-field observation 
point for which the .pattern is being computed. 
1: is assumed that there is no mutual coupling between the separate radiators at the same end of 
the lens. 
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Y 
N 
M 
R 
R’ 
WR 
WRL 
E(P) 
T(a) 
G(a) 
The 
is the angle from a fixed azimuthal reference on 
the vehicle to the phase center of the nth line 
source radiator. It is also the angle to the nth 
waveguide within the cylindrical lens. 
is the angle from the same fixed reference to the 
mth elemental radiator at the bottom of the lens. 
is the azimuthal angle between the fixed reference 
and the retrodirection. 
is the azimuth angle between the retrodirection and 
the far field observation point. 
is the total number of line-source radiators (and 
also the number of waveguides at the top of the lens). 
They are assumed to be equally spaced. 
is the total number of elemental radiators at 
the bottom of the lens, (also assumed equally 
spaced). 
is the effective radius of the line source 
radiators measured in wavelengths of the pilot 
signal. 
is this effective radius measured in wavelengths 
of the retransmitted signal. 
is the mean effective radius of the cylindrical 
geodesic lens. 
is the effective length of the cylindrical lens. 
is the amplitude function representing the 
azimuthal radiation pattern of each of the line 
source radiators. It is assumed to be zero 
except when (- n/2) ( p 5 (n/2). 
is the equivalent function associated with the 
waveguide ends coupling into the top of the 
geodesic lens. 
is the equivalent function associated with the 
elemental radiators at the bottom of the lens, 
each of which is coupled to an individual 
receiver/amplifier/transmitter. 
azimuthal angle associated with the most direct path between 
the mth elemental radiator and the nth waveguide can be defined as the 
first ray and is given by 
A 
nn 1 = 277 + em - $n P 
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where p = 0, or +l such that -7~ < Amnl 5 7~. The second most direct ray 
is given by 
and will satisfy 
bmn21 = 277 - brnll 
-27-r < Am& < - n for Ll positive 
and 
7~ < Amn2 5 217 - for Amnl negative . 
(The sign of A nni is of no significance if the elemental radiator patterns 
are symmetrical and the relativistic effects of the vehicle spin can be 
neglected.) 
Similarly, 
By simple geometry (see Fig. 491, 
‘m*i 
a = nn i arc tan - . L 
The net amplitude coupled between the mth amplifier/transmitter 
and the nth line source waveguide, via the ith path is then given by 
The electrical length of this ray is given by 
E nn i = 27~RwL Set a nn i radians . 
The net coupling between the mth elemental radiator and the nth waveguide 
is then the vector sum: 
; lAmnileiEmni . 
i=l 
which holds equally for the pilot beam and the retransmitted signal,pro- 
vided R’ replaces R. 
The reradiated powers can now be computed using the same general 
procedure that was described for the cylindrical-geodesic-lens biconical- 
horn antenna (Type-l) in Sec. 111-C-3-c. 
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Again, the ray length outside the antenna from the distant 
observation point (located a distance S away and having a relative azimuthal 
direction y) to the nth line source radiator is 
S - Rh cos p,, co.5 P,, > * 
The total relative phase difference from each of the M elemental 
radiators to the distant observation point is 
* 
rl mn i = 2nR(WL set ct nn i - cos ,6 nY ) . 
Since each line-source radiator has its own azimuthal antenna 
amplitude function E(P,,) th ere will be an additional modification to the 
amplitude of each vector. 
If now a pilot signal is received from direction $J (i.e., y = 0) 
the signal received at each of the M elemental radiators will be the vector 
sum: 
jn 
N 3 
Bm = lBlle m = ): x E(P,o)lA,ni(e’Tmni 
II=1 i=l 
d. Computation of Reradiation Pattern 
It is again assumed that the conjugate circuitry associated with 
each elemental radiator reverses the sign of n on reradiation and that the 
reradiated power is some function of the receited signal amplitude JB,~. 
(In the particular results presented below, the reradiated amplitudes are 
mostly assumed to be equal-i.e., Mode-l, but Mode-2 operation is also used.) 
By using the reverse procedure, the relative signal amplitude 
apparent at some distant p oint atan azimuthal angleyfrom the pilot signal, 
which is due to transmission from the mth transmitter via the nth line 
source radiator and the ith path within the geodesic lens, will be given by 
Dmniy 
= E(~ny)~Anni~eip""iY 
where 
P an iY = 27~R'(wL set amni - cos p,, - 0,) . 
-It will be assumed for the present that the frequencies appearing at each of the elements is identical; 
hence, S/(A) is identical for all values of n and can be ignored. 
tive Doppler shift, 
Lhe to vehicle spin, and hence rsls- 
this will not necessarily be true for very large values of S. 
_ . . ._ 
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The relative field amplitude in any azimuthal direction y is then given 
by the vector'sum 
DY = g k 6 Dlniy - 
r=1 n=1 i=l 
This value is more appropriately designated in dB by 
F, = 20 loglo byI - 
This value has been computed for several points at or around 
the retrodirection and some of these results are presented below. 
e. Determination of Antenna Azimuthal Gain 
As was done in Sec. 111-C-3-d above for the biconical-horn 
antenna, the peak power of the reradiation pattern is compared with the 
average power radiated in all directions. It was not possible to use 
Method 2 here, since it requires integration of the complete reradiation 
patterns. For the present case, patterns were computed only over a 
small arc, and sometimes for just a single point, rather than for all 
azimuthal directions. The gain values previously obtained by Methods 1 
and 2 were in all cases within 0.06 dB of each other, and in each case 
about.0.2 dB higher than the value obtained by Method 4. This latter 
method involved the computation of the total energy radiated by the 
elemental radiators within the geodesic lens, and then made the assump- 
tion that this was all radiated into space without reflection loss from 
the discontinuities within the antenna. The average value of the re- 
sultant radiation intensity is designated byQ(in dB). Such a condition 
is easier to realize in the case of the biconical-radiator antenna than 
in this discrete-line-source antenna where the energy must be coupled, 
without loss, from a TEM line into adjacent waveguides. The computed 
value of gain resulting from this technique should be reasonably accu- 
rate, if perhaps a little optimistic. 
It has also been assumed that each radiating element is opti- 
mally matched to its appropriate transmitter at all times. This is 
equivalent to neglecting mutual coupling which, in practice, might cause 
the input impedance values of elements to vary with vehicle rotation. 
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f* Results of Computation Using Mode-l Operation 
1) General 
Some results of a series of computations are shown in the 
following figures. 
Figure 50 is the computed pattern used as the reference 
for this series of computations, and has the following initial values of 
coeffic.ients: 
R = 10.000 
R’/R = 1.000 
w = 1.00 
L = 3.00 
M = 40 
N = 80 
E(P) = 10-24’RflIN )’ 
T(a) = ~o-Z~‘WRCL/N’~ 
G(a) = ~~-24’W1?a/cM)~ 
$J = 2 degrees 
C = 2 
The fact that the retrodirection is 2 degrees from the 
zero reference of the antenna (which is an axis of symmetry) accounts 
for the computed pattern being asymmetrical. It should be noted that 
although points have been plotted every one degree, this is not close 
enough to make a reliable interpretation of the correct pattern shape, 
including null depths, etc. Consequently, the computed points have been 
joined by straight lines. 
It should also be noted that each point represents the 
vectoral summation of 3 x M x N/2 = 4800 field intensities, each of 
which involves the product of at least four computed quantities. 
The 3-dB beamwidth as well as the gain in dB, computed by 
subtracting the value of Q from the computed signal intensity in the 
retrodirection, is shown on Fig. 50 (as well as on subsequent patterns). 
Using the same argument as used for Type-l (Sec. 111-C-3-e), the maximum 
possible theoretical gain of this antenna averaged over all azimuthal 
pointing directions is postulated as 
P = 10logloM = 16dB . 
The computed value of gain, 14.66 dB, thus appears quite 
reasonable. 
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21 Variation in ERP with Change in Frequency 
The gain il the retrodirection was computed for an antenna 
with the same characteristics as the reference antenna except that the 
operating frequency (which again was the same for receiving as for trans- 
mitting) was increased by nearly 0.1 percent in increments of 0.01 percent. 
The ERP, or gain, was found to decrease by 0.06 dB in an apparently linear 
manner. Since the gain of any antenna would normally increase when the 
frequency is increased it is assumed that the small decrease observed is 
part of a superimposed cyclical variation. This small gain variation was 
found to be part of a much larger cyclical variation. For instance, a 
variation of more than 0.5 dB was observed for a variation of one percent 
frequency change. Insufficient data points were obtained to establish 
any definite characteristics but it appears likely that with appropriately 
chosen parameters the gain could be kept constant over a frequency band 
of about one percent. 
3) Variation in ERP as Retransmitted Frequency 
is Changed 
It is almost certain that the receive and transmit fre- 
quencies will be different for any retrodirective system; and this 
frequency separation is likely to be at least one percent. 
If one antenna is used for receiving the pilot beam and 
each elemental receiver of this antenna is coupled to the corresponding 
transmitter of a separate transmitting antenna, which has all dimensions 
exactly scaled in the ratio of the operating wavelengths, then this 
frequency difference is not very important. If, on the other hand, the 
same antenna is used, together with simple phase-conjugating networks, 
then the frequency separation will definitely cause "defocusing," which 
will reduce the ERP in the retrodirection .n If more complex conjugating 
circuits are employed, involving signal frequency multiplying and di- 
viding, then this defocusing can be removed.76 Such a scheme is discussed 
in Sec. V-B-4. 
To determine the effect of this defocusing, antenna gains 
were computed as a function of retransmitted frequency. The gain in the 
retrodirection was found to fall by nearly 6 dB for a retransmitted 
frequency increase of.5 percent. Three patterns, one of which is the 
reference pattern shown in Fig. 50, are shown in Fig. 51. The gain in 
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each case is with respect to an omni-azimuthal element of equal elevation 
beamwidth. Figure 52 shows the azimuthal gain in the retrodirection with 
respect to the theoretical maximum value of 16 dB. The fact that the 
retrodirection was taken as 2 degrees from an axis of symmetry of the 
-* 
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PERCENT INCREASE IN RETRANSMITTED FREQUENCY 
TA-5574-16 
FIG. 52 DECREASE IN GAIN WITH INCREASE OF R’ 
antenna no doubt accounts for the fact that the maximum ERP is not 
always in the retrodirection (see Fig. 51 and also Figs. 36-40). 
However, the non-monotonic shape of the curve in Fig. 52 cannot readily 
be attributed to the fact that $ = 2 degrees. It can be seen that 
from data obtained for the Type-l antenna (e.g., Figs. 42 and 43) a 
similar non-monotonic characteristic exists when C,!J = 0 degrees if 
frequency difference values out to 8 percent, or more, are considered. 
4) Variation in the Number of Line-Source 
Radiators, N 
Figure 53 shows a set of patterns for three similar 
antennas. The number o.f line-source radiators, N, is varied from 40 to 
80. The elemental radiation pattern is also automatically modified, as 
can be seen from the definition of E(P) and T(u)-. The reference pattern 
of Fig. 50 (N = 80) is again reproduced. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 53 that the gain actually 
increases as the number of line-source radiators is reduced (although 
the number of elemental transmitters, M, has been kept constant at 40). 
There is at present no explanation for the changes in gain and beamwidth. 
The inference is that there is no point in increasing the 
number of line-source radiators‘and hence the complexity of the antenna, 
in order to improve antenna gain. It is quite likely, however, that 
fewer radiators will lead to large gain variation with spin, but no 
direct measurements have yet been made to confirm this. 
5) Variation in the Elemental Radiation Patterns 
In all the results presented above, the number of ele- 
mental radiators, M, has been kept constant at 40. The radiation pattern 
of each of these elements denoted by 
G(a) = 10-24(WRa/cM)~ 
has also been kept constant (except for minor variations in R as the 
frequency was varied). The constant l/c is the proportion of available 
arc at the bottom of the cylindrical lens that is used for each elemental 
radiator. In the above results c has had the value 2, indicating that 
twice as many similar elemental radiators could have been fitted into 
the space available. For such an arrangement- i.e., M = 80-the mutual 
coupling between adjacent radiators might be considerably higher, and 
previous results' have indicated that the antenna gain per transmitter 
would not increase and may very well decrease. The larger number of 
transmitters would, however, increase the ERP for the same total power 
input at the expense of more receiver/amplifier/transmitters. 
The effect of this parameter c was investigated by assign- 
ing it different values and computing the gain in the retrodirection. 
The following results were obtained: 
for c = 1.0 1.5 2.0 
gain = 14.58 14.88 14.66 dB 
Since the accuracy of the computed gain is only about 0.5 dB, the minor 
differences between these values of gain are considered insignificant. 
Thus it would appear that for an antenna of given diameter and given 
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number of transmitting elements the efficiency with which the available 
aperture within the lens is used is not very significant. 
6) Characteristics of a Smaller Antenna 
Continuing the general investigation of the various 
antenna parameters, the linear dimensions as well as the value of M and 
N were halved. Computed patterns for the cases of N = 20 and 40 are 
shown in Fig. 54. It can be seen that the antenna with the smaller 
number of line-source radiators gives a gain % dB higher than the other 
one. This is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 53. The beam- 
width for the higher-gain antenna is also narrower but a very high side- 
lobe level is apparent. It must be emphasized, however, that unless 
several parameters of each antenna are investigated it is not possible 
to obtain any realistic conclusions. For instance, the computed gain of 
an antenna of this type is very much dependent on its orientation, as is 
shown in the next section. As has been indicated, the cost of computing 
each point is high for this configuration. 
is- Variation in Max ERR With Antenna Rotation 
Although no quantitative attempt has been made to investigate 
the spectral content of a Type-2 antenna when spinning, some data was 
obtained on the variation of retrodirective gain with antenna rotation. 
This variation represents the amplitude component of spectral splitting. 
As in the case of the Type-l antenna there will be no phase modulation 
component when f, = f,. Figure 55 shows the computed value of gain in 
the retrodirection as different antennas are rotated through 360/M 
degrees, which represents one cyclical period for this configuration, 
provided N is divisible by M and one axis of symmetry of the N elements 
is coincidental with the azimuthal reference angle as defined in Fig. 49. 
In this figure the reference angle is shown passing exactly between two 
phase centers of the N line-source radiators- i.e., through the contiguous 
edges of a pair of line-source radiators. This condition is referred to 
as Class-E symmetry. When a phase center lies on the reference angle the 
condition is labeled Class-C. 
It should be noted that the gain scale of Fig. 55 is somewhat 
expanded when compared with other gain data presented in this report. 
It should also be noted that the transmitted frequency is assumed to be 
the same as the pilot frequency for each of the curves. 
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Other points worth noting concerning Fig. 55 are: 
(11 There is a remarkably large variation in 
average gain relative to the postulated 
maximum average gain for the particular 
antenna (17.78 dB when M = 60, 16.02 dB 
when M = 40). 
(2) It appears as if one of the configurations 
has an average gain greater than the possible 
value, but this should not be taken too 
seriously since the method of computing the 
values of gain is probably only accurate to 
a few tenths of a dB. 
(3) The alignment of the N elements with respect 
to the M elements has an appreciable effect 
on the average antenna gain and also appears, 
to a lesser extent, to affect the amplitude 
modulation with rotation. (It should be 
noted that the curves shown are only based 
on relatively few computed points, as indi- 
cated in the figure.) 
(41 Operation in Mode 2 (linear amplifiers) gives 
appreciably higher gain (more than 1 dB) than 
for Mode 1. This amount is appreciably more 
than was shown for the Type-l antenna in 
Table VI or in the examples used by Villeneuve.70 
(5) 
(6) 
Unlike the results obtained for the Type-l 
antenna it would appear that for most cases 
the amplitude modulation component of the 
spectral splitting is likely to cause the 
energy in the sidebands of the 2Mth harmonic 
of the spin frequency to be almost as large 
as for the Mth harmonic. In the case where 
M = 40, and N = 80, most of the sideband 
energy will be in the PMth- i.e., the Nth- 
harmonic. 
The characteristics of the lowest curve are 
very difficult to explain. It is the only 
curve that is not symmetrical, which is easy 
to explain since it represents only one-half 
of a cycle, but the apparent undulations are 
not explicable. Its low value of gain is 
also not in keeping with the results shown in 
Fig. 54, where reducing the value of N 
actually increased the gain. 
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h. Conclusions Relating to Type-2 Antenna 
N o general conclusions can be drawn because the various data 
obtained do not foll'ow definite patterns, with the possible exception of 
the higher gain for Mode-2 operation. Even this characteristic cannot 
be accepted with complete generality because it will be noted from 
Table VI that for L = 2 the gain in a Type-l antenna was actually higher 
than for Mode-2 at the single value of $J for which computations were 
made. Much more analysis will therefore be needed to establish general 
characteristics for this antenna, but before this is done a study of 
spectral splitting, including methods of keeping it low, should be 
undertaken. The assumption that mutual coupling is negligible between 
elements at the same end of the cylindrical geodesic lens can only be 
justified if some attempt is made to design well matched transition 
into the waveguides at each end of the lens. This in turn will compli- 
cate the region at one end of the geodesic lens, at least, and will 
require modification of the sample ray geometry shown in Fig. 49. 
5. Cylindrical Retrodirective Array of Discrete Unidirec- 
tional Line Sources with Logical Element Switching 
a. General 
Another configuration of cylindrical antenna, which is particu- 
larly significant because mutual coupling between its elemental radiators 
can be made very small in practice, is one in which a number of discrete 
unidirectional line-source radiators are located around the exterior sur- 
face of the spacecraft. Figure 56 provides an end view of such a cylindri- 
cal array, showing particular elemental antenna DatternS that are directed 
radially outward. 
For maximum overall gain of such an array, one should consider 
the use of logical circuitry (or other means) to turn off power to those 
elements that are not contributing substantially to radiation in the 
desired direction. Because all elements on the back side of the cylinder 
are invisible and cannot contribute any field in the desired direction, 
they could be turned off. Furthermore, the directivity patterns of the 
elemental radiators would most likely provide significantly less gain in 
the desired direction as the angle from the radial approaches f90 degrees, 
so maximum gain would occur if somewhat less than 180 degrees of the array 
were energized. 
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The primary objective of this analysis is to determine the 
optimum included angle of energization for a cylindrical array of such 
elements. For simplicity, the particular elemental azimuthal pattern used 
for the computation is the simple cosine-squared function. 
b. Assumptions 
The following assumptions will be used for the analysis: 
Array Configuration - A total of N* elements are equispaced on 
the circumference of the cylinder. It is assumed that there is no inter- 
action (mutual coupling) between the elements. Within the included angle 
of energization, each active element radiates unit power (which implies 
saturated amplifiers in the retrodirective circuitry) with the pattern 
described below. 
* 
The symbols used for the discussion of a particular antenna type will in general he applicable only to 
that type. 
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Elemental Antennas - Each radiator is assumed to have a uni- 
directional cosine voltage pattern (i.e., unidirectional cosine-squared 
power pattern) of the form 
2 cos ei, for 
Ei = 
0 5 leiI Inj2 
0, for n/2 < piI I-rr 
(32) 
where Bi is the angle between the radial of the ith element and the radial 
to the distant receiver. It is to be noted that 
1 +77 
2n 
(Ei )*d8, = 1 
-v 
so all gains will be relative to omniazimuthal. All elements are similarly 
polarized and it is assumed that adjacent elements have negligible mutual 
coupling, so that the elemental pattern is constant and not a function of 
look angle. 
Retrodirectivity - The array is phased by retrodirective tech- 
niques so that all the individual contributions are precisely in phase 
upon arrival at the distant receiving antenna; thus, the total field in 
the desired direction may be obtained by coherently summing the contribu- 
tions of each active element. 
c. Solution 
The parameters of interest are (1) RF power into the array, 
(2) effective radiated power (ERP) in the direction of the receiver, and 
consequently (3) the power gain, expressed as the ratio of (2) to (l), as 
a function of the included angle of energization, a. 
1) Coordinate System 
Let one element be located at 6 = 0, and call this the 0th 
element. Then, for equispaced elements, 
ei =-2$, where i = 0, kl, f2, . . . ( 3'3 1 
and N is the total number of elements on the cylinder and is assumed very 
large. Thus the voltage contribution of the ith element can be expressed 
as 
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2ni 
2cos - ) ( > for N Ei = (34) 
0, elsewhere . 
Now, consider an integer I describing the active elements, 
within an included angle LX, as follows: 
a e 2-rrI max =T= N ’ 
From this it can be seen that 
No = 21 + 1 = No. of active elements. (36) 
(35) 
2) Effective Radiated Power 
The effective radiated power is proportional to the square 
of the sum of the voltage contributions of all active elements; thus, +I [ 1 
2 
ERP = E; = x Ei in appropriate units. 
i Z-1 
For 101 < n/2, Ei = 2 cos (2ni/N), so max - 
ERP = ( )I 
2 
27Ti 
cos 
N 
Using the fact that 
E cos ix = 1 + 2 cos x + 2 cos 2x + . . . + 2 cos mx 
i =-c 
sin (m + 1/2)X 
= 
sin 1/2X 
we have for Eq. (38) 
4 sin 2 
2?TI -TT 
- +- 
N N 
ERP = 
sin 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
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But, 
27rI 
e 
(11 -= 
N 3l.X = 2 
so 
sin* (4 t f) 
ERP(a) = 4 -. , for 01 5 7T . 
sin 
If, however, N >> rr and a/2 >> n/N, we can use the approximations 
sin* (z + f) - sin* (:) 
and 
sin* (n/N) = n*/N* 
Then, Eq. (41) becomes 
ERP(cl) z 2 - N* . sin 
ll* 
2 (;) . 
3) RF Power Input 
With unit power in each active element, 
‘in 
= No = 21 t 1 = 
The above is an exact mathematical expression, bu,t for N >> 7~, 
Pi,(") 9 (;) N . 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
4). Power Gain 
Using the exact expressions (41) and (43) for ERP and 
‘ita’ we have 
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ERP 
G=Tn= 
4 sin* (a/2 t m/NJ/sin’ (n/N) 
(ci/Bn)N + 1 
, forC1zm . (45) 
This again is an exact expression; using our simplifying assumptions it 
reduces to 
4N 
G(a) I: - - 
sin* (a/2) 
, for OlCtl77 
l-r* (a/277) 
(46) 
Figure 57 displays ERP, Pin, and G as a function of the included angle ct. 
5) Angle of Energization for Maximum Gain 
The simplified expression (46) for power gain is a trans- 
cendental function of 6. A numerical solution was obtained for the 
maximum, at 
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At this optimum value of ~1, 
from Eq. (42), ERP = 0.3434 N* 
from Eq. (441, Pin = 0.371 N 
from Eq. (46), G = 0.9228 N 
6) Comparison of Different Angles of Energization 
Table VIII below illustrates the gain (above omniazimuthal) 
of an " optimum" cylindrical array ((Y. = 133.57" 
and a full cylindrical array, where the active 
tional cosine-squared power pattern. 
From Table VIII it may be seen 1 
3 a hemi-cylindrical array, 
elements have a unidirec- 
hat, for a given number of 
elements on a cylinder, the gain of the hemi-cylindrical array is two times 
(3 dB) greater than the full cylindrical array, and that the optimum angle 
of energization (~1 = 133.57") yields approximately 0.56 dB more gain than 
the hemi-cylindrical array, and an antenna whose gain is only 0.35 dB less 
than the postulated maximum possible value, based on the total number of 
elements, not only the active ones. However, the total number of elements, 
N, or the maximum output power of each, would have to be larger than for 
a comparable transmitting antenna of Types 1, 2, or 3, in order to realize 
the same ERP. 
Table VIII 
COMPARISON OF ARRAY GAINS 
I 
GAIN (ABOVE OMNIAZIMUTHAL) 
ANTENNA TYPE 
I G I dB 
@timurn Cylinder Array 0.9228 N 10 log N - 0.35 
(a = 133.57O) 
Hemi-Cylinder Array 
(a = 180’) 
0.8104 N 10 log N - 0.91 
Full-Cylinder Array 
(a = 360°) 
0.4052 N 10 log N - 3.92 
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IV RECEIVER CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Introduction 
Although most of the work on this program has been directed toward 
retrodirective operation of circular antennas, and all signals have been 
treated as unmodulated by telemetry information, the consideration of 
spectral splitting related to such an antenna when rotating (i.e., when 
the vehicle upon which it is mounted is spin stabilized) stimulated con- 
sideration of at least one receiving technique for use on the vehicle. 
How a signal received from a spinning transmitting antenna could be 
handled is also discussed briefly. As can be seen from Fig. 21 or 
Fig. 47 the band of frequencies associated with a single element in a 
spinning circular array is very wide and poses a serious obstacle to the 
use of adaptive antennas of this type. 
B. Adaptive Receiver Technique 
The following representative techn.ique, which can be considered as 
solving the spectral splitting problem at its source, is proposed to be 
used specifically with an ideal Type-3 antenna (i.e., one in which there 
is no mutual coupling between elements and each element has an omni- 
azimuthal radiation pattern, even in the presence of the other elements 
of the array). 
1. Alternatives 
Consider a spacecraft spinning about an axis perpendicular to the 
direction of signal arrival. An antenna element on the circumference of 
the spacecraft will receive the signal with spin-induced angle modulation 
in addition to the modulation imposed at the transmitter and that due to 
the change in the length of the transmitter-to-satellite propagation path 
(gross Doppler). 
In order to experience the optimum gain due to the array of antenna 
elements the signals received by the individual elements must be processed 
so that they will add coherently. There are at least three possibilities: 
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(a) The individual signals can first be detected and then 
added. This technique is unsatisfactory unless the 
individual signal-to-noise ratios are well above the 
detector threshold. 
(b) The signals can be individually brought into phase 
with an arbitrary reference oscillator by phase- 
locked-loop techniques and then added at IF. The 
individual signal-to-noise ratios must be above the 
threshold of the phase-locked loops. However, a 
common phase-locked loop can be made responsive to 
the common gross Doppler component of the signals to 
lessen the burden on the individual loops. This 
technique has been documented and experimentally 
verified4s78when the remaining individual variations 
are essentially uncorrelated due to tropospheric 
irregularities over the relatively large area of the 
array. 
(c) The effects of spectral splitting can be removed by 
injecting signals that negate its effects. In this 
case, which is considered below, the remaining indi- 
vidual variations are primarily due to the vehicle 
spin and are therefore highly correlated. We will 
explore the possibility of correcting for spin effects 
with a single common element. Since this is a pro- 
grammed technique it is not inherently adaptive, and 
adaptive circuitry must still be added to realize the 
maximum gain of the receiving antenna. 
2. Analysis 
A representative partial block diagram is shown in Fig. 58. Let 
the signal received by the ith element have the phase 
‘Bi = B. + 2nft + 2rrfdt + R sin (WSt + ip) + ‘e(t) (48) 
where 
'Bo is a constant phase (common to all elements) 
f is the transmitted frequency 
fd is the gross Doppler frequency 
R is the element distance from the spin axis 
in wavelengths 
w* = 2rrf, is the spin rate in radians/set 
,B is 27~/N radians 
N is the number of equally spaced elements 
e(t) is the transmitted information modulation. 
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FIG. 58 REPRESENTATIVE ADAPTIVE RECEIVER CIRCUIT FOR TYPE-3 ANTENNA 
Consider an ith voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), beating with 
the ith signal, whose phase is. 
23; = ‘8; F 2nfto + 2nfdt i R sin (wst + i,d + rp) (49) 
where 
‘81 = 90” + ‘e. + .ee 
‘*e is an undesired error angle 
fL0 is the reference frequency (the rest frequency 
of each of the VCO's) 
cp is the error angle of the spin signal generator 
which produces coherent sinusoidal signals with 
an average frequency of wS/2n. 
Let the spin signal generator be represented by a motor-driven sine 
potentiometer with N equally spaced sliders. Errors in both phasing and 
speed are contained in m. 
The output of the first mixer is given by'@: - 'ei: 
‘8 + 2nfIFt - .e( t) rp + 2R sin - cos cp e 2 cast + ip + - 2 > (50) 
where fIF is the intermediate frequency. 
These mixer outputs are then summed and mixed with a second refer- 
ence frequency fIF to give a phase 
‘e(t) - ‘8, - 2R sin I 1 cos (us, + ip + :) 
where the summation is over all active elements 
‘e: = .e(t) - ‘ee is recovered by a low-pass filter 
with a very long time constant and 
integrated to produce a voltage pro- 
portional to the gross Doppler. 
‘e(t) is recovered by a high-pass filter 
which, of course, implies that the 
modulation is on a sub-carrier. 
(51) 
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If the summation is over all elements and all elements have equal 
gains in the signal direction, then 
; 277 cp i - +- 
> 
=o. 
i=l N 2 
In the likely event that not all elements are operational or not all 
gains are equal, the sum will yield a voltage of frequency wS/2n which 
can be synchronously detected and low-pass filtered to give a voltage 
proportional to sin (p/2. This voltage can then be integrated with, 
again, a very long time constant to drive the spin signal generator. 
This part of the circuit can also provide information relating the 
angular orientation of the vehicle (specifically the position of the 
Zst elemental radiator of the antenna, in Fig. 58) to the direction of 
the transmitting station. 
The individual adders can be eliminated as indicated in Fig. 59. 
The system, of course, is connected to drive 6' and cp to zero. e 
MULTISLIDER 
SINE POT 
VOLTAGE Q f,, 
TA-5574-84 
FIG. 59 POTENTIOMETER ARRANGEMENT TO ELIMINATE INDIVIDUAL ADDERS OF FIG. 58 
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3. Frequency Acquisition 
Although the spin rate and the gross Doppler are expected to be very 
slowly changing, acquisition of the gross Doppler is a potential problem 
when the signal to the spacecraft has been interrupted. To speed this 
process, the low-pass filter associated with 0: can be broadened. The 
spin signal will then also pass this filter but w'ill still be detected 
and corrected by its own circuit. 
4. Additional Advantages and Comments Relating 
to the Technique 
The spin rate and instantaneous position is easily available as a 
telemetry item, should it be desired. 
Possibly the angle between the direction of arrival of the signal 
and, say; the line to the sun or a star could also be derived. If the 
retrodirective array is used to receive signals from both the earth and 
the capsule, then the two potentiometers could possibly be driven by a 
common motor and their relative phasing adjusted with a differential 
gear. The setting of the differential would measure the angle between 
the two directions of arrival. 
Since gross Doppler, spin rate, and relative angle are explicitly 
available, suitable transmitter signals can be derived at any desired 
frequency. Further, the number of antenna elements used for reception 
need not equal the number used for transmission. In this case the signal 
transmitted from the vehicle can be made free of spectral splitting. 
The spacecraft spin rate is expected to be of the order 6 rpm, making 
wS/2n about 0.1 C/S. This rate can be expected to vary only very, very 
slowly except possibly at the time of the launch of the capsule when a 
step change in rate is likely. 
If the antenna elements are so mounted that not all can be active at 
a particular time-for instance, if an antenna similar to Type-4 is 
used -noise must nevertheless be accepted from all elements. There is 
no obvious way to sense whether a particular element is active or not. 
If arrangements were made to disconnect inactive elements, it is impor- 
tant to note that some minimum fraction of the total number would always 
have to be connected during periods when the incoming signal was inter- 
rupted to assure acquisition of the signal when it reappeared. 
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C. General Considerations 
The technique just described is designed to solve the spectral split- 
ting problem at its.source with additional on-board equipment. In order 
to keep the amount of on-board equipment to a minimum, it is also possible 
to attack the problem at the other end of the link. In general this will 
require more complex equipment, so is most applicable when this other end 
is the Earth terminal. 
No attempt has been made to devise specific circuitry, but some 
general remarks follow. The general technique has greater potential than 
the above on-board technique, which requires that certain assumptions 
(e.g., that there be no mutual coupling) obtain for its correct operation. 
Types of modulation are mentioned, but consideration of suitable 
modulation methods did not form part of the study. 
While a rotating antenna structure will generally give rise to 
spectral splitting, the retransmitted carrier is definitely related to the 
characteristics of the antenna and the spin rate and, if the pilot signal 
is unmodulated, will have a symmetrical line spectrum centered on the 
carrier with nearly all the power in the carrier. Apart from the carrier 
only the Nth sideband (of the spin frequency) has been shown to have ap- 
preciable power content (see Sec. 111-C-S-j). 
While such a signal received at the ground station is moderately 
complex, it can be synthesized at the final receiver to allow synchronous 
detection. The synthesis could be done on a computer and would, of 
course, use the design characteristics of the spacecraft, and consequently 
have only to track the spin rate of the satellite. For the Type-l antenna 
at least, the sidebands other than the Nth could be ignored, probably re- 
sulting in some small amount of distortion. However, except when several 
elemental radiators were inactive or otherwise faulty such distortion 
should be minimal. 
On the other hand, non-synchronous energy detection is easily imple- 
mented if the modulation is frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) and the separa- 
tion of the two frequencies is made somewhat larger than the spectrum 
spreading due to the combination of communication bit rate and rotation 
of the antenna. 
Put another way, the spinning antenna can be considered as a signal 
scrambler. If this scrambling interferes too much with the information 
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content of the signal, some device is needed to “unscramble” the signal 
before it can be used. Theoretically, any such signal can be unscrambled 
if an exact model of the “scrambling device” is available at the receiv- 
ing point to help in processing the incoming signal. In the case of a 
modulated retrodirected signal from a spinning vehicle, an analog form of 
such an “ exact model” could be an actual identical antenna that is kept 
spinning at the identical rate as the space vehicle. The “exact model” 
could also be in the form of a digital computer. Both devices would have 
to be periodically normalized or updated by transmitting a known special 
signal (such as CW) from the vehicle. 
Two advantages of such a system are: (1) the condition of each of 
the elemental radiators can (theoretically, but not explicitly) be de- 
termined at any time, and (2) if some asymmetry is purposely introduced 
into the vehicle, such as leaving out or switching off one of the trans- 
mitting elements, then the exact orientation of the vehicle can also be 
determined at any time. This could be very useful, as already discussed, 
for determining such “navigational information” as the angle subtended at 
a bus between the directions of the earth station and the capsule. This 
assumes that there is, in addition, some direction-finding equipment on 
board the bus, perhaps of the same basic type, to determine the relative 
direction of the capsule. 
The above considerations apply to a transmitting space vehicle and 
a receiver at the Earth station. However, the same basic technique could 
also be used to assist the operation of a spinning vehicle receiving a 
signal from Earth, if an adaptive receiving antenna was considered neces- 
sary. The transmitted ground signal could be “pre-scrambled,” to be un- 
scrambled by the rotation of the vehicle antenna. Because of the long 
return-path time delays associated with interplanetary travel, closing 
the loop of such a system could present difficulties, depending on the 
rate of change of conditions on the vehicle. 
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V. SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITRY CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Introduction 
This section is concerned with several aspects, aparjt from the adaptive 
antennas themselves, of communicating information on an interplanetary 
mission similar to the one mentioned in the introduction to this report. 
Apart from the problem of transmitting data that is gathered by sensors 
on the bus or capsule, and retrieving it at the final receiving station, 
it is of prime importance that the position of the bus and/or capsule be 
monitored as well as possible during the mission. It is also important 
that techniques should he available for re-establishing communication 
links as soon as possible after they are broken, as is sure to happen. 
Some of these many problems are considered below. The list is by 
no means comprehensive, nor are the individual subjects exhaustively 
covered. 
B. Considerations Relating to Various Links 
The basic links that are likely to be used in order to fulfil the 
mission outlined in the introduction (Sec. I) are considered in this 
section. System considerations relating to some of them, including am- 
plifier and tracking requirements, are discussed in some detail but primary 
attention has been paid to the link from the bus back to Earth. 
1. Basic Links 
Five separate links that are considered desirable, if not essential, 
are discussed briefly below. 
a. Earth- to-Bus 
The effective radiated power at the earth terminal is essentially 
unlimited and the communication bandwidth to carry commands and tracking 
modulation to the bus is small. Thus an adaptive receiver structure to 
provide array gain is not considered necessary on the bus. The Earth 
transmitter frequency can be varied to reduce the gross Doppler shift with 
which the spacecraft must contend. Since the bus-to-earth link is assumed 
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to require a retrodirective array on the spacecraft, the earth-to-bus 
signal, which would act as the pilot, should not have modulation near the 
carrier frequency; the modulation should be on subcarriers. 
b. Bus-to-Earth 
The power available is relatively small and the total amount of 
data'may be large particularly during entry of the capsule into a planetary 
environment. The use of data storage on the bus and a relatively slow data 
rate over an extended time period seem indicated for the present. High 
transmitter-array gain is required and the effects of vehicle spin on the 
transmission link must be compensated. The link must carry experimental 
data and telemetry, including data and telemetry relayed from the capsule, 
and return tracking modulation. (The NASA goal of lo6 bits/seen, on which 
live TV could also he carried, is beyond the consideration of this report.) 
The transmitted carrier should be coherent with the received carrier 
(pilot signal) and the gross Doppler should be preserved for navigational 
purposes. 
c. Bus-to-Capsule 
This is a low-information-rate link carrying commands and pos- 
sibly tracking modulation. Again the spectrum near the carrier should be 
clean to facilitate retrodirective transmission from the capsule. Probably 
the division of power between this and the bus-to-earth link can be varied 
with the phase of the mission; this time-sharing of available power would 
he facilitated by a data-storage capability on the bus. 
For instance, when this link is to be established, or re-established 
the bus would probably transmit at maximum power in an omnidirectional mode. 
When the capsule acquires this signal on its retrodirective array and returns 
a CW signal to the bus, the bus would switch its mode from omnidirectional 
to retrodirective transmission to the capsule. Normal bus-to-earth opera- 
tion could also then be resumed 
d. Capsule-to-Bus 
This link, particularly for a hard-landing capsule, should have 
a high information rate. Using batteries it could also radiate relatively 
high power for a short time hut the ERP should he increased by antenna 
gain on the capsule and possibly also for the receiving antenna on the bus. 
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Again modulation should be on a subcarrier to provide a clean tone for 
retrodirective operation. The link would carry environmental data as well 
as provide methods for obtaining accurate range, Doppler, Doppler-rate, etc. 
If the capsule is battery-powered only, it might he designed to 
transmit information only on command from the bus, although its retro- 
directive array would probably have to transmit a low-power pilot signal 
to keep the bus retrodireative antenna correctly aligned. 
e. Earth-to-Capsule 
If a suitable simple antenna could be mounted on the capsule it 
would he desirable, provided the capsule was not occulted by the planet, 
to transmit high-power pulses from Earth to be received at both the capsule 
and the bus. The capsule could then transmit the time of arrival of the 
pulse to the bus and thereby establish the length of the Earth-bus-capsule 
triangle much more accurately than by angular or any other measurements 
made solely from the bus. 
2. Estimated Amplifications, and Noise Bandwidths for 
Fietrodirective Elements on a Planetary Bus 
a. General 
If a bus to Mars, say, is to employ a retrodirective array for 
transmission back to Earth, then the active circuitry of the bus must 
provide a very high power gain in order to satisfy mission requirements. 
A primary purpose of the following calculations is to determine 
(approximately): 
(1) The required power amplification for each 
active retrodirective element 
(2) The maximum allowable noise bandwidth for 
each element. 
b. MARS MISSION PARAMETERS 
For estimating purposes, we will take the following parameters 
from the Mariner IV flight': 
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d = 135 x 106 statute miles (at Mars encounter) 
Fr = 2.1 GHz (spacecraft receive frequency) 
F! = 2.3'GHz (spacecraft transmit frequency) 
Te = lo4 W (Earth transmitter carrier power) (70 dBm) . 
We shall also assume that the new 210-foot diameter Goldstone 
antenna is used, which, if an illumination efficiency of 54 percent is 
assumed, provides the following gains: 
G, = + 60.3 dB (2.1 GHz) 
Gr = + 61.1 dB (2.3 GHz) 
And, we shall assume that the active bus transmitters (i.e., 
retrodirective elements) will develop a total of 20 W of RF at 2.3 GHz. 
A look ahead to Table IX and Figs. 60-62 will also show the 
use of the following assumed parameters: 
LI = Earth transmission circuit loss = 1.0 dB 
L2 Bus receiving circuit loss 
= 1.0 dB 
L3 = Bus transmitting circuit loss 
= 1.0 dB 
L4 
= Earth receiving circuit loss = 1.0 dB 
Th = Noise temperature of bus receivers = 1450°K 
C/N = Required carrier-to-noise ratio in 
each retrodirective circuit of bus = +lO.O dB . 
c. Retrodirective Cylindrical Array Antenna 
All previous antenna configurations have been based on the 
assumption that spin stabilization will obviate the need for pointing 
the beam of a retrodirective antenna in the elevation plane. It has 
been generally assumed that the beam would always point somewhere in the 
plane perpendicular to the spin axis. In-the following analysis the 
more general case of an antenna capable of pointing in nearly any 
direction (except near the zeniths) is assumed. In addition, the retro- 
directive cylindrical array on the bus is assumed to have a 10h radius 
and 10h axial dimension. Each element is an axial h/2 dipole, spaced 
h/4 above the conducting surface of the cylinder. Elements are spaced 
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h/2 along the axial dimension (yielding 20 elements/row) and are spaced 
h/2 along the circumference (yielding 40~ = 125 elements/ring), for a 
total of 2500 elements on the cylinder. 
It is further assumed that logic circuitry is employed to turn 
off those elements that are not substantially contributing to radiation 
in the desired direction; only those rows within an included angle of 
144 degrees (50 rows) are assumed active and all available power is 
equally distributed among them (see Sec. III-C-S above), to give near 
optimum ERP; so there are SO x 20 = 1000 active elements in the array. 
For the X/2 elemental dipoles described, the gain is approxi- 
mately +4.4 dB (above isotropic) for the elements directly in line with 
the direction of the incoming wave (8 = 0 degrees), and is approximately 
-2.0 dR for the extreme active elements (6 = t72 degrees). Ihe average 
gain of all active elemental dipoles can be shown to be approximately 
+3.3 dB. The effect of mutual coupling between dipoles is neglected.) 
d. Calculations 
With the essential parameters now defined, we proceed with the 
calculations. For the given array, we shall consider three different 
bases (configurations) of elemental dipoles and receivers: 
(1) One receiver per dipole (Fig. 60) 
(2500 receivers required) 
(2) One receiver per axial row of dipoles (Fig. 61) 
(125 receivers required) 
(3) One receiver per array (Fig. 62) 
(1 receiver required) 
The second configuration (one receiver per row) is probably the 
only one of practical interest, although inclusion of the other two 
provides useful references for comparison. 
Table IX gives the results of the calculations, and Figs. 60 
through 62 display the levels, gains, and attenuations inblock diagram form. 
Required Amplification-Reference to Table IX shows that each active 
retrodirective unit must be capable of the order of 150 dB power ampli- 
fication of the received pilot, in order to produce the required output 
level. Note that the required amplification per retrodirective unit is 
the same for all three illustrated configurations. The point .is, that 
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Table IX 
EAR?H-BUS LINK WITH VARIOUS RECEIVER BASES 
RECEIVER BASIS 
PARAMETER 
ONE/ELEMENT ONE/ROW ONE/ARRAY 
Te = Earth transmitter carrier power (10 kW) +70.0 dBn b 
L1 = Transmission circuit loss -1.0 dB b 
Ge = Earth antenna 
B 
ain (210 ft dia +60.3 dB 
54 percent e f) 
b 
(y. = Free-space attenuation (135 x lo6 miles -265.3 dB b 
G, = Bus antenna gain per receiver Max: B = 0" +4.4 dB +17.4 dB 
(h/2 axial dipoles, spaced 
h/4 above cyl. surface) 
[ 
Avg: t3.3 dB t16.3 dB +33.3 dB 
Min: 8 = 72' -2.0 dB t11.0 dB 
L, = Receiving circuit loss -1.0 dB b 
C .= Received carrier power 
[ 
Max: -132.6 dB -119.6 d&1 
Avg: -133.7 dBm -120.7 dBm -103.7 d&1 
Min: -139.0 dBn -126.0 dE?m 
IY = Max. allowable noise bandwidth 
[ 
Max: 275 Hz 5500 Hz 
(I-" = 1450°K, C/N = t10 dB) Avg: 214 Hz 4280 Hz 214 kHz 
Min: 63 Hz 1260 Hz 
PO = Required receiver-amplifier output level +13 d&n +26 d&1 +43 d&1 
(for 20 w total) 
(20 mW) (400 mW) (20 W) 
Go = Required receiver amplification Min: 145.6 dB -b 
Avg: 146.7 dB b 
Max: 152.0 dB --b 
N = No. of receivers required 2500 125 1 
GT = Total on-board gain 366,750 dB 18,338 dB 146.7 dB 
required = N. Ga (Avg.) 
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for assumptions of (1) fixed total antenna aperture size, and (2) fixed 
total RF power in and out of the total aperture, then the required gain 
per subaperture is independent of the number of subapertures into which 
the total aperture is subdivided. 
Noise Bandwidth-The maximum allowable noise bandwidth of each retro- 
directive unit does depend upon the subaperture size (how many elemental 
antennas per receiver), and upon the minimum tolerable S/N in the retro- 
directive units. If we arbitrarily say that the average S/N shall be 
+lo dB, then reference to Table IX shows that the second scheme (one 
:imately receiver per row) has a maximum allowable noise bandwidth o 
4280 Hz. 
f approx 
e. Conclusions 
It has been shown that each active retrodirective unit on a 
Mars bus must be capable of approximately 150 dB power amplification of 
the received pilot, and that for one receiver per row the maximum 
allowable noise bandwidth is approximately 4 kHz. 
The circuitry for retrodirective units of this performance 
will be quite complex, compared to the retrodirective circuitry that 
has appeared in the literature for earth satellite application, where 
gains of less than 40 dB are specified and much wider bandwidths are 
employed. 
With this high-gain requirement, one important problem will be 
transmitter-receiver isolation. 
A critical parameter in any retrodirective array is the phase 
stability and uniformity of the circuitry. It may be expected that, for 
conversion from 2.1 to 2.3 GHz with 150 dB p ower gain and 4 kHz noise 
bandwidth, phase stability and uniformity on the order of +lO degrees 
will be a significant problem. 
3. Range and Range-Rate Tracking 
a. Philosophy 
Both range and range-rate tracking involve phase (or frequency) 
comparison of a transmitted signal with the same signal reflected or 
transponded by the spacecraft being tracked. If the spacecraft trans- 
ponder is other than an RF amplifier, a local oscillator is required in 
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the spacecraft. Such an oscillator may be phase-locked to the received 
signal and hence has a frequency derived from and.coherent with the 
received frequency. ,Relatively complex circuitry is required and signal 
acquisition may be a problem. Alternatively, the local oscillator may be 
free-running and the signal returned by the spacecraft must be designed 
so that the oscillator-frequency as well as range and range-rate informa- 
tion can be extracted hy the tracking station. 
The Goddard Space Flight Center system"is based on the second 
concept. The returned signal consists of a carrier and a modulated sub- 
carrier; both the carrier frequency and the subcarrier frequency relative 
to that of the carrier are linear functions of the local oscillator 
frequency and of the Doppler offset. 
b. Range-Rate Tracking 
For nonrelativistic radial velocities, the shift in frequency 
is directly proportional to the radial velocity. In the two-way systems 
considered here it is assumed that the velocity can be considered con- 
stant over the round-trip propagation time. Otherwise, more complex 
systems are needed or the measured Doppler can be considered as an 
average over the propagation time. Typically, the measurement is con- 
sidered to be the vehicle radial velocity at the instant one-way 
propagation time in the past. 
Range-rate systems require that the frequencies transmitted 
and those received be measured. The velocity is then easily calculated. 
c. Range Tracking 
If a range-rate system can be kept in continuous operation 
starting from a known range, range can obviously be obtained from a 
simple integration of velocity. More typically, continuous operation is 
not obtained due to equipment malfunction and earth rotation and so 
cannot be relied upon. Then range must be determined separately. 
Periodic ranging signals are frequently used. They should 
have three distinct properties: 
(1) Minimum range uncertainty. 
(2) No range ambiguity. 
(3) Indication of needed correction. 
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The range uncertainty depends upon the width of the auto- 
correlation function peaks, which should be small. When tones are used, 
a hi-gh frequency is required; with pulses, narrow widths are needed. 
The range ambiguity depends upon the spacing of the periodic 
peaks of the autocorrelation function. Thus the period should exceed 
the round-trip propagation time for the maximum range of interest. With 
tones, a low frequency is required; with pseudorandom pulse sequences, 
a long period is required. Frequently, the ambiguity problem becomes 
much less severe because the approximate range is already known. 
When, as is typically done, a copy of the transmitted signal 
is delayed and cross-correlated with the returned signal, the correlator 
output should indicate the change in delay required to achieve coinci- 
dence of the two signals. Tones have this property; pulse sequences do 
not. However, a pulse sequence derived from several shorter sequences 
can be used to simplify this search problem. 
d. Goddard System 
The Goddard system uses a free-running transponder oscillator. 
The up-signal is modulated with tones and/or pseudorandom codes. The 
signal received by the spacecraft is doubly converted to produce a sub- 
carrier, which modulates a down-carrier derived from the same oscillator. 
Cascade phase-locked loops in the earth receiver extract Doppler and, 
incidentally, the transponder oscillator frequency. The transponder can 
receive up to three modulated signals simultaneously and convert the 
modulation to separate subcarriers. 
e. Extension of Goddard System 
For a configuration consisting of an earth station, a space- 
craft bus, and a capsule, the returned signal must be designed so that 
the following can be extracted: 
(1) Bus local oscillator frequency 
(2) Capsule local oscillator frequency 
(3) Earth bus Doppler 
(4) Bus capsule Doppler. 
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II 
A feasible configuration using one unmodulated and two modulated 
subcarriers is presented in Appendix E. Such configurations have not been 
considered in relation to a retrodirective array or any other type of 
adaptive antenna but no severe difficulties are anticipated in selecting 
the appropriate circuitry and different frequencies, where necessary, to 
ensure that the range rate can still be determined with sufficient accuracy. 
f* Conclusions 
Except for the fact that many amplifier/transmitters are 
required on a retrodirective array, only minor modifications of the basic 
Goddard transponder are required to derive Doppler for the earth/bus and 
the bus/capsule links. The resulting signals, when suitable ranging 
modulation is used, also can be processed to yield earth/bus and earth/ 
bus/capsule range information. 
No phase-locked circuits are required on either the bus or the 
capsule and only readily achievable oscillator stabilities are required 
in the vehicles. 
4. A Duplex Retrodirective Scheme for a Mars Bus 
a. Requirements for a Retrodirective Scheme 
It has been shown in Sec. V-B-2 above that each retrodirective 
transmitting unit on a Mars bus will require on the order of 150 dB of 
power amplification of the received pilot, and that the allowable noise 
bandwidth in each retrodirective unit is quite narrow (approximately 
4000 Hz for the Type-4 antenna assumed). 
In addition, there are several other design constraints on a 
retrodirective scheme, for example: 
(11 The scheme should permit precise determina- 
tion of bus range rate (Doppler shift) at 
the earth station. 
(2) Duplex operation wiil be required, which 
means, since both signals are CW, that there 
must be a frequency offset hetween receive 
(pilot) and transmit frequencies, and a 
relatively large separation (several per- 
centlwill ease filter requirements. 
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(3) Phase taper of the transmitted wave over 
the cylinder due to frequency offset should 
he negligihle (< n/8) to realize maximum 
gain. This implies some form of compensa- 
tion, if a substantial frequency offset is 
employed. 
b. Basic Operation of the Scheme 
The basic operation of the scheme presented here is that, by 
coherent division and multiplication, the retrodirective array transmits 
a frequency that is 9/8 of the received (pilot) frequency. * The scheme 
can use the carrier of the earth-bus command link as the retrodirective 
pilot; a separate pilot frequency is not required. 
I) Master Receiver 
spin axis (see FF:Bs” 
an omniazimuthal receiving antenna located on the 
63) provides one master phase-lock receiver with the 
basic Earth carrier (pilot) frequency, shifted by one-way Doppler, but 
free from any spectral splitting caused by spin. 
This master receiver should be continuously phase-locked 
to the received carrier, except during transfer from one earth station 
to the next, as the on-axis antenna is always visible to the earth. Al so 
this master receiver is used as the command receiver. This scheme requires 
that the signal-to-noise ratio at this low-gain omniazimuthal antenna be 
greater than unity. 
2) Retrodirective Units 
Each retrodirective unit contains a phase-lock loop, and 
the general functions of each retro unit (see Fig. 64) are: 
(1) Frequency Offset-the pilot frequency 
is multiplied by 9/8 before amplifica- 
tion and retransmission 
(2) Retrodirectiuity-each retro unit 
multiplies the spatial phase (rela- 
tive to the plane of the incoming 
pilot wave) by 9/8, and conjugates, 
so the composite outgoing wave (at 
9/8 F,) is also planar and is radiated 
* 
Any other convenient ratio of integers could be used. 
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RETRO. ANTENNA ELEMENTS 
RETRO. UNIT #I 
(SEE FIG. 641 
F0l IAI Dyx.REcE,“ER 
(SEE FIG.641 
RETRO. UNIT #2 
NGULAR SPIN 
- - -‘iiLOCITY 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL MASTER 
/ 
RECEIVING ANTENNA 
(ON SPIN AXIS) m-5874 -2s 
FIG. 63 PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF RETRODIRECTIVE ARRAY ON CYLINDRICAL LENS 
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back in the direction from which the 
pilot signal (Fr) was received. Mul- 
tiplication of the spatial phase by 
the same factor as the frequency (e.gI., 
9/8) eliminates all phase taper. 
(3) Data Modulation- the retransmission from 
each retro unit is phase modulated with 
spacecraft data and/or ranging modulation 
received from the Earth. 
3) Features of the Scheme 
The following features of this retrodirective scheme 
may be compared with a simple “conventional" heterodyne approach: 
(1) First mixer does not conjugate spatial 
phase as in the image freq.uency conver- 
ter, for instance, because the injection 
frequency is below the receive frequency. 
(2) Receive leg employs an IF of l/25 Fr*, 
permitting amplification at a relatively 
low frequency. 
(3) Phase-lock loop employed in retro units 
to extract pilot, permits 
(a) Very narrow noise bandwidth, and 
(b) Potential for extracting phase- 
lock information for logical ap- 
plications (e.g., to control trans- 
mit leg, to determine attitude, and 
to sense malfunctions). 
(4) Multipliers rather than RF amplifiers can 
be used in transmit legs. 
c. Gross Doppler Shift 
Considering only Doppler shifts due to gross velocity of the 
bus, and assuming that the velocity does not change in one round-trip time, 
the bus receives a frequency that is precisely (relativistic) 
Any other conve’nient ratio of integers could be used. 
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where 
f eB = Earth transmit frequency 
Gross velocity of bus c.g. 
Our retrodirective scheme retransmits a signal of frequency 
F* = (9/8)Fr 
and applying the (relativistic) down-link Doppler, the earth receiver sees 
a frequency 
which yields 
This is precisely equal to the two-way (radar) Doppler shift of 
a signal whose frequency is (9/8)F,, 
d. Conclusions 
A method has been presented, by means of coherent division and 
multiplication, to obtain a relatively wide spacing between the receive 
(pilot) and transmit frequencies of a retrodirective cylindrical array. 
This method would be applicable to a scheme where duplexers were used on 
elemental antennas, or where separate transmit and receive antennas were 
used but associated antennas are on the same axial line of the surface of 
the cylinder. 
Phase-lock loops are employed for the division function. If 
the low-pass filter in the loop passes only the modulation frequency, 
which is the same as the spin (1 Hz or less), any modula.tion of higher 
frequency will not pass through the retrodirective unit. Thus the car- 
rier of the Earth-to-bus command link could also be used as the pilot for 
the retrodirective array, without having the command modulation appearing 
on the down-link signal, as long as the spectrum of the command modula- 
tion has no components in the passband (dc to 1 c/s) of the phase-lock 
loops. 
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Frequency multiplication is employed in the output of the 
retrodirective unit,. so transistor and/or varactor multipliers would be 
a convenient way of producing power at approximately 2 GHz with good 
dc-to-RF conversion efficiency. 
By using a signal derived from an antenna on the spin axis for 
the local oscillator, the scheme permits precise determination of bus 
range rate (Doppler shift) at the earth station. (It would perhaps be 
feasible to derive this signal by means of a summation of the signals 
from all retrodirective units, but the antenna on the spin axis is in 
any event conceptually useful.) 
C. Signal Acquisition 
1. General 
In any mission similar to the one described in the introduction to 
this report, and in Sec. V-B, it must be assumed that communications will 
at some stage be disrupted and must then be re-established. In the case 
of the Earthyto-bus and bus-to-Earth links this should not present any 
great problem since the direction of the bus in space will in general be 
known to within at least one beamwidth of the ground station. Consequently, 
if a pilot beam is transmitted in this direction by the groundtstation 
transmitter to a retrodirective antenna on the bus, then the instant this 
signal is received at the bus a retrodirection will be established and 
the bus will transmit with its full antenna gain in this direction. There 
could be a delay of the order of one second if very narrowband filters 
are used in association with phase-locked loops in the bus circuitry. 
There might also be a longer delay as the frequency of the ground,trans- 
mitter is swept across a small band, but such delays should be small 
compared with the delay of several minutes for the return path from the 
ground station to a bus and back. This delay is important because it 
represents time wasted before it can be established that the link has 
been reinstated satisfactorily. 
The link between bus and capsule is not so easy to re-establish, 
however, since the problem must be solved remotely. Because the beam- 
width of the antenna transmitting from the bus to the capsule is always 
likely to be relatively broad, probably no less than one degree for any 
sp.inning antenna configuration, it may be possible to control the pointing 
direction of this antenna remotely from the ground station and to direct 
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the beam in the probable direction of the capsule. However, if the bus 
is spinning continuously as has been assumed throughout this program, the 
circuitry to provide this pointing in a specific direction could be quite 
complex and of little-use for any other purpose than establishing contact 
with the capsule. Once a link has been established it is assumed that 
antenna pointing will be maintained, for the bus-to-capsule link, by a 
retrodirective technique. Con-sequently,. it would be desirable if the 
same general circuitry cou'ld be used for acquisition as well as for actual 
communication. 
2. Acquisition Techniques 
One method by which the link between bus and capsule can be estab- 
lished, provided at least one of them employs a retrodirective array, is 
for the other vehicle to transmit energy in all the directions in which 
the first vehicle might exist. For the present let us assume that both 
vehicles have the same cylindrical configuration with their axes parallel 
and that the bus antenna is organized to establish the link when necessary. 
The operation would then be as follows: Once logic circuitry has deter- 
mined that no link esists. the bus antenna would automatically radiate 
the pilot beam in all azimuthal directions. The total power in this omni- 
azimuthal pilot signal could pdssibly be increased during this operation 
by using power that would normally be employed fp,r some other operation 
such as transmitting to the ground station. When this pilot signal reaches 
the capsule antenna it will automatically phase the capsule array elements 
to direct previously random radiation in the retrodirection. When the 
capsule energy reaches the bus, it in turn will automatically direct its 
antenna, which might be used for both transmitting and receiving informa- 
tion, in the direction of the capsule. The link will then have been re- 
established. One of the requirements for the bus antenna would thus be 
that it should be capable of radiating an omni-azimuthal beam. 
Some discussion of how this might best be done follows, commencing 
with consideration of the Type-3 antenna configuration because it is 
the simplest in concept. 
a. Type-3 Antenna 
The proper way to form an omniazimuthal pattern with a Type-3 
array is to feed all elements with equal current magnitude and with a 
progressive phase difference between adjacent elements such that there 
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is an integer number of 277 radians phase change in going around the array. 
This technique was applied by Tillman,, et uZ.,.~ see also references given 
in that paper. Out of the azimuth plane, the array factor provides 
directivity in addition to that provided by the elements in the array. 
A second,: but not recommended, way to approximate an omniazimuth 
pattern would be to feed all the elements with the same phase. The array 
factor for an infinite number of elements would then have a pattern 
given by5' 
E = Jo(2rrR sin 0) 
where 8 is the angle measured from the array spin axis (perpendicular to 
the plane of the array). The peak of the array factor is along the array 
spin axis, but the array diameter in wavelengths could be chosen so that 
one of the sidelobes was in the azimuth plane. The element pattern of 
the individual array elements could then be chosen, in principle, to 
suppress the main beam and other sidelobes of the array factor. There 
are three problems with this approach. First of all, the positions of 
the sidelobes of the array factor change with frequency, so that a small 
change in operating frequency would scan the desired "sidelobe" of 
Eq. (52) out of the azimuth plane. As an example, with an array about 
20 wavelengths in diameter, a frequency change of only k2.5 percent would 
place a null rather than a peak of the array pattern in the azimuth plane. 
Secondly, the element pattern would have to have a very low response off 
of its peak in order to be effective in suppressing the main beam and 
other sj.delobes of the array factor. Thirdly, for a finite number of 
elements, correction terms have to be added to Eq. (52), which will 
produce ripple in the azimuth pattern of the array." For a given number 
of array elements, the ripple would be greater if the elements are 
driven in phase rather than with the proper phase progression. This 
statement is based on examination of Eq. (18) of Ref. 65. 
b. Type-l Antenna 
In order to produce an omni-azimuthal pattern in this configura- 
tion it is only necessary to drive each of the elemental transmitters in 
phase. This will set up a plane wavefront within the cylindrical geo- 
desic lens -that is to say, only the fundamental TEM mode will exist in 
the lens section which is after all just an oversized c,oaxial line. Fed 
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in this manner the biconical horn radiation would be indistinguishable from 
that of an ordinary biconical horn fed from a small-diameter coaxial line, 
There appears to be no advantage in generating a spiral-phase-front 
omnidirectional pattern, although it is just conceivable that a higher 
(or lower) gain in the axial plane might be achi,eved by doing so in some 
practical biconical horn configurations. It is also possible however, 
tha': driving the elemental transmitters in the same manner as suggested 
for the Type-3 antenna (which would not produce the same phase-front shape) 
could produce undesirable results due to the several ray paths that can 
b'e associated with each element. Although it would be relatively simple 
to compute the radiation pattern using progressively advancing phase dif- 
ference between elements, no such investigation was carried out in this 
program- 
C. Type-2 Antenna 
This antenna configuration is a combination of Types 1 and 2., 
in that it uses a cylindrical geodesic lens and discrete- (but not omni- 
azimuthal) line-source radiators. However, if the elemental transmitters 
were all driven in phase the result would be that each of the discrete 
radiators would also be driven in phase and thus, by the same argument 
used for the Type-l antenna, each of the line-source radiators would be 
driven in phase.. The resultant radiation into space would not be identical 
to that for the Type-3 antenna with its omni-azimuthal elemental radiation 
because the Type-2 antenna line-source radiators have appreciable azimuthal 
gain in the outward radial direction. However, it might be expected that 
the results would be similar. That is to say, the peak of the array fats- 
tor would still be along the axis and the particular gain in the azimuth 
plane would be a function of the side-lobe structure of this array pattern, 
which in turn would be a function of the frequency. Computations d.id 
indicate that the azimuthal gain varied with frequency, but since no pat- 
tern was established and the cost of each computation .is high, and because 
no simple mathematical expression has been obtained for the sidelobe struc- 
ture, no quantitative conclusions can be drawn. 
Similarly, the arguments used by Tillman et al.& to justify the 
use of progressive phase shift between elemental radiators for a Type-3 
configuration do not necessarily apply to the case of the Type-2 (or 
Type-4) antenna configurations where the elements do not have omni-azimuthal 
characteristics. 
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In addition, phase in the Type-2 antenna can only readily be 
controlled at the transmitting elements, not at the line sources (i.e., 
the space radiators), and it would be almost impossible to adjust these 
phases to produce a progressive phase shift along the line-source radia- 
tors because of the multiplicity of energy coupling paths within the geodesic 
lens between each transmitter and each line-source radiator. 
Because the computer program could readily be modified to make 
them.,. several computations of gain were made for the case of progressive 
phase shift between the transmitting elements but the results were again 
inconclusive, Large variations in gain relative to a single omni-azimuthal 
element (more than 6 dB) were noted, for various conditions of number of 
elements, azimuthal angle, etc., but insufficient data was obtained to 
establish any pattern. 
d. Type-4 Antenna 
Although no specific investigation was made on methods of produc- 
ing omni-azimuthal patterns from an antenna of this type it should be noted 
that the line-source radiators of this antenna type are similar to those of 
the Type-2 antenna. It should also be noted that all elemental transmitters 
would have to be activated simultaneously. When it is remembered that the 
power amplifiers usually have a duty cycle of only about one-third, the 
total radiated power could be increased by a factor of three, for at least 
a short period. Provided the additional dc power can be made available 
during such a period, either from batteries or by diverting its use by 
other equipment until communications are re-established, this configurac 
tion does offer a possible advantage over the other types during any 
acquisition phase. This advantage can be obtained by exploiting what must 
otherwise be considered the disadvantage of much higher transmitter capac- 
ity needed for normal operation. 
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VI CONCLUSIONS 
Various aspects of four different antenna configurations have been 
examined during the program.. Each configuration appears to be feasible 
for use on at least one of the two vehicles (the bus and the probe) of 
the mission model outlined in the introduction (Sec. I). Because so many 
aspects of the mission were investigated, the conclusions relating to 
many of them have been included at the end of the section in which they 
were discussed. In addition, within the limitations of present-day 
knowledge, and without specific reference to any of the particular antenna 
configurations, a comprehensive study has been made of the environmental 
effects to be anticipated by each of the two vehicles of the Earth-bus- 
capsule system model. Attention has been paid to antennas in general and 
retrodirective arrays in particular in the various environments to be 
expected, particularly near Mars. 
It is concluded that retrodirective signal characteristics (amplitude, 
phase, and frequency) for the Earth-bus link are readily calculated within 
reasonable limits and are not constrained by environment. Multipaccing 
breakdown in antennas on a planetary bus can cause mechanical damage to 
the antfenna, and as a result the antenna function could be degraded or 
destroyed. 
On the other hand, signal characteristics for adaptive antennas, or 
even for conventional antennas, on an entry capsule are not easily pre- 
dicted, owing to uncertainties in the atmospheric structure and composi- 
tion and in the plasma that would surround the capsule. Particular prob- 
lems of entry pertaining to the retrodirective antenna that require 
experimental investigation are antenna plasma coupling and the effects 
of the spatial and frequency correlation, magnitude, and frequency spectrum 
of the refractive fluctuations in the entry wake and rocket exhaust. 
Antennas operating at millimeter wavelengths are an attractive means of 
reducing or eliminating plasma effects during entry. 
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Voltage breakdown of antennas on entry capsules may occur even at 
the surface of planets with thin atmospheres such as Mars. Antenna voltage 
breakdown, in addition to plasma signal attenuation and antenna near-field 
effects, will determine the maximum signal margin of a planetary capsule- 
bus communication link. 
The retrodirective antenna system may be superior to systems using 
other antenna types, in radiating more signal power per unit weight. A 
system weight saving using a retrodirective antenna on an entry capsule 
could increase the entry time available for communication. 
Limi.tations on a retrodirective antenna system in measuring Doppler 
and phase effects in a planetary atmosphere are no more severe for bus- 
to-Earth occulation-type measurements than for the Mariner IV reflector 
antenna, for instance. Measuring planetary refractive characteristics 
using a capsule-bus signal is limited pr incipally by entry plasma effects 
that are difficult to predict. Other limitations include the accuracy to 
which spatial and time-varying coordinates can be determined, the choice 
of radio frequency, and the relative motion of capsule and bus. 
Only one of the four antenna types was examined in sufficient detail 
to demonstrate that it would be suitable for certain applications. This 
was the Cylindrical-Geodesic-Lens Biconical-Horn, or Type-l antenna, for 
which all of the assumptions made are readily realizable in practice. The 
configuration analyzed does not lend itself too readily to obtaining high 
directivity in the axial plane, as does each of the other three, but this 
is not an insurmountable problem. A torroidal lens or reflector could be 
used to obtain arbitrarily high gain and the new ray geometry could readily 
be computed. 
Obtaining high axial gain is very worthwhile if, and only if, the 
antenna spin axis can be maintained at the same angle to the line of trans- 
mission (probably but not necessarily 90 degrees) throughout the flight of 
the vehicle. Generally there will be no point in arraying adaptive antenna 
elements in the axial as well as the azimuthal plane unless there is less 
of a restriction on the length than on the overall diameter of the antenna. 
(In antenna Types 2, 3, and 4, where discrete line-source radiators are 
used as the subapertures, it is assumed that each discrete element is it- 
self an array that is permanently rather than adaptively phased. Each 
whole axial array is therefore treated simply as a single element.) This 
aspect is discussed more fully from another point of view in the Systems 
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and Circuitry section, d ea ing with the amplification needed for each 1 
elemental amplifier of a general two-dimensional array having a configura- 
tion similar to the Type-4 antenna. 
The effective radiated power (ERP) of a retrodirective antenna is 
generally proportional to the overall axial gain, the number of transmit- 
ting elements in (each) azimuthal array, and the total power radiated. 
Or, put another way, it is proportional to the axial gain of one of the 
azimuthal arrays, to the total number of elemental transmitters, and to 
their total output power. Thus, in order to maximize ERP with a given 
number of elemental transmitters and total power, it is advantageous to 
have as high an axial gain-or directivity-as possible for each element, 
limited only by the accuracy to which the vehicle spin axis can be 
stabilized. 
The mutual coupling between adjacent elements of the Type-l antenna 
can never be completely eliminated, except perhaps at spot frequencies; 
however, since the elemental radiators are in each other's H-plane, the 
coupling is inherently low. Although the neighboring elements will intro- 
duce sidelobes into the elementary radiation pattern, this effect of 
mutual coupling can be taken into account by using a polynomial for the 
gain function of each elemental radiator, G(a), rather than the single 
power term used throughout this study. Thus an appropriate next step 
would be to make an experimental determination of the function G(U) for 
a single element in the presence of its neighbors and then to devise a 
suitable polynomial to describe the function more fully, before making 
additional computations. It would be very desirable to eliminate the 
effects of mutual coupling on the input impedance to the elemental radia- 
tors in order to simplify matching thkse elements to the electronic circuits. 
However, consideration of specific circuit elements has not been a part 
of this study. 
The mutual-coupling problem can be dealt with. just 'as easily for the 
Type-4 antenna, where each elemental radiator has relatively high gain, 
and with somewhat more difficulty, because of intra-lens coupling, for 
the Type-2 antenna. However, for the Type-3 antenna, mutual coupling 
remains an inherently serious problem. That is not to say that the con- 
figuration cannot be used to electrically de-spin a physically spinning 
communication antenna. It is in fact the only one of the four configura- 
tions that is known by the authors to have been exploited, for instance 
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on the spin-stabilized Application Technology Satellite67 due to be launched 
into synchronous orbit in late 1966. However, the de-spinning antenna used 
on this vehicle cannot readily be analyzed with any accuracy because of 
mutual coupling effe'cts. The experimentally determined spin modulation 
was found to be more than 1 dB while the theoretical value was less than 
one percent of this.67 
Spin (amplitude) modulation, together with the phase modulation 
component of the spectral splitting has formed an important part of the 
present study although it has not been exhaustively examined. Provided 
all the electronic and radiator elements of the array work “perfectly," 
it has been indicated that this spectral splitting problem can generally 
be taken care of in the two antenna types that were analyzed. However, 
no attempt was made to examine exactly what would happen if one or more 
of the elements acted less than perfectly, except to propose a general 
solution to the spectral-splitting problem, especially for use with co- 
herent receiving techniques. A more detailed analysis of the phenomenon 
is given in Ref. 3. 
Unfortunately the particular Type-l antenna configuration chosen for 
detailed examination is probably not the most suitable since the elements 
are spaced more than one wavelength apart around the circumference of the 
cylindrical lens. There are indications that if this spacing had some 
value less than a wavelength, both the sidelobes and spectral content of 
a spinning retrodirective antenna would be considerably lower. There are 
also strong indications that the spectral splitting can be made negligible 
(all sidebands less than about 35 dB) by careful choice of antenna and 
system parameters even if the inter-element spacing is not made less than 
one wavelength. This implies operation over a narrow band but in the 
present study the bandwidth has been assumed to be narrow. With the excep- 
tion of the Type-4 antenna each of the types considered is more applicable 
to narrowband than to broadband implementation, but for some system models, 
operation over a broad band would apparently not be appreciably inferior. 
Further study of a more comprehensive range of parameters and system 
models is needed, however, before any such general conclusions can be drawn. 
In studying the Type-l and -2 antennas only a cylindrical configura- 
tion for the lens was considered, but other configurations could well 
prove more suitable for some applications. For instance, if it were 
desirable to stack several Type-l antennas axially, to obtain beam control 
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in the axial plane, a conical lens would be better mechanically. Elec- 
tronically, the performance is expected to be comparable to the configura- 
tions examined but new and more general analysis techniques would have to 
be developed to take account of the different ray geometry. 
Determination of antenna gain, or, more correctly, effective radiated 
power (ERP), was made by several methods in the case of the Type-l antenna, 
and each gave approximately the same result for the corresponding config- 
uration. This result could, therefore, be discussed with some confidence 
in its accuracy. Such was not the case for the other antenna types, how- 
ever, since there were some apparent discrepancies between the gain values 
computed by different methods. This was due in part to the fact that the 
behavior of the pattern in the axial plane was assumed to be unrelated 
to the particular azimuthal plane element configurations used. Consequently, 
some of the results, particularly those used to examine the gain in the 
retrodirection of various configurations and modes of operation of the 
Type-2 antenna, can only be used as preliminary data. It is significant 
that none of the computed values of retrodirective gain, averaged over 
all azimuthal angles, is greater than the postulated maximum value for 
any array (which is equal to the number of array elements), although in 
some cases this maximum value is reached. This fact does give some con- 
fidence in the method used for computation of at least the high values 
of gain, but more assurance is needed that all the values of gain com- 
puted for the several configurations are reliable. For instance, one 
of the Type-2 antenna configurations indicated an average gain 2.3 dB 
less than the maximum postulated value. There is presently no reasonable 
explanation for such a result, and further investigation of the radiation 
characteristics by computation and integration of the radiation pattern, 
or some other method, would be necessary to substantiate or modify this 
data. 
The Type-2 antenna represents only one method of increasing the 
axial gain of the basic geodesic-lens phased-array antenna. It is par- 
ticularly applicable for very-narrowband operation-for instance, 1 to 
4 MHz for an antenna having a diameter and a length of one meter, ir- 
respective of the nominal operating frequency. If some other axial 
beam-narrowing technique is used, such as a toroidal lens or reflector, 
the bandwidth is likely to be several times as large but the structure 
will be more cumbersome. 
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The Type-3 antenna is one apparently simple method by which arbitrarily 
high gain can be obtained in the axial direction, and consequently it was 
analyzed in some detail except that, as has been stressed, mutual coupling 
has been neglected. 
Calculations have been barri-ed out for a circular array of omni- 
azimuthal elements, such as the Type-3 antenna, which might be mounted 
at one end of a cylindrical space probe. The data presented in the main 
test are the pattern shape and directivity gain at the peak of the main 
beam for 30, 60, and 90 elements equally spaced around a 20-wavelength- 
diameter circle, the same diameter used for most of the other antenna 
models. Also presented is the ,variation in directivity with changing 
array orientation with respect to the retrodirective direction, and the 
dependence of array directivity on the number of elements in a 20-wavelength- 
diameter array. Although existing formulas were used in the calculations, 
the work extended the numerical results to the case of large array diam- 
eters and large numbers of elements, which case is of more interest in 
the application of retrodirective arrays to space probes. The shape of 
the radiation pattern was discussed in some detail as aid in understanding 
why the directivity at the peak of the main beam is a function of the 
orientation of the array elements with respect to the main-beam direction. 
The directivity variation with array orientation, which is an impor- 
tant component of any spectral splitting, has been calculated for 40, 41, 
50, 51, 60, 61, and 70 elements in 20-wavelength-diameter arrays. The 
peak-to-peak variation of directivity ranges from 0.01 dB for 61 elements, 
to 1.1 dB for 50 elements. The specific examples, plus the discussion 
given in the body of the report, indicate a general preference for an 
odd number of elements. There are, however, combinations of array diameter 
and element spacing for which even numbers of elements give directivity 
variation as low.as or lower than do odd number of elements. The direc- 
tivity variation is a cyclical function of the number of elements, and 
probably also of the array diameter, for element spacings greater than 
0.5 wavelength. For element spacing less than about 0.'5 wavelength 
there is no variation in directivity with changes in array orientation, 
and also a maximum value of gain is reached that is independent of th.e 
addition of more elements. Since these calculations neglect the effects 
on the array pattern of mutual coupling between array elements, as well 
as blocking some elements by other elements, the theoretical performance 
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of this somewhat idealized array technique can be used only as a standard 
against which practical arrays can be compared. 
Several alternative “modes” of operation were used in examining the 
various antenna models when used as retrodirective arrays. These related 
to the type of amplifier associated with each array element. When linear 
amplifiers (Modes 2 and 3) were used so that the power radiated from an 
element was weighted in proportion to the gain of that element in the retro- 
direction, a higher gain was generally achieved than when all elements were 
driven with equal power. The difference in gain, usually less than 1 dB, 
that can be.achieved by this element-weighting technique, must be weighed 
against the complexity of implementing the necessary circuitry. In practice, 
the increase in ERP will not be as great as the theoretical increase in 
antenna gain, for a given number of elements, because of the difficulty 
of distributing the available power in anything but a uniform manner. In 
addition, the total potential radiating power must always be larger than for 
Mode 1 (assuming the same total power) because the duty cycle is less than one. 
Rather than reducing the contribution from some elements in a con- 
tinuously variable manner, a digital approach can also be used, whereby 
each element either radiates with full power or not at all. This approach 
led to some consideration being given to a fourth type of configuration. 
The main problem in this case is devising a satisfactory mechanism for 
deciding which elements shall be switched off. No such mechanism was 
sought during the study.. Provided there are no multipath effects it should, 
however, be easy to obtain such a mechanism. . . 
The Type-4 antenna was analyzed only for a “large," rather than a 
specific, number of elemental radiators, and the results indicate a value 
of gain very nearly equal to the theoretical maximum. It should be noted 
that this large value of ERP, within a fraction of a decibel of the 
postulated maximum va'lue for any given total number of transmitting elements, 
is obtained even though only a fraction of these elements are used at any 
one time. It is, of course, necessary that each of the transmitters be 
capable of delivering higher output power than would be necessary to obtain 
the same total ERP with all the transmitting elements active simultaneously. 
This higher value of “installed transmitter capacity," plus the switching 
circuitry, may be the price that has to be paid for a retrodirective antenna 
system that does not suffer at all from the spectral splitting effects of 
vehicle spin. Spectral splitting is low because the antenna can be made 
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with relatively low mutual coupling between the receiver/transmitter/ 
radiator elements, leading in turn to a communication system in which the 
effects of spectral splitting of the retransmitted signal caused by spin- 
ning of the vehicle can, theoretically, be eliminated by some phase- 
conjugating techniques operating over a narrow band of frequencies. 
No attempt was specifically made to investigate the effects of vehicle 
spin on modulation of the ERP from the Type-4 antenna, but consideration 
of a specific finite number of radiators, rather than a “large" number, 
is likely to indicate modulation of ERP (amplitude modulation) with vehicle 
spin for specific configurations. The situation will be further complicated 
by the power-switching operation, which could also produce modulation. 
Basic circuitry has been proposed for conjugating the phase in such 
a manner that a retrodirective antenna transmitting at a rational fraction 
of the pilot frequency will be exactly phased. The technique has been 
examined only for a conventional type of array of radiating elements in 
which only one ray-or geodesic-can exist between each element and the 
distant point at which the net contribution of the elements is being 
observed. It is therefore directly applicable to the Type-4 antenna, in 
which case it can also eliminate the phase-modulation component of spectral 
splitting, as just discussed. However, where there are two or more alterna- 
tive ray paths associated with each element, as in the Type-l or Type-2 
antenna, or where mutual coupling is an important consideration, such as 
in the Type-3 antenna, the technique is not necessarily directly applicable. 
The technique will need further study and possible modification before 
it can be considered suitable for these other types. Another possible 
problem with the technique, when applied to communication over very great 
distances, is that it employed separate, albeit phase-locked, oscillators 
for each element. As discussed in the Introduction, if these oscillators 
are not all operating at exactly the same frequency there can be a sig- 
nificant reduction in received signal intensity. This potential problem 
should be considered in relation to the particular hardware planned for 
any phased array antenna as one end of a very long communication link. 
This has not been done to any extent during this program. 
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Another important system problem that was considered is that of 
retrieving accurate information on range and its time derivatives (Doppler 
shift, etc.). A technique has been presented whereby such data, relating 
to both the bus and the capsule can be retrieved without the need for an 
accurate frequency source (local oscillator) on-board either vehicle. 
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SPECTRAL SPLITTING FOR A SINGLE ELEMENT IN A 
CIRCULAR ARRAY OF OMNlOlRECTlONAL ELEMENTS (TYPE-3 ANTENNA) 
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APPENDIX A 
SPECTRAL SPLITTING FOR A SINGLE ELEMENT IN A 
CIRCULAR ARRAY OF OMNIDIRECTIONAL ELEMENTS (TYPE-3 ANTENNA) 
Consider a ring of antenna elements on the circumference of a cylin- 
der (see Fig. A-l) spinning at a rate of as = 2nf s rad/sec. Let a signal 
be received in the plane containing the ring of elements and hence per- 
pendicular to the spin axis of the satellite. The geometry is shown in 
Fig. A-l. Mutual coupling is assumed to be negligible so that the radia- 
tion pattern of each elemental antenna can be assumed to be omnidirectional 
(an assumption that is far from true in practice). 
SIGNAL DIRECTION 
POSITION OF i’“ELEMENT 
POSITION OF ith ELEMENT 
POSITION OF REFERENCE 
ELEMENT AT t = 0 
T.-5574-66 
FIG. A-l GEOMETRY OF PHASE CENTERS OF ELEMENTAL 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIATORS 
We take the phase at the center of the cylinder as reference and 
hence write the voltage at that point as 
u = cos WOt 
where 
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and f. is the received frequency which may include a Doppler shift. Such 
a shift, since it applies equally to all antenna elements, will be called 
gross Doppler. 
,Let ei be the angle of the ith element with respect to the reference 
condition. Then, 
‘i = 2n; + wst 
where N is the total number of equally spaced elements. The horizontal 
displacement from reference is given by 
disp = R sin Bi 
where R is the radius of the circle on which the phase centers of the 
elemental omnidirectional antennas lie. If we measure this radius in 
wavelengths and convert to phase in radians, then the signal received by 
the ith element is 
vi = cos c aot + 2rrR 
- sin mot sin 27~R [ sin ($ + -St1 * 
But from Bessel function theory we have 
cos (A sin 6') = J,(A)+2 f J&A) cos 2n8 
?I=1 
sin (A sin 8) = 2 f J 
*.+LA) sin (2n + l)@ . II=0 
Hence, from Eqs. (A-l) and (A-2), 
vi = cos wet 
c 
J,(P-rrR) + 2 F J2,(2mR) 
27ri 
?I=1 
cos 2n - + ws t 
N 1 
- sin wet 
2ni 
(277R) sin (2n + 1) - 
N 
+ wst 1 
(A-l) 
(A-2a) 
(A-2b) 
. 
(A-3) 
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But note that 
cos c1 cos p = ; I: cos (cd + p, + cos (a - y,1 
and 
sin c1 sin p = -2 l [ cos (a - p, - cos (a + p,1 
(A,-4a) 
(A-4b) 
and using Eq. (A-4) in (A-3)) 
‘i = Jo (2nR) cos wet 
r 4Tn i + cos (cd0 - 2nws)t - - N II 
+ :J n=O pn+1(2~R) [w, + (t?n t l)ws]t t 2n(2nNt ‘Ii 
- cos 
C 
Lo - (2n + l)w)t - 
2T(2n + 1)i 
N 
(A-5) 
Thus, for the case of w. constant, the voltage at the frequency 
U/2n)LJo + koSl has a magnitude J,(27rR) and a phase k(Zni/N). 
Note that the phase for k' = k + ,BN for all integers ,8 is the same 
as for k. 
Since it is desirable to maximize the carrier voltage, the antenna 
radius should be chosen to maximize Jo(2nR). If R is near 10 wavelengths, 
then 
cos 27rR - ; (A-6) 
which has a peak when 
277R - T = k(2-rr) 
4 
(A-7a) 
or 
= k2r (A-7b) 
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or 
1 
R = k+- . 
8 
(A-7c) 
For example, we could take 
4 = 10.125 . 
When X > n2, 
Jn(X) & cos (X -$ - ;), . 
The choice of X = 2n[k + (l/8)1 will make LX - (rm/2) - (n/4)] mod 
277 = ( n/2)n and hence the lower odd sidebands will vanish. 
The spectrum resulting from this particular model is given in 
Table A-l. 
Table A-1' 
SPECTRAL CONTENT VS. -SIDEBAND NUMBER 
” 
0 .10003 .010006 0.0 
1 -.00013 .oooooo -a, 
2 -.10003 .010006 0.0 
3 -.00615 .000038 -24.2 
4 .09945 .009890 0.0 
5 .01866 .000348 -14.6 
6 -.09652 .009316 - 0.3 
7 -.03687 .001359 - 8.7 
8 .08840 .007815 - 1.1 
9 .05911 .003494 - 4.6 
10 -.07168 .005138 - 2.9 
11 -.08146 .006636 - 1.8 
12 .04344 .001887 - 7.3 
13 .09804 .009612 - 0.2 
14 -.00337 .000011 -29.8 
15 -.09952 .009904 0.0 
16 -.04356 .001897 - 7.2 
17 .07760 .006022 - 2.2 
18 .08504 .007232 - 1.4 
19 -.02947 .000868 -10.6 
20 -.iO265 .010537 0.2 
21 -.03507 .001230 - 9.1 
22 .07949 .006319 - 2.0 
23 .09006 ,008lll - 0.9 
24 -.01436 .000206 -17.0 
25 -.10090 .010181 0.1 
Jn(63.61) (5,(63.61) I2 
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RELATIVE 
dB 
Table A-l' (Concluded) 
” 
26 -. 06495 .004219 - 3.7 
27 .04780 .002285 - 6.5 
28 .10553 .011137 0.5 
29 .04510 .002034 - 7 .?I 
30 -.06440 .004147 - 3.8 
31 -.10585 .011204 0.5 
32 -.03877 .001503 - 8.2 
33 .06685 .004469 - 3.5 
34 .10813 .011692 0.7 
35 .04874 .002376 - 6.3 
36 -. 05449 .002969 - 5.3 
37 -.11042 .012193 0.9 
38 -.07396 .00547 0 - 2.6 
39 .02204 .000486 -13.1 
40 .lOlOO .010201 0.1 
41 .10498 .011021 0.4 
42 .03432 . 001178 - 9.3 
43 -.05964 .003557 - 4.5 
44 -.I1497 .013218 1.2 
45 -. 09940 .009880 - 0.5 
46 -.02567 .000659 -11.8 
47 .06227 .00387&l - 4.1 
48 .11769 .013851 1.4 
49 .11535 .013306 1.2 
50 .06002 .003602 - 4.4 
51 -.02099 .000441 -13.5 
52 -. 09368 .008776 - 0.6 
53 -.13218 .017472 2.4 
54 -. 12658 .016022 2.0 
55 -.08273 .006844 - 1.6 
56 -.01649 .000272 -15.7 
57 .05369 .002883 - 5.4 
58 .11273 .012708 1.0 
59 .15187 .023064 3.6 
60 .16901 .028564 4.6 
61 .16695 .027872 4.5 
62 .15120 .022861 3.6 
63 .12780 .016333 2.1 
64 .10194 .010391 0.2 
65 .07733 .005980 - 2.2 
66 .05610 .003147 - 5.0 
67 .03909 .001528 - 8.2 
68 .02625 .000689 -11.6 
69 .01703 .000290 -15.4 
70 .01070 .000114 -19.5 
71 .00652 .000043 -23.7 
72 .00385 .000015 -28.2 
73 .00220 .000005 -33.1 
74 .00120 .000001 -40.0 
75 .00059 .oooooo -m 
J”(63.61) 
RELATIVE 
dB 
* 
Tables of the Bessel Functions of the First Kind, 
ANNALS Ill of the Computation Laboratory of Harvard 
University (Oxford University Press. 1947). 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF SPECTRUM IN THE 
CYLINDRICAL-GEODESIC-LENS BICDNICAL-HORN 
ADAPTIVE (TYPE-l) ANTENNA DUE TO VEHICLE ROTATION 
This antenna has been described,in the First Quarterly Report, and 
its general configuration is shown in Fig. 3 in the main text. For the 
present purpose we note that each elemental radiator, at the instant when 
its angular position relative to the direction of the received signal is 
Yr _- -7r<y<7r (B-1) 
receives signals from an infinite number of directions, ui, where or is L 
measured relative to the direction of maximum gain and 
(see Fig. 4). 
-P,, <?I 
2 i2 
(B-2) 
Due to the nature of the lens and the geometry we find 
CXi+LtanQ. = L 27ri + y (B-3) 
where i = 0, fl, f2, 53, f . ..) and L is the ratio of the height of the 
lens to its radius. 
It can be shown' that each signal can be written as 
y(y) = 
C(ai) 
% exp j lot + 277R (& - cos a)] (B-4) 
where G(a) is the voltage gain function of the elemental radiator within 
the "parallel plate" lens region. A typical gain function can be de- 
scribed by: 
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G(~) = 10-z .~(~Ru/N)~ (B-5) 
where R is the radius in wavelengths, N is the number of elemental 
radiators, and the phase is measured with respect to a fixed but arbitrary 
point. 
The [l + (L/cos2 ~)l- 'f/2 term is due to space taper in the lens. wois, 
of course, the RF angular frequency including gross Doppler. 
If the antenna is rotating (spin-stabilized), then the angle y is a 
periodic sawtooth function of time; hence both the amplitude and relative 
phase of Fi(y) are also periodic and have a fundamental frequency propor- 
tional to the spin rate. 
Let wS be the angular velocity of the antenna in radians per second. 
Then y is periodic and can be written 
Y = wst for (B-6) 
s 
Thus the signals, from Eqs. (B-4) and (B-6), can be written as 
G(a,) 
Fi(t) = - exp j[WOt + VP(ai)l 
HW,) 
where 
H(k) = 
[i + . . . . J 
and 
CPW,) = 2rrR ct. 1 - I 
(B-7) 
(B-8) 
(B-9) 
Of course, since 
ai + L tan cli = 2ni + wst , (B-10) 
ai is a function of t and is also periodic. Since Fi(t) is periodic, we 
can write it in terms of a carrier and sidebands as 
Fi(t) = (B-11) 
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Now, equate Eqs. (3-7) and (B-11) and cancel ejUo', getting: 
G(cr. i) 
z (cikejvik).ejkost = H(LU..) ei(p(ai) . 
k=-co 
L 
Multiply both sides by e 
-jkos t 
and integrate over a period: 
dt . 
(B-12) 
(B-13) 
Now, transform the integration from t to Q according to Eq. (B-10) and 
note that 
Now, 
and when t = -(T/2), 
cli + L 
L = wsdt 
cos , 2 a. 
(B-14) 
(B-15) 
tan 01. = 2ni-7T = (2i - 1)7f . (B-16) L 
Let the solution of Eq. (B-16) be BI. Similarly, when t = +(T/2), 
CL [+Ltanu. = &Ii+77 = L (2i + 1177 (3-17) 
and let the solution be C.. L Thus we are numbering the rays as i = 0, 
fl, f2, +3 etc., and we have 
Bi + L tan B. 1 = (2i - 1)n (B-18a) 
Ci + L tan Ci = (2 +1)77 . (B-.18b) 
Using these results in Eq. (B-131, we obtain 
C. 
cik,- = 
1' J G(ai)H(ai)e j(qai)-k(ai+L tanai+2ni) 27T da, . (B-19) B. 1 
Since e-j(k2Ti) = 1 , it can be omitted. 
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Ii - -- 
Now consider the summed effect over all rays: 
icPk 
+cO 
eke 
= Z Cike”Pik 
i=-@J 
1 
; = G i=-OJ  
‘i G(a)H(a)e j [cP(a j-K(c+L tan a)ldcl . (B-20) *, 
1 
These are non-overlapping adjacent ranges of integration. From the mono- 
tonic functions of Eq. (B-18): 
c, - 77, B, - 7~ 
Cl - 37T, B2 - 377 
B, = -IT, cm1 - -77 
B 
-1 = -3n, c-, - -3l-r . 
Further, 
lim Bi = lim Ci = n/2 i+tX! 1-m 
and 
lim B. = i-a-m 1 lim Ci = -77/2 . i’-tXl 
Thus, Eq. (B-20) becomes 
'ke 
ipk = G(~)H(~)~I [(PC0 J-k (=+L tana) da . 1 (B-21) 
Now use Euler's equation, ,icP = cos cp + j sin (Q, to write 
c, cos ‘p, = -L J 
r/2 
2rr :77/z 
G(a)H(a)[COS ($‘(a) COS k6 - sin $?(a) sin ks]da 
(B-22) 
where 
8 = Ct+Ltana . (B-23) 
From Eqs. (B-51, (B-81, and (B-9) we note that C(U), H(a), and m(a) are 
all even functions of a. Cos k6 is also even in's, but sin k6 is odd. 
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Since the integral of an even function over a range symmetrical about 
the origin is twice the integral over the half-range and the integral of 
an odd function is zero, we have 
‘k cos (Pk = - 
G(a)H(a) cos m(a) cos k(a + L tan a)da . (B-24) 
Similarly, 
1 I 77/p Ck'sin 'p, = - 2ll G(a)ff(a) sin q(a) cos k6 - cos cp(~l) sin kS]da -v/2 
1 I n/2 = - G(a)H(a) sin v(a) cos k(U + L tan a)da . (B-25) 7T 0 
Note further that Eqs. (B-24) and (B-25) are even functions of k so that 
and 
C -k c0.s ‘p-, = c, cos ‘p, (B-26a) 
c -) sin ‘P-, = c, sin 'p, . (B-26b) 
Thus the spectrum is symmetrical about the carrier. 
Equations (B-24) and (B-25), by a change in the upper limit of inte- 
gration, can also be used to find the spectrum of Ray 0 and the spectrum 
for Rays -1, 0, and 1. By changing both limits of integration, the 
spectrum for Rays -1 and 1 can also be found. 
An Algol program for the Burroughs 5500 h as been prepared and run to 
obtain spectrum data, using R = 10, L = 3, N = 60, for the following ray 
groupings: 
Ray 0 
Rays -1 and +1 
Bays -1, 0, and +l . 
The following was computed for each sideband: 
Inphase component Ck cos 'p, 
Quadrature components ‘k sin m, 
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L 
Amplitude ‘k 
Phase angle ‘pk 
P ower relative to carrier P dB 
Cumulative power 2 P, i= 0 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF POWER IN THE TYPE-l ANTENNA 
Since a lossless system has been assumed, it is of interest to cal- 
culate the power emitted from an elemental radiator in each ray. 
The voltage gain function of each elemental radiator as measured in 
the " parallel plate" region of the lens is assumed given by: 
G(a) = 1&2.4ma/N’21 (C-1) 
Hence the power gain is 
C2(a.) = 1()[-4.8’“Ra/N’21 
e-(K2a2/2) . 
Hence 
K2a 2 
In G2(U) = - - = In 10 
2 
K = 77% (4.701). 
Then the power can be written 
PO = J‘ 
aO 
G2 (a Ida for Ray 0 
0 
= 2 y G2 (~1 )dcx 
0 
for all rays 
=1 
= 2J G2(a)da for Rays -1 and +l 
=0 
= 2s 
=1 
G2(a)da for 0 Rays -1, 0, and +1 
(C-2a) 
(C-2b) 
(C-3) 
(C-4a) 
(Cl-4b) 
(C-4c) 
(C-4d) 
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where a0 = 0.687 radians, and satisfies 
CIo + L tan a0 = -n for L = 3 
and a, = 1.226 radians, and satisfies 
a, + L tan a1 = 37? for L = 3 
But in all cases 
A 
P = 2 J” G2(a)da 
0 
and setting x = Kct, dx = Kda, 
2 
P = -x- ,-(X2/2)& 
K 
e 
-( x2/2)& 
(C-5 1 
(C-6) 
(C-7 1 
(C-8) 
where the expression in parentheses can be found in the tables of the 
normal probability density. 
When Eq. (C-8) is evaluated for R = 10 and N = 60 and compared with 
the cumulative power from the computer runs, we find: 
Rays Eq. (C-8) Computer (200 sidebands) 
All 1.020 -- 
0 0.926 0.918 
-1,l 0.089 0.098 
-l,O,l 1.014 1.008 
These results show sufficient agreement to verify the-computer algo- 
rithm used. 
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The relative power in Rays -1, 0, and +l as compared with the total 
power from an elemental radiator (1.014/1.020) certainly indicates that 
the higher-ordered rays should have a negligible effect on the overall 
spectrum of the signals. 
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APPENDIX D 
RETRANSMITTED S IGNAL FROM A CYLINDRICAL-GEODES 
BICONICAL-HORN ADAPTIVE (TYPE-l) ANTENNA 
IC-LENS 
1. Introduction 
As discussed earlier in this report, almost all the power is con- 
1 
tained in Rays -1, 0, 1 and therefore the present discussion will be 
restricted to these rays. It is assumed that each elemental antenna of 
I 
1 
the array is connected to a simple conjugating circuit. 
J Power is received at each elemental radiator along each of the three 
ray paths. The corresponding voltages are added and mixed with a pure 
sinewave at twice pilot frequency. The difference signal from the mixer 
is then retransmitted along each of the three ray paths. 
To begin with, let us assume the following: 
(1) The local oscillator is at exactly twice the incoming 
pilot frequency. 
(2) All operations are linear. 
(3) Phase delays are negligible compared to spin period. 
Each signal in passing from the plane external wave to the elemental 
radiator in either direction has its amplitude reduced by G(a)/H(a) and 
undergoes a phase delay of 277R[(L/cos 01) - cos ~11 where 
G(a) = 9f2&2) (D-l 1 
H(a) = (1 + &," (D-2) 
R = Radius in wavelengths 
L = Length in radii 
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and 
a-I + L tan U-I = -277 + y (D-3a) 
a0 + L tan a0 = Y CD-3b) 
IX1 f L tan til = 2nty (D-3~) 
where y is the angle of arrival with respect to the position of the ele- 
mental radiator. 
For convenience, let 
= 277R -- ( L ‘i cos ci. cos a. L L > 
Note that the effect of the mixer is to change the sign o f the phase. 
(D-4) 
(D-5) 
2. Derivation 
The voltage reaching the elemental radiator (assuming unit voltage 
in the arriving wave) is 
After mixing, we have 
A,,hL, + A,&po + A&-v, . (D-7) 
Then the total retransmitted signal in the direction y consists of 
nine terms: 
V = A~&0 + A-,A,#,, - ‘p,,) + A-,A&P~ - V-,) 
+ A,A-,L((p-, - cp,) f A;/0 + A,A&((P, - Cp,) 
+ AIA-&(cp,, - ‘p,) + A,A,L(q, - cp,) + A;LO . (D-8) 
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Rearranging Eq. (D-8) and combining terms having equal positive and nega- 
tive angles gives: 
V = (A!, + A; + A;)LO + 2Am,A, cos (cp, - cp,&Lo 
+ 2A,,A, cos (cp, - cp,,)LO + 2A,A, cos (cp, - (P&O . (D-9) 
Equation (D-9) indicates that all components of the retransmitted signal 
are in phase, but the amplitude of the signal varies with y and hence with 
time. 
3. Effect of Different Receiving and Transmitting Frequencies 
If Assumption 1 is dropped, then R, which is measured in wavelengths, 
will be different for reception and transmission. L is unchanged. 
R enters in the K of Eq. (D-l) and in the phase term. Let 
R, C(a), A, and cp refer to the received frequency, fR, and A, k(a), 1, 
.and $ refer to the transmitted frequency fT. 
Then, 
; = fT 
rR 
= CR (D-1Oa) 
R 
ii = CK (D-lob) 
6 = cq - (D-10~) 
Note that Eq. (D-3) d oes not involve R and therefore the y - ~1 rela- 
tionships are the same for both transmission and reception. Equation (D-7) 
is still valid, but the equivalent of Eq. (D-8) is 
(D-11 1 
I 
Unlike the previous case, Eq. (D-11) indicates that hoth amplitude 
and angle modulation will be present. 
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APPENDIX E 
EXTENSION OF GODDARD SYSTEM 
TO EARTH -BUS-CAPSULE BUS EARTH 
This system is shown in Fig. E-l and the corresponding spectra in 
Fig. E-2. We define the frequencies of the following signals as: 
f CB 
D” 
f0 
f BC 
4 
fc 
f CB 1 
f CB2 
f Be 
fl 
f2 
Signal 
Carrier (w/mod) from earth to bus 
Doppler shift earth/bus path 
Bus local oscillator 
Carrier (w/mod) from bus to capsule 
Doppler shift bus/capsule path 
Capsule local oscillator 
Carrier (w/mod) capsule to bus 
Carrier capsule to bus 
Carrier bus to earth 
First subcarrier (w/mod)-bus to earth 
Second subcarrier (w/mod)-bus to earth 
Nominal Value 
(MHz) 
2399 
30 
2491 
89 
2402 
2403 
1800 
1 
2 
f3 Third subcarrier-bus to earth 3 
DO D”/80 
The signals received at the earth station have frequencies: 
(1) 60 f. + 3/4 Du 
(2) 60 f. + 3/4 Du + 80 f. - feB - D ll 
(3) 60 f. + 3/4 Du + 83 f. - feB - D u + 2 DC - fc 
60 f. + 3/4 Du + D, - 80 f o + 27 fc 
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Sin&e feB is known at the receiver, signals (1) and (2) can be 
processed in a double phase-locked receiver to evaluate f,, and Du (see 
Fig. E-3). Then the remaining subcarriers C and d can be further 
processed to evaluate fc and D, (see Fig..E-4). 
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